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Abstract
Many of the principal concepts that underpin current metallic structural steel design
codes, notably Eurocode 3, were developed on the basis of elastic, perfectly plastic ma-
terial behaviour, essentially ignoring strain-hardening; such material behaviour lends
itself to the concept of discrete cross-section classification. A newly proposed, defor-
mation based approach to structural steel design represents an alternative treatment to
cross-section classification that is based upon a continuous relationship between cross-
section slenderness and deformation capacity, as well as a rational exploitation of strain-
hardening. This method is referred to herein as the Continuous Strength Method. The
aim of this research is to develop preliminary guidance for the use of the Continuous
Strength Method at the member level, focusing on the behaviour of simply supported
and continuous beams. Particular attention will be given to determining the maximum
laterally unsupported lengths prior to which the full capacity predictions of the Con-
tinuous Strength Method can be achieved, as well as the performance of lateral bracing
elements in various structural configurations.
Through a programme of experiments, numerical modelling and parametric studies,
the implications of allowing for strain-hardening in the design of laterally restrained
steel beams is investigated with particular emphasis on the performance of the bracing
elements. A total of fourteen tests on simply supported beams and six tests on contin-
uous beams were performed considering two basic scenarios: discrete rigid restraints
and discrete elastic restraints of varying stiffness. In all tests, bending resistances in
excess of the plastic moment capacity were observed, but generally it was concluded
that closer restraint spacing than specified in current design codes to achieve the cross-
section capacity may be required to harness significant benefit from strain-hardening
and to develop the full CSM bending resistance. The forces generated in the restraints
were within current code requirements although some modifications were suggested.
Furthermore, the spacings of the restraints were also considered and a new limiting
slenderness and transition curve for the CSM was proposed. The results from the ex-
periments were supplemented by parametric studies conducted using analytical and
numerical models developed as part of this thesis, as well as through the use of propri-
etary software packages.
A parallel experimental investigation into the material modelling assumptions of the
Continuous Strength Method was also conducted, employing an innovative full cross-
section tensile test to capture average cross-section material properties. The results
from the investigation validated the modelling assumptions of the Continuous Strength
Method and improved the accuracy of the predictive capacity equations.
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Current structural design codes generally represent the material stress-strain charac-
teristics of structural steel by means of an elastic, perfectly plastic model. This leads
naturally to the concept of elastic and plastic moment capacities and the process of
cross-section classification. Although simple, this treatment can lead to overly conser-
vative designs. A newly proposed, deformation-based approach to structural steel de-
sign, referred to herein as the Continuous Strength Method (Gardner, 2008), represents
an alternative treatment to cross-section classification that is based upon a continuous
relationship between cross-section slenderness and deformation capacity, as well as a
rational exploitation of strain-hardening. Strain-hardening can be broadly defined as
the additional strength beyond yield arising as a result of plastic deformation; its im-
portance in the design of steel structures has been previously recognised, notably by
Horne and Medland (1966) and Davies (2006).
The Continuous Strength Method has been shown to offer increases in member resis-
tance of up to 15% over current European standards, as well as a reduction in scatter
when compared with test data. In the context of the trend towards reducing the en-
vironmental cost of construction, this represents an attractive enhancement in material
efficiency that would provide considerable savings in construction resources.
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1.2 The Continuous Strength Method today
To date, the Continuous Strength Method for carbon steel has been developed for a
range of cross-sections in compression and bending. Research into the importance of
strain-hardening for cross-sections under combined loading, asymmetric sections, as
well as member buckling is currently under way. For the introduction of the method
into practice across Europe, all structural scenarios need to be examined in detail and
this will need to be achieved through a comprehensive programme of laboratory test-
ing and theoretical analysis. A natural extension of the method would be to consider its
applicability to the member level behaviour of beams as well as the associated practical
considerations.
1.3 Scope of the study and research innovation
The aim of this research is to develop preliminary guidance for the use of the Contin-
uous Strength Method at the member level, focusing on the behaviour of simply sup-
ported and continuous beams. Particular attention will be given to determining the
maximum laterally unsupported lengths for which the full capacity predictions of the
Continuous Strength Method can be achieved. The properties of the discrete lateral re-
straints used to define these lengths will also be given detailed consideration, with a
particular emphasis on their stiffness and strength. To date, these quantities are only
prescribed for use in the design of determinate structures and in traditional plastic de-
sign.
1.4 Outline of thesis
This chapter places the newly proposed Continuous Strength Method of structural steel
design into context, summarising its development to date and identifying the general




A general overview of the key theoretical and experimental research reported in the lit-
erature that is relevant to this project is provided in Chapter 2. Detailed considerations
of particular aspects of the literature are made at the relevant stages in this thesis.
The stability implications of utilising the Continuous Strength Method for statically de-
terminate structural elements with discrete elastic lateral restraints are considered in
Chapter 3. The focus is to establish the minimum bracing strength and stiffness require-
ments to achieve the predicted CSM levels of bending resistance in primary members,
comparing the results with codified limits. An extensive laboratory programme is also
described, the results of which are used primarily in this chapter and in Chapter 4.
Determining the maximum laterally unsupported length of simply supported beams
to achieve the cross-section resistances predicted by the Continuous Strength Method
is the subject matter of Chapter 4. A very simple analytical model is developed for
the lateral-torsional buckling behaviour of steel I-beams in the strain-hardening range
which is then used, in conjunction with numerical modelling and collated test data, to
propose some preliminary design recommendations.
The results of a laboratory testing programme comprising tests on continuous steel I-
beams with discrete elastic and rigid lateral restraints are described and presented in
Chapter 5. The stability implications of forming a collapse mechanism compatible with
the Continuous Strength Method are investigated with reference to restraint forces and
stiffness requirements. A numerical model is also developed, which is used to deter-
mine the maximum laterally unsupported length of continuous beams designed using
the Continuous Strength Method.
The strain-hardening characteristics of structural steel are explored in Chapter 6. A new,
full cross-section tensile test is used to determine material properties that are more rep-
resentative of the true material behaviour than an isolated tensile coupon test. Using
the results from the tests, certain assumptions originally made in the development of
the Continuous Strength Method are validated. The updated material properties are




A summary of the research and the key findings are presented in Chapter 7, together





The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the key theoretical and experi-
mental contributions that underpin the primary topics under examination in this thesis.
The review will begin with an account of the treatment of material non-linearity in the
design of structural steel elements, summarising early research contributions, current
European codes of practice and the most recent advances intended to challenge the cur-
rent approach to the design of steel beams in the codes of practice. The second section
provides a review of beam buckling, identifying the key theoretical contributions and
how they relate to current design provisions. The third section examines the effects of
restraint conditions on the stability of beams, with particular reference to the stiffness
and strength requirements of lateral and torsional restraints. The final section provides
an overview of the numerical modelling approaches adopted throughout this research,
their assumptions and their specific applications to each part of the thesis.
2.2 Material non-linearity in structural design
Material non-linearity in structural design has been previously considered both exper-
imentally and theoretically. A systematic experimental and theoretical research pro-
gramme was conducted at the Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh University during
the 1960s to examine the strain-hardening behaviour of steel structures at the material,
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cross-section and member levels. Lay (1965a) demonstrated that the flexural stiffness
of a uniformly loaded member can only be zero if the parent material possesses zero
strain-hardening stiffness. Using the ensuing theoretical model of inelastic stiffness,
expressions for the flange local buckling capacity were developed and limiting flange
width to thickness ratios were devised (Lay, 1965b). Taking into consideration the local
buckling behaviour of beams, a model relating the limiting rotation capacity to the un-
supported length of a simply supported beam was then developed by Lay and Galam-
bos (1965). Subsequent work by Byfield and Nethercot (1998) involved the derivation of
an expression for the strain-hardened major axis flexural capacity of an I-section beam
integrated through the cross-section, making use of an assumed non-linear continuous
stress distribution with the maximum outer-fibre strain set at 1.5% strain.
The current European structural steel design code, EN 1993-1-1 (2005), treats material
non-linearity through the familiar elastic-plastic or rigid-plastic material modelling ap-
proaches, neglecting the influence of strain-hardening. Furthermore, its treatment of the
cross-section stability of thin-walled structural elements - the ability of a cross-section
to resist local buckling - is achieved via a system of discrete cross-section classification
which ascribes four classes of section dependent upon local plate geometry and mate-
rial strength. Class 1 sections are fully effective under pure compression and are capa-
ble of attaining and maintaining their full plastic moment in bending; Class 2 sections
have comparatively reduced deformation capacity, but can achieve their yield load in
compression and attain their full plastic capacity in bending; Class 3 sections can also
achieve their yield load in pure compression, but are limited by first yield (i.e. their elas-
tic moment capacity) in bending; Class 4 sections fail by local buckling prior to yielding
and are assigned reduced capacities in both compression and bending dependent upon
the slenderness of the plate elements.
A study by Gardner (2008) using stub column test data collected from the literature
demonstrated that for stocky sections the cross-section classification system has sig-
nificant conservatism when the resistance of the cross-sections is limited to the yield
load and that its stepwise nature does not reflect the observed physical response. To
overcome these limitations, a new deformation-based design method, referred to as the
Continuous Strength Method (CSM) was proposed. The Continuous Strength Method
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allows for the beneficial influence of strain-hardening by utilising an elastic, linear
hardening material model, as well as replacing the system of cross-section classifica-
tion with a continuous non-dimensional measure of deformation capacity based upon
non-dimensional local plate slenderness. To date, design equations for the CSM have
been developed for cross-section resistance in bending and compression (Gardner et al.,
2011). Previous underpinning research for the CSM was reported by Gardner (2002),
Gardner and Nethercot (2004a), and Ashraf et al. (2008).
The extent of strain-hardening that a structural element may exhibit has been shown
to be dependent upon the basic form of the cross-section, the material and the forming
process. Representative values for the degree of strain-hardening present in different
structural steel cross-section types are given in Wang (2011). For hot-rolled I-sections
Esh/E = 0.015, for hot-rolled hollow sections, Esh/E = 0.01 and for cold-formed hollow
sections Esh/E = 0.015, in which E is the modulus of elasticity and Esh is the strain-
hardening modulus were recommended. Previous tests by Kemp et al. (2002) suggested
a value of Esh/E = 0.013 for hot-rolled I-sections. Material tests reported by Byfield
et al. (2005) showed that Esh/E = 0.0129 is typical for hot-rolled I- and H-sections.
2.3 Buckling of steel beams
The influence of flexural-torsional buckling is of fundamental importance in the design
of steel structures, as its development can seriously limit load carrying capacity. In this
section an overview of the key theoretical contributions to the current understanding of
flexural-torsional buckling behaviour will be presented, with due consideration made
for the effects of structural configuration and material non-linearity.
2.3.1 Elastic lateral torsional buckling
Buckling can be described as the behaviour in which a structure or a structural element
suddenly deforms in a plane different to the original plane of loading and response
(Trahair, 1993). The current elastic theory of flexural- or lateral-torsional buckling that
is widely presented in textbooks (see Bleich (1952) and Timoshenko andGere (1961)) has
its underpinnings in the work presented by Euler (1759) on the flexural buckling anal-
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ysis of slender columns, as well as the studies by Saint-Venant (1855) on the twisting
response of members subjected to uniform torsion. In two independent studies pub-
lished in the same year by Prandtl (1899) and Michell (1899), a unified theory consider-
ing both the flexural and torsional buckling behaviour of beams of a narrow rectangular
cross-section subject to transverse loading was presented, the solution of which was in
the form of a second-order differential equation in displacement and twist. Subsequent
contributions by Timoshenko (1953a), Timoshenko (1953b) andWagner (1936) which in-
cluded the effects of warping torsion in I-sections, led to the development of a general
theory of lateral torsional buckling.
Buckling of thin-walled steel beams can be broadly categorised according to the relative
wavelengths of the buckling deformations and the presence (or absence) of deforma-
tions to the geometry of the cross-section. Where the half wavelength of the buckle is
of the same order as the member length, member buckling is said to have occurred and
this may be either flexural, torsional or flexural-torsional in nature; in all such cases it
is assumed that the cross-section geometry does not change during buckling (Bleich,
1952). Conversely, where the half wavelength of the buckle is of a similar order to the
constituent plate element widths, and that during buckling the cross-section undergoes
localised distortions, then the buckling is considered to be local. With local buckling,
deformations develop in the regions along the member where axial compression is at
its greatest; development of local buckling can reduce the capacity of the member to
resist flexural-torsional buckling. In between these two cases lies distortional buckling,
where unlike member buckling, the cross-section gradually distorts along the member
length, but there is also some flexure of the web (Trahair, 1993).
Flexural-torsional buckling most commonly arises in beams, in which context it is gen-
erally referred to as lateral-torsional buckling, but may also occur in compression mem-
bers, where flexural and torsional buckling represent the component modes. Flexural
buckling (Fig. 2.1a) concerns itself with the buckling failure of a member in the plane
of a principle axis without any rotation of the cross sections (Bleich, 1952). Resistance
to flexural buckling is provided solely by the flexural rigidity EI , in which E is the
modulus of elasticity and I is the second moment of area about the relevant principal
axis and it arises when the second-order moments due to the axial compression forces
22
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It is the St. Venant’s torsion constant. This expression underpins most of the subse-
quent analysis in the literature on flexural-torsional buckling, with basic variations tak-
ing into account factors such as the effect of unequal end moments (Salvadori, 1953),
concentrated loading, mono-symmetry (Chwalla, 1939) as well as end and lateral re-
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Figure 2.2: Yielding and buckling of beams with initial bow and twist (Trahair, 1993).
Members that are initially straight and free of twist do not deflect laterally or twist until
the critical elastic buckling load is attained. Where beams have small initial bow and
twist imperfections, lateral deflections and twisting deformations will propagate from
the onset of loading leading to a departure from the perfect elastic predictions of be-
haviour. Fig. 2.2 compares the response given by Eq. 2.1 for a perfect member to that of
an imperfect member. For stocky beams, the failure moment approaches the yield mo-
ment Mel, whilst for long beams the moment approaches the elastic buckling moment
Mcr (Trahair, 1969a).
Advances in computer technology as well as the development of the finite element
method has led to the ability to analyse more complicated cross-section types, statically
indeterminate problems as well as complete structural frameworks and systems. Of
relevance to this study is the work carried out on continuous beams (Salvadori (1951),
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Pettersson (1952), Trahair (1968a) Trahair (1968b), Trahair (1969b), Nethercot and Tra-
hair (1976b)), whose response differs from simply supported beams as a result of the
interactions between adjacent spans. Early work by Salvadori (1951) considered a beam
of a narrow rectangular section with major axis moments applied at the supports, ne-
glecting longitudinal continuity by treating each span of the beam as being simply sup-
ported to establish a lower-bound elastic critical load. Pettersson (1952) introduces the
idea of longitudinal continuity by considering a three-span continuous beam subjected
to concentrated loading in the central span with the outer spans unloaded; longitudinal
continuity is modelled using theoretical predictions from simply supported beams with
elastic end restraints.
The first theoretical analyses of continuous beamswith all spans loadedwere conducted
by Trahair (1965, 1966, 1967), demonstrating that for a two-span continuous beam, the
behaviour when fully loaded lies in between the cases where one span is unloaded.
Fig. 2.3 presents the various buckling modes of a two-span continuous beam that is
prevented from twisting and deflecting at its supports, which for a given load position,
vary according to the relative magnitudes of the loading intensities QAB and QBC. In
Fig. 2.3b, only segment AB is loaded and during buckling it is elastically restrained by
the unloaded segment BC, with the opposite being the case in Fig. 2.3c. Where the loads
are equal (Fig. 2.3c), the two segments are effectively independent of one another and
so buckle as two simply supported beams with effective lengths LAB and LBC.
Using a finite element formulation developed by Barsoum and Ghallager (1970) for the
buckling analysis of arbitrary open sections, the effect of proportional variations in QBC
relative to QAB on the critical buckling loads for each span on the continuous beam in
Fig. 2.3a is plotted in Fig. 2.4. In between the extreme cases of QBC = 0, QAB = 0 and
QBC = QAB a series of intermediate buckling loads will develop, producing a complete
and non-linear interaction relationship for the critical load combinations on each span.
On the basis of this accurate relationship, a simplified linear relationship was proposed
by Trahair (1969b), constructed by interpolating between the loads corresponding to the
critical buckling modes in Figs. 2.3b - 2.3d. For use in routine design, the critical points
corresponding to QBC = 0, QAB = 0 and QBC = QAB required for the interpolations
must be determined using tabulations provided by Trahair (1968b), but this approach
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(d) Mode 3, QBC = QAB, zero interaction
Figure 2.3: Buckling modes for a two-span continuous beam.
has not gained widespread acceptance in practice; instead, the conservative method of
neglecting continuity between spans is generally preferred (Trahair et al., 2008), or a
numerical analysis of the full system is conducted.
2.3.2 Inelastic lateral torsional buckling
The resistance of beams to elastic lateral torsional buckling increases with reductions in
slenderness and in most cases, a certain amount of yielding will occur before ultimate
failure by buckling. The effect of yielding is to reduce themajor andminor axis rigidities
so that the buckling resistance of the member is below its elastic value at a comparable
slenderness. Early theories of inelastic flexural, torsional and lateral-torsional buckling
were based upon the tangent modulus theory of material behaviour, which assumes a
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Figure 2.4: Elastic critical load combinations for a two-span continuous beam.
non-linear stress-strain curve that is elastic throughout, with a local slope Et (Fig. 2.5a).
However, inelastic material does not behave in this manner, with unloading paths fol-
lowing the initial slope E of the stress-strain curve (Fig. 2.5b). The latter concept leads
to the reduced modulus theory and when applied to buckling it results in Et being ap-
plied to the loaded regions of a member and E being applied to the unloaded regions;
the value of the reduced modulus Er to be used in the buckling analysis is then deter-
mined from the geometry of the cross-section (Horne andMerchant, 1965). It is accepted
however that the tangent modulus theory yields more accurate results than the reduced
modulus theory when compared with experimental data. Resolution of this paradox
was provided by Shanley (1947) who demonstrated that the use of the tangent modulus
is valid provided that strain reversal is prevented by increasing the applied load during
the onset of deflections (Trahair, 1993).
The first attempt to analyse the effect of the spread of plasticity on the lateral-torsional
stability of beams was made by Neal (1950). Using theoretical and experimental results
to determine reduced rigidities and an application of the reduced modulus theory, a
relationship between slenderness and inelastic critical moment was established for a
simply supported beam subjected to uniform moment; residual stresses were assumed
to be absent andwarpingwas neglected. Subsequent analysis by Flint (1953) introduced
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primarily looking at the influence of residual stresses, was conducted by Kitipornchai
and Trahair (1975b) on six simply supported rolled I-beams of varying length. Half
of the specimens were delivered in their hot-rolled condition and the remainder were
annealed to relieve the residual stresses. In isolation, it was shown that the annealed
beams performed in a similar manner to those with residual stresses, concluding that
the effect of geometric imperfections was more significant than that of residual stresses.
However, the recorded residual stresses were fairly low, with peak values of only 0.1fy.
Much attention has been given to the influence of loading patterns on the inelastic buck-
ling moment of beams. For beams subjected to moment gradients and concentrated
loading, it was shown by Kitipornchai and Trahair (1975a), using a numerical model,
that as with elastic beams, concentrated loading results in higher buckling loads than
for uniform moment - this is due to localised yielding rather than yielding spreading
along the entire length of the beam. Subsequent theoretical work by Dux and Kitiporn-
chai (1978) developed an approximate design buckling moment expression by means
of a stiffness modification factor to account for yielding and a moment modification
factor to account for loading conditions. This formed the basis of the concept of allow-
ing an inelastic beam to be conservatively analysed as an equivalent uniform elastic
beam under equivalent uniform elastic moment. A comprehensive study by Nethercot
and Trahair (1976a) established the theoretical basis for a family of buckling curves for
beams. It was demonstrated that there were three distinct lateral torsional slenderness
regions: one corresponding to elastic critical buckling (slender beams), a second for in-
elastic lateral-torsional buckling (intermediate slenderness) and a final group where the
full inelastic flexural capacity can be attained before buckling (stocky beams). A particu-
larly interesting result of this paper is the very large range of critical slenderness values
over which the full plastic capacity could be attained, reflecting previous conclusions
that concentrated loading is less severe for inelastic stability than uniform moment.
A series of nine beam tests with three variations in moment gradient were conducted by
Dux and Kitipornchai (1983), employing a sophisticated testing apparatus to provide a
very rigid assembly. It was shown that there are significant variations in member buck-
ling capacity depending upon moment gradient, with beams subjected to steeper gradi-
ents sustaining higher moments than the equivalent beam in uniform bending; this is in
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very close alignment to the earlier theoretical findings of Nethercot and Trahair (1976a).
A major conclusion of this study is the recommendation that multiple design curves
should be used, depending upon moment gradient; EN 1993-1-1 (2005) introduces the
effect of moment gradient by means of an equivalent uniform moment factor.
A natural extension to the concept of inelastic buckling under a moment gradient is
inelastic buckling analysis of continuous beams. When designing a statically determi-
nate I-beam, the slenderness limit, below which the effects of lateral torsional buckling
can be ignored, is based upon knowledge of the elastic and inelastic critical moments,
which can be determined from the elastic in-plane moment distribution. However, for
a continuous beam (and other statically indeterminate structures), the elastic in-plane
distribution of moments is not necessarily the same as the final inelastic in-plane distri-
bution and so it is not strictly valid for determining the inelastic buckling load of such
a structure (Yoshida et al., 1977).
Much of the research into inelastic buckling of continuous beams has been either nu-
merical or experimental in nature. The first experiments were conducted by Poowan-
nachaikul and Trahair (1976) comprising 8 different tests, with the primary conclusion
that the phenomenon of inelastic moment redistribution in continuous beams may af-
fect buckling strength when compared against simply supported beams. A parallel the-
oretical investigation demonstrated that in the presence of strain-hardening, the sharp
redistribution predicted by rigid plastic theory does not occur. A comprehensive finite
element and numerical analysis by Yoshida et al. (1977), partially validated by the exper-
iments of Poowannachaikul and Trahair (1976), examined the influences of slenderness,
load configuration and lateral restraint conditions. It was shown that until the beams
are sufficiently stocky for the effects of strain hardening and the eventual redistribution
of the in-plane moment to become important, the inelastic buckling loads of continu-
ous beams can be approximated by those for single span simply supported beams with
similar patterns of in-plane moment. It was also demonstrated that the prevention of
twist at the internal support is the most effective method of bracing, with prevention of
lateral deflections alone providing very limited enhancement to the buckling load.
Design formulae and procedures for the inelastic buckling of continuous beams are
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somewhat limited owing to the difficulty involved (as with elastic beams) of obtaining
closed form general buckling expressions allowing for the interaction between spans.
An initial proposal by Nethercot and Trahair (1976a), representing an improvement
upon the zero interaction method of Salvadori (1951), takes into account the lateral
bending and warping interactions between the critical segment and adjacent segments.
The method for inelastic beams mirrors that of elastic beams, but is modified to in-
clude an approximate expression for the inelastic moment capacity of simply supported
beams and a scaling of elastic interactions by the ratio of the plastic critical moment to
the elastic critical moment. An iterative method based upon similar principles was pro-
posed by Dux and Kitipornchai (1984).
2.3.3 Codified approaches
An early approach for the design of beams against lateral-torsional buckling was pro-
vided by Nethercot and Trahair (1976a) in which the relationship between the non-
dimensional inelastic critical MI/Mpl moment and non-dimensional slenderness λ¯LT =√








0.61− 0.3βm + 0.07β2m
(2.2)
This expression also takes into consideration the effect of in-plane moment distribution
via the moment ratio parameter −1 ≤ βm ≤ 1where βm = −1 corresponds to a uniform
applied moment and βm = 1 corresponds to a linear moment gradient with equal and
opposite end moments; inelastic critical moments for various values of βm are plotted
in Fig. 2.6.
The method set out in EN 1993-1-1 (2005) or Eurocode 3, Part 1.1, for the design of later-
ally unrestrained members against lateral-torsional buckling defines a non-dimensional






in which Wy is the major axis plastic section modulus for Class 1 and 2 cross-sections,
the elastic section modulus for Class 3 cross-sections and an effective section modulus
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Inelastic buckling approximation 
(Nethercot and Trahair, 1976a) 
 
EN 1993-1-1 buckling curves 
Figure 2.6: Comparison between EN 1993-1-1 and approximated design buckling mo-
ment resistances (adapted from Trahair et al. (2008)).
Weff for Class 4 cross-sections, fy is the material yield strength andMcr is the elastic crit-
ical moment for lateral-torsional buckling. The Eurocode 3 method is a general method
where the strength predictions of structures are governed by the interactions between
yielding and buckling. In contrast to the expression used in Eq.(2.2), the elastic buck-
ling momentMcr must be used, rather than an approximation of the inelastic buckling
moment.
EN 1993-1-1 (2005) provides a choice between two sets of lateral-torsional buckling
curves, which were determined for a series of empirically validated equivalent imper-
fections based upon cross-section geometry. The first set of curves is a general case that
may be applied to any section type (Clause 6.3.2.2) and the second can be applied to
either rolled or equivalent welded sections (Clause 6.2.2.3). For the general case, a re-
duction factor χLT, shown in Fig. 2.6, to be applied toMpl for Class 1 and 2 sections,Mel






but χLT ≤ 1 (2.4)
in which:
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where αLT is the equivalent imperfection factor (given in Table 6.3 of EN 1993-1-1). For
rolled sections, an extended slenderness plateau set at λ¯LT,0 = 0.4, below which lateral-



















where β = 0.75. Eq. (2.6) is plotted in Fig. 2.6 for the same distributions of moment as
used for Eq. (2.2), using an assumed value of αLT = 0.49.
2.4 Elastically restrained steel beams
The resistance of beams to lateral instability can be improved through the provision of
effective lateral bracing, either continuously or at intervals along the length of the mem-
ber. Discrete bracing (for example, secondary beams) provides restraint at nodal points
whilst continuous bracing (such as a composite floor deck) resists all lateral movement;
the effect of providing bracing is to reduce the critical length of the member and thus in-
crease the critical buckling load. For nodal bracing, it is not possible in practice to have
perfect bracing where at the point of restraint there is zero deflection. In all cases, the
bracing system will undergo some elastic deformations, but these must be sufficiently
small to ensure that buckling of the primary member still occurs around the point of re-
straint. Furthermore, the elastic deformations will result in the development of internal
forces in the bracing system, which it must be able to withstand. Thus two related issues
arise with bracing: it must have sufficient stiffness to effectively resist lateral deflections
of the primary member and it must have sufficient strength to resist any internal forces
developed due to the initial imperfections and lateral deformations.
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the engineer to attain any possible critical load between the first and second buckling
modes simply by varying the restraint stiffness. However, to be of full practical use, the
forces that the restraining members are subjected to must also be known. The first study
into elastic brace forces was conducted by Zuk (1956), who examined various configu-
rations of columns and beams, restrained either at discrete points or continuously. For
beams and columns with discrete lateral restraints, the analysis concluded that restraint
forces did not generally exceed 0.82% of the axial force in compression flange of the re-
strained member, which was safely below the value assumed by professional engineers
at the time of 2%.
The analysis presented by Zuk (1956) was greatly simplified by Winter (1960) and vali-
dated against the results of experiments conducted on scale models. Winter’s approach
was aimed at providing the design engineer with a relatively simple method for estab-
lishing both the transition restraint stiffness and the corresponding restraint force. The
method is based on the analysis of a pin-ended column with an initial imperfection am-
plitude of δ0 and assumes that the elastic restraint is attached at a fictitious hinge (see
Fig. 2.8). Moments about the hinge are evaluated asMres = FL/4 − NE(δ0 + δ), where
δ is the lateral deflection due to the applied load N and NE is the Euler load of the seg-
ment with length L/2. Noting that F = kresδ, the required bracing stiffness for a column
of length L is then kideal,column =
4NE
L
(δ0/δ + 1) and the corresponding restraint force
Fres = kideal,columnδ. For beams, Winter assumed that the restraint forces developed in
equivalent columns can be used conservatively, justified by noting that the portion of
the beam that is in tension can provide some restraint against lateral bending. Winter’s
approach was reviewed by Yura (1996) who presented some extensions that considered
the effect of restraint location and unequal restraint spacing.
More recent work by Al-Shawi (1998) considered the forces developed in a restraint
located at any location along a column with pinned-pinned, pinned-fixed and fixed-
fixed end conditions. Assuming an initial sinusoidal imperfection with a magnitude of
e0 = L/500, the column and lateral restraint were modelled as a complete system and
it was shown that the restraint force ratio lies between 1% and 2%. The resulting rela-
tionship between restraint stiffness and restraint force is presented in Fig 2.9 and shows
that at the transition stiffness, restraint forces are relatively large, but restraint forces
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Non-dimensional restraint stiffness kres/kideal  
Figure 2.9: Relationship between restraint force and restraint stiffness for various levels
of axial load in a centrally restrained column, assuming e0 = L/500.
it was shown that for members where warping is important in resisting the torsional
component of lateral-torsional buckling, the critical load of such members is generally
more sensitive to variations in restraint stiffness than for members where warping is
unimportant - a result also shown to be true in Nethercot (1973b). The finite element
method was also used to successfully validate the analytical work of Medland (1980).
Much of the work using the finite element method was carried out in conjunction with
full-scale laboratory testing that could be used to partially validate the numerical re-
sults. Kitipornchai and Richter (1978) conducted an experimental investigation to ex-
amine under different loading conditions the most effective locations for rigid lateral
restraints and concluded that they should be located at or above the shear centre and
where the in-plane bending moment diagram is at its maximum value. In a similar set
of tests, Wong-Chung and Kitipornchai (1987) demonstrated that lateral restraints for
simply supported beams provide little restraint when attached to the tension flange,
but are effective in either rotational or translational configurations at the shear centre.
Wakabayashi and Nakamura (1983) considered the effect of different bracing conditions
and conducted tests of complete bracing systems, with elastic lateral restraints provided
either as purlins attached to the compression flange or a lateral beam running the full
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height of the web. It was demonstrated that both types of bracing greatly enhanced sta-
bility, where even for beams with very high slenderness ratios, the full plastic moment
capacity of the primary member could be attained before buckling occurred. In the ex-
periments of Wakabayashi and Nakamura (1983), restraint forces were not recorded.
Using a finite element model originally developed by Wang et al. (1987) to determine
the ultimate strength of beams with elastic end restraints, the effects of intermediate lat-
eral and torsional restraints were incorporated by Wang and Nethercot (1989) and the
model validated against the results of Wakabayashi and Nakamura (1983). By means
of a parametric study that examined a single cross-section with various bracing con-
figurations providing either lateral or torsional restraint either at a single point at the
midspan, or at multiple points, it was concluded that for single braces a restraint force
ratio of 1% is appropriate and for multiple braces 2% is appropriate. It is noted that
the key results of this study were also reproduced in a subsequent paper by Wang and
Nethercot (1990).
Recent analytical contributions on the subject of the stability of discretely braced steel
beams have been made by McCann et al. (2012), where it was shown that two general
classes of buckling modes can result: one where the number of buckling modes cor-
responds to the number of restraints and another where there is an infinite number of
buckling modes resulting in no deflection of the lateral restraints. Based on the analyt-
ical results of McCann et al. (2012), which also considered the height of the restraint in
the cross-section, design expressions for minimum stiffness and strength requirements
were presented in McCann et al. (2013).
2.5 Numerical modelling
Numerical modelling can be viewed as an integral component in the analysis of struc-
tures, particularly for stability problems that involve complex loading, material proper-
ties and geometric considerations. Early studies into the stability of structural elements
in the inelastic range (e.g. Horne (1964)) resulted in mathematical expressions that were
generally not possible to solve by hand and were thus reliant upon some basic numeri-
cal procedures. With improvements in computing power came simultaneous advances
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in the development of more computationally demanding and general-purpose analysis
techniques, most notably the finite element method and its applications to structural
problems (Rajasekaran and Murray, 1973; El-Zanaty and Murray, 1983).
Finite element modelling is a convenient and cost-effective research tool that can over-
come some of the constraints that are usually associated with physical testing. Using
results obtained from carefully conducted laboratory tests, as well as benchmark an-
alytical results, the ability of the corresponding finite element model to replicate the
physical problem can be assessed. The successfully validated model may then be used
as the basis for parametric studies, which can reveal the effect of key parameters on the
structural response of the element or system under investigation.
Two numerical modelling approaches are adopted in this thesis. Firstly, throughout
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 the general purpose finite element package ABAQUS (Simulia,
2010) is used to either develop or substantiate parametric and analytical relationships.
ABAQUS has an extensive and sophisticated element library that is capable of mod-
elling elements and systems with considerable realism and detail, making it an ex-
tremely useful and flexible tool for reproducing and extending complicated laboratory
tests. For the second approach, a component of Chapter 5 uses a numerical model devel-
oped as part of this thesis, with similarities to the model reported by Nethercot (1973a).
The purpose of developing a model from the ground up is primarily rooted in the desire
to understand the modelling process at a fundamental level. It also confers the advan-
tage of having a computer programme that is tailored to its application, thus being able
to generate and process results with greater efficiency than a general purpose package.
The major limitation of this approach however, is that a considerable investment in time
is required to develop each component of the model and as such, its application is re-
stricted to a single aspect of this research.
2.5.1 Element types
Throughout this research both shell and beam elements are used. Both of these are struc-
tural finite elements and belong to a general formulation of finite elements referred to
as isoparametric elements in which the geometry and displacements of the elements are
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described in terms of the same parameters and are of the same order (Zienkiewicz and
Taylor, 1989). Furthermore, in the formulation of structural finite elements, displace-
ments are interpolated in terms of mid-surface displacements and rotations and it is
assumed that the stresses normal to the mid-surface are zero for beam, plate and shell
elements (Bathe, 1996).
Beam elements are used for two components of this thesis and feature in Chapters 4
and 5. In Chapter 4 the B31OS open section, three-dimensional Timoshenko beam ele-
ment taken from the ABAQUS element library (Simulia, 2010) is used for the purposes
of appraising the predictions of an analytical model. In Chapter 5 a two-noded linear
Timoshenko beam element is used to model the elastic and inelastic in-plane behaviour
of continuous beams as part of a computer programme developed in this thesis. For thin
variants of this type of element shear locking can result (Bathe, 1996), so a generalised
formulation that assumes linear variations in transverse displacements and section ro-
tations as well as a constant element transverse shear strain is used instead. This is
achieved using a generalised version of the basic variational formulation of the finite
element method, as proposed by Washizu (1955), Washizu (1975) and Hu (1955), which
is implemented in Chapter 5.
For the numerical model developed as part of this thesis in Chapter 5, a buckling anal-
ysis is also conducted which makes use of an additional element type developed by
Barsoum and Ghallager (1970). This is a thin-walled, open-section, two-noded beam el-
ement for which the potential energy expressions segregate pre-buckling deformations
from buckling deformations. Two element stiffness matrices arise from this process -
that which contains only geometric and pre-buckling force terms (often referred to as
either the geometric or incremental stiffness) and that which contains axial, flexural and
torsional stiffness terms (often referred to as either the flexural or material stiffness).
These matrices form the basis of a subsequent eigenvalue analysis used to determine
elastic and inelastic buckling loads.
When cross-section deformations are important, structural members are better repre-
sented using shell elements (Bathe, 1996). Shell elements are used throughout this thesis
to accurately model the member and local buckling response of thin-walled structures.
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To achieve this, the finite element type S4R, which is a four-noded, doubly curved
general-purpose shell element with reduced integration and finite membrane strains,
selected from the ABAQUS element library, is used. Reduced integration in this ele-
ment type has much the same effect as employing a generalised variational formulation
in that it prevents an overly stiff response as a result of shear locking for thin shells
(Owen and Hinton, 1980). This element is suited to the modelling of a range of shell
thicknesses and has been successfully implemented in other studies, such as that by
Chan and Gardner (2008).
2.5.2 Material modelling
Common to all of the finite element modelling approaches adopted in this research is
that in the inelastic range, the material modelling assumptions and procedures are those
based upon the Prandtl-Reuss equations that govern the classical incremental theory of
plasticity (Hill, 1983). In this theory analysis is conducted in terms of strain increments,
rather than total accumulated strain owing to the fact that for a given stress state in
the inelastic range there exists no uniquely corresponding strain; the total strain in any
given time period is uniquely dependent upon the stress history. However, the current
stress can be related to the current increment in strain, from which the total strain can
be obtained by accumulating the strain increments (Reddy, 2004).
Calculations of stress increments rely upon a linear decomposition of incremental strains
into their elastic and plastic components. To complete the procedure, knowledge of the
following is required: (1) a yield function, which specifies the stress state corresponding
to the initiation of plastic flow (i.e. the yield stress); (2) a flow rule relating plastic strain
increments to current stresses and stress increments; and (3) a hardening rule, which
specifies how the yield function is altered to account for plastic flow (Bathe, 1996). The
application of this process is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
For the purposes of this research, two basic material relationships are used. For the
numerical model developed in this thesis, an elastic, linear hardening relationship is
used, which is the same as that recommended for finite element analysis in EN 1993-1-5
(2006) as well as the material relationship adopted for the Continuous StrengthMethod.
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Where ABAQUS finite element shell models are used, the true material stress-strain be-
haviour is generated from the engineering stress-strain data obtained from laboratory
tensile coupon tests; material non-linearity is then incorporated into the finite element
models by means of a piecewise linear discretisation of the true stress-strain response.
The relationship between true stress, σtrue and engineering stress, σnom is given by Eq.
(2.8), while the relationship between log plastic strain, ǫtrue and engineering strain, ǫnom
is given by Eq. (2.9), in which σnom and ǫnom are the engineering stress and strain re-
spectively and E is the modulus of elasticity.
σtrue = σnom (1 + ǫnom) (2.8)
ǫtrue = ln (1 + ǫnom)− σtrue
E
(2.9)
The expressions in Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9) are used to take into account the change in
cross-sectional area during deformation. Engineering stress and strain are defined as
σnom = F/A0 and ǫnom = ∆L/L0 in which A0 is the initial cross-sectional area, L0 is the
initial length, F is the applied force and ∆L = L − L0 is the change in length. If it is
assumed that before and after an axial test there is no change in volume, but the area
reduces to A, then:
A · L = A0 · L0 (2.10)









= σnom (1 + ǫnom) (2.11)















= ln (1 + ǫnom) (2.12)
The true plastic strain ǫtrue defined in Eq. (2.9) is simply the plastic component of true
strain, which can be readily obtained by subtracting the elastic component of strain
σtrue/E from Eq. (2.12).
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2.5.3 Geometric imperfections
All structural members contain initial geometric imperfections, but are manufactured
to lie within specific geometric tolerances upon delivery. The behaviour of structural
members can be significantly influenced by the magnitude and nature of any initial
geometric imperfections. In this research, both global lateral imperfections and local
plate imperfections are considered in the finite element models. Global imperfections
influence the manner and extent to which lateral deflections propagate throughout the
loading history and hence the point of initiation of yielding. Local imperfections can
influence local buckling capacity, which for partially restrained beams can result in suf-
ficient reductions in stiffness to eventually lead to a member-level failure mechanism.
Both the locally and globally imperfect geometries of all the members were determined
using an initial elastic eigenvalue analysis with the resulting local and global eigen-
modes being used to define the distribution of local and global imperfections. Scaling
of global eigenmodes can be achieved either by using data obtained from laboratory
measurements (see Chapter 3) or by using assumed non-dimensional measures, usu-
ally as a proportion of unrestrainedmember length. For local imperfections, amplitudes
can again be obtained from laboratorymeasurements, assumed non-dimensional values
(usually as a fraction of local plate thickness) or by using other predictive approaches
such as that based on plate slenderness initially proposed by Dawson andWalker (1972)
and its subsequent revisions by Gardner and Nethercot (2004c).
2.5.4 Residual stresses
Residual stresses arise in hot-rolled steel sections due to differential cooling after the
forming process; these stresses can have a significant effect on the manner in which
yield zones develop and have a similar effect upon member buckling capacity as initial
geometric imperfections (Lay and Ward, 1969). Notably, the flange tips are typically
found to be in residual compression (due to early cooling), whilst the web-to-flange
junction is typically in residual tension (due to later cooling). The influence of resid-
ual stresses upon the inelastic stability of beams was considered theoretically by White
(1956), with a simplified linear distribution proposed by Galambos (1963). Similar to
Nethercot (1974), residual stresses are introduced into the ABAQUS finite element mod-
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els by partitioning the web and flanges of each cross-section, with each partition repre-
senting a stress level corresponding to themid-point of the linear variation in stress over
the partition length.
2.5.5 Solution procedures
For both the ABAQUS models and the finite element model developed as part of this
thesis, non-linear solution procedures are required as it is nearly always the case that
some element of either the out of balance forces used to check global equilibrium or
stiffness matrices are dependent upon the displacements, which are initially unknown.
In each case, use is made of various iterative solution algorithms. For the finite element
model used in Chapter 5 a very basic, but highly robust direct iteration method, usu-
ally referred to as the Picard iteration method, is used (see for example Reddy (2004),
Bathe (1996) and Owen and Hinton (1980)). The essence of this procedure is to provide
an initial estimate for the first displacement increment, after which the displacements
for the system can be solved to update the initial estimate. The subsequent displace-
ment approximations are then used to evaluate updated solutions until a convergence
criterion is satisfied; geometrically the Picard method may be interpreted as a secant
method since a succession of secants is evaluated until they become tangential to the
true solution. This method is well-suited to materially non-linear problems where there
is generally no unloading and hence no singularities in the structural stiffness matrices
(Reddy, 2004).
For the ABAQUS models, the Riks method is used (Riks (1972), Wempner (1971), Riks
(1979)) to allow for the presence of material and geometric non-linearities and their
interactions. For most cases, variations of the Newton-Raphson method are used to
trace non-linear equilibrium paths. This is a gradient based method that relies upon
evaluating tangent values of the global stiffness matrices at given load or displacement
increments; however in the vicinity of limit points the stiffness matrix is singular and so
cannot be inverted. In the Riks method, the load increment for each step is considered
to be an unknown and is solved as part of the solution process (Reddy, 2004).
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2.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter has provided an overview of the major subjects to be covered in this thesis.
Specific details from the literature will be explained further where they are used in the
thesis, and additional sources will be consulted in the relevant chapters.
Recent advances in characterising the flexural behaviour of steel have resulted in a new
design method, referred to as the Continuous Strength Method (CSM), which for stocky
elements has been shown to lead to more accurate and enhanced design capacity pre-
dictions at the cross-sectional level. In order to be fully exploited as a design method,
the limitations placed upon the unrestrained lengths of beams at the higher capacities
predicted by the CSM need to be established for both statically determinate and indeter-
minate configurations. Furthermore, realistic bracing conditions need to be considered,
with current provisions for stability and strength being re-evaluated in light of the de-
mands of the CSM.
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Bracing requirements for statically
determinate structural elements
3.1 Introduction
The resistance of beams to lateral instability can be improved through the provision
of effective lateral bracing, either continuously or at intervals along the length of the
member. For discrete bracing systems, the spacing of the lateral restraints influences
the load bearing capacity of the member. In order to be effective, the restraints should
have adequate stiffness to limit the lateral displacements at the point of restraint and
have sufficient strength to withstand the forces that arise as a consequence of these dis-
placements as well as any initial imperfections. It was shown by Winter (1960) that,
provided the restraint is of adequate stiffness, the bracing forces are small relative to the
axial forces in the primary member.
Numerous studies of lateral restraint requirements have been been carried out (Flint
(1951), Massey (1962), Nethercot and Rockey (1972), Mutton and Trahair (1973), Mut-
ton and Trahair (1975), Wang and Nethercot (1989), Wang and Nethercot (1990), Yura
(1996), Al-Shawi (1998), Trahair (1999), Yura (2001), McCann et al. (2013)), typically con-
sidering elastic member behaviour. The present research is devoted to examining the
lateral stability implications of allowing for strain-hardening in the design of the pri-
mary members by means of a newly proposed, deformation-based design procedure
that is referred to as the Continuous Strength Method (CSM) (Gardner, 2008). To this
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end, a series of experiments on simply-supported beams with variations in restraint
spacing and stiffness were conducted. Using a geometrically and materially non-linear
finite element model, the test data were reproduced and extended in a parametric study
which was then used to inform and develop some basic design equations.
3.2 Key design aspects
3.2.1 Lateral restraint spacing
EN 1993-1-1 (2005) defines a non-dimensional slenderness limit, or plateau length, λ¯LT,0 =
0.4, below which, the effects of lateral torsional buckling can be ignored and the design
buckling resistance moment of the memberMb,Rd may be taken as as the design bend-







in which Wy is the major axis plastic section modulus for Class 1 and 2 cross-sections,
the elastic section modulus for Class 3 cross-sections and an effective section modulus
for Class 4 cross-sections, fy is the material yield strength and Mcr is the elastic critical
moment for lateral torsional buckling, which is a function of member length L. For a
given set of cross-section and material properties and a fixed value of λ¯LT, Eq. (3.1) can
be solved for L to define the maximum allowable spacing between fully effective lateral
restraints before reductions in resistance for lateral torsional buckling are required. For
members containing plastic hinges, stable lengths below which lateral torsional buck-
ling can be ignored are given in Annex BB-1 of EN-1993-1-1 (2005).
3.2.2 Restraint forces
Lateral restraints must be of sufficient stiffness to restrict lateral buckling deformations
at the point of restraint, whilst also being of sufficient strength to resist the forces gen-
erated as a result of the restraining action. In the elastic range, it can be shown that,
for a perfect system, there is a threshold level of brace stiffness kideal that causes a beam
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to buckle into the second mode (i.e. between the brace points rather than in an overall
mode) - see Fig. 3.1 (Flint, 1951).
For a beam of length L experiencing a force NEd in the compression flange, EN 1993-1-1
states that the restraint system should be capable of resisting an equivalent stabilising







where the assumed initial imperfection amplitude of the restrained member, e0, is de-
fined as:
e0 = αmL/500 (3.3)
in which αm is reduction factor used for restraining multiple members and δq is the
lateral deflection of the restrained member into the restraints. Assuming an infinitely
stiff restraint system, δq = 0, and Eq. (3.2) implies that a restraint must resist 1.6% of
NEd. Eq. (3.2) is derived on the basis of elastic behaviour, but may also be applied when
plasticity occurs in the restrained member, allowing for moments up to the full plastic
bending capacity,Mpl, but not covering the demands of rotating plastic hinges.
3.2.3 The continuous strength method (CSM)
The continuous strength method is a deformation-based design approach for steel el-
ements that allows for the beneficial influence of strain-hardening. To date, design
equations for the CSM have been developed for cross-section resistance in bending and
compression (Gardner et al., 2011). The CSM bending resistance functionMcsm,Rd, which


























where E is the modulus of elasticity, Esh is the strain-hardening slope taken equal to






A testing programme comprising tensile and compressive material coupon tests, stub
column tests and tests on beams with discrete lateral restraints was carried out at the
Building Research Establishment and Imperial College London on hot-rolled grade S355
steel I-sections. Two cross-section sizes were chosen: 305×127×48 UB, which had a
Class 1 flange (λ¯p = 0.31) and a Class 1 web (λ¯p = 0.30), and 305×165×40 UB, which
had a Class 2 flange (λ¯p = 0.57) and a Class 1 web (λ¯p = 0.44).
3.3.2 Material properties
Tensile and compressive coupon tests were used to determine the engineering stress-
strain material response of the tested specimens; the tests were conducted in the Struc-
tures Laboratory of the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Imperial
College London.
Tensile and compressive coupons were cut and milled from the web and flanges of
two representative UB sections in the longitudinal (rolling) direction only. Testing was
carried out in accordance with the provisions of EN 10002-1 (2001). The nominal di-
mensions of the necked tensile coupons were 320×30 mm and the nominal dimensions
of the compressive coupons were 72×16 mm. Prior to testing, half gauge lengths were
marked onto the tensile coupons to allow the final strain at fracture, ǫf , to be calculated,
based on elongation over the standard gauge length 5.65
√
Ac where Ac is the cross-
sectional area of the coupon. The tensile coupon tests were carried out in an INSTRON
500 kN hydraulic loading machine with an initial strain rate of 0.001%/s for ǫ < 0.5 %.
Between 0.5% and 4% strain, the strain rate was 0.002%/s; between 4% and 17% strain,
the strain rate was 0.04%/s. Once the coupon reached ǫ = 17% testing switched to dis-
placement control at a constant rate of 0.1 mm/s until failure. Static yield and ultimate
strengths were determined by holding the strain constant for two minutes in the yield
plateau and at four points near the ultimate stress. Tensile strain was measured using
clip gauge and video extensometers.
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Compressive coupons were placed in a restraining jig to prevent buckling (Fig. 3.2)
with the ends machined flat to ensure they were in a state of pure compression; this
was verified by means of strain gauges. Tests were carried out in an INSTRON 500 kN
hydraulic loading machine and strain measurements were obtained from strain gauges
bonded to the sides of the samples at mid-height. Testing was carried out using dis-
placement control at a constant rate of 0.067 mm/min until the protruding end of the





Coupon Test jig 
Figure 3.2: Compressive coupon testing jig and nominal coupon dimensions.
All test data, including load, displacement, strain and input voltage were recorded at
one-second intervals using the DATASCAN acquisition system. A summary of the re-
sults of these tests is provided in Table 3.1. In the coupon designation, T denotes a
tensile test, C denotes a compressive test, W denotes a coupon taken from the web and
F denotes a coupon taken from the flange. Other symbols are defined as follows: bc is
coupon width, tc is coupon thickness, Ac is the cross-sectional area of the coupon, E
is the modulus of elasticity, fy is the material yield strength, fu is the ultimate tensile
strength, ǫf is the strain at fracture calculated over the standard gauge length set out in
EN 10002-1 (2001), and ǫu is the strain at the ultimate tensile stress. The stress-strain























Figure 3.3: Full tensile stress-strain curves for the flange and web of the 305×127×48
UB section.
The tensile and compressive coupons exhibited the anticipated response of a well de-
fined yield point, followed by a plateau before the initiation of strain-hardening. For the
compressive coupons, due to the need to prevent buckling, there is a limited amount
of material available for deformation; thus, the curves presented in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6
do not present the entire compressive stress-strain response. However, like the tensile
coupons, there is a defined yield point followed by a plateau prior to the onset of strain-
hardening.
3.3.3 Stub column tests
Compressive stub column tests were performed to investigate the average compressive
response of the cross-sections, including the influence of local buckling. The nominal
length of the stub columns was selected as twice the overall height of the cross-section
but with a global slenderness, λ¯z = (Afy/Ncr)
1/2 where Ncr is the elastic buckling load,
not greater than 0.1. This ensures that overall buckling does not occur, but sufficient
length remains to include a representative distribution of local geometric imperfections










Table 3.1: Tensile and compressive coupon test data
Coupon bc tc Ac E fy fu ǫf ǫu
designation (mm) (mm) (mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) (%) (%)
305×127×48-TW 19.72 8.48 167.2 198700 402 528 24.2 19.1
305×127×48-TF 19.46 14.41 280.5 191700 391 534 30.8 17.1
305×165×40-TW 20.18 6.36 128.3 201340 459 599 21.6 13.7
305×165×40-TF 19.51 9.97 194.5 204200 436 585 25.1 15.7
305×127×48-CW 15.99 8.48 135.6 207600 408 - - -
305×127×48-CF 16.03 14.44 231.4 213100 408 - - -
305×165×40-CW 15.78 6.10 96.3 204223 482 - - -













































Figure 3.5: Initial portion of the compressive stress-strain curves for the flange and web























Figure 3.6: Initial portion of the compressive stress-strain curves for the flange and web
of the 305×165×40 UB section.
uniform contact with the end platens of the testing machine (Fig. 3.7).
Displacements were recorded by means of two LVDTs in contact with the end platens,
the applied load was recorded with a load cell, and four strain gauges attached at
the mid-height of the flanges and web were used to ensure concentric load applica-
tion as well as to eliminate elastic end platen deformations from the end shortening
data. Testing was carried out in an INSTRON 3500 kN universal testing machine un-
der displacement-control at a rate of 0.067 mm/min. Results, including load, displace-
ments, strain and input voltage were recorded at one-second intervals using the data ac-
quisition systemDATASCAN. Testingwas continued beyond the ultimate load-carrying
capacity of the stub columns to examine the post-ultimate response. The stub column
geometric properties and key test results are presented in Table 3.2. For each section
used, SC1 denotes the first stub column test and SC2 denotes the second stub column
test, h is the overall section height, b is the overall section width, tf is the flange thick-
ness, tw is the web thickness, Lsc is the stub column length, and Nu is the ultimate test
load.
All specimens failed by local buckling and examples of each cross-section can be seen in
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Figure 3.7: Stub column test set-up.
Table 3.2: Stub column test data
Stub column tf tw h b Lsc Nu
designation (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN)
305×127×48-SC1 13.93 8.59 311.21 127.54 622 2487
305×127×48-SC2 13.95 8.87 311.56 127.82 622 2487
305×165×40-SC1 9.80 6.11 306.53 166.87 607 2124
305×165×40-SC2 9.78 6.05 305.49 166.52 607 2192
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Fig. 3.8. Using load, displacement and strain data obtained from the test, load-true end
shortening curves are plotted in Fig. 3.9. During the test, the end platens undergo small
elastic deformations that can overstate the displacement readings from the LVDTs. In a
procedure developed by C.A.S.E. (1990) the recorded LVDT displacements, δLVDT, can
be modified to obtain true end shortening, δES, where:
δES = δLVDT − 2∆platen (3.7)
Defining E0,LVDT as the elastic modulus relating stress, σ, to LVDT strain and E0,true as
the elastic modulus relating stress to strain gauge strains, the the deformation of the











































Figure 3.9: Stub columns load-true end shortening curves.
3.3.4 Measurement of geometric imperfections
A total of twelve beam tests were carried out. For each experiment, the basic geome-
try of the test specimen was measured prior to testing. Global imperfection amplitude
measurements were taken for each specimen by holding a fine copper wire at mid-web
height taught along the length of the beam and then measuring the distance between
the wire and the beam at the mid-length. Local imperfections were measured by placing
a representative sample of each section on the bed of a milling machine with an LVDT
held securely in the head of the machine. With the LVDT positioned on either the cen-
treline of the web or the tip of the outstand flanges, the specimen was passed up and
down and the profile of its surface was recorded. The test set-up is illustrated in Fig.
3.10. The maximum deviation from a straight line connecting the ends of the measured
length was taken as the local imperfection magnitude.
The basic geometric measurements, global imperfection magnitudes e0, and local flange








Figure 3.10: Schematic illustration of the local imperfection amplitude measurement
procedure.
3.3.5 Four-point bending tests on beams with discrete elastic lateral
restraints
A total of twelve four-point bending tests were conducted, four with rigid discrete lat-
eral restraints and eight with the central rigid restraint replaced with elastic restraints
of varying stiffness. Four-point bending was chosen because it produces a region of
constant bending moment and negligible shear. For the cases in which elastic lateral
restraints were used at the mid-span, this configuration also ensured that no frictional
restraint was provided by the applied load. Fig. 3.11 shows the general test configura-


















Rigid or elastic 
lateral restraints 
Figure 3.11: Schematic illustration of the four-point bending test configuration.
For all tests, rigid lateral restraints were provided at the loading points and at the sup-
ports. The length L2 was varied to achieve desired values of λ¯LT for each test; L1 was
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chosen in relation to L2 to ensure that buckling takes place in the L2 region first. Two
values of λ¯LT were investigated in the tests - 0.3 and 0.4. For the elastically restrained
members, threaded rods with a tensile design resistance of approximately 1.6% of the
Mcsm,Rd (=Mcsm with γM0 = 1.0, as assumed throughout this study) compression flange
force were chosen for the K1 restraints; reduced diameters, using standard threaded rod
dimensions, were chosen for the K2 restraints. These elastic restraints were attached to
the specimen using an articulated joint connection to minimise bending in the rods.
To provide a stable anchorage for the restraints, stanchions with a considerably higher
bending stiffness than the lateral stiffness of the specimens were used as fixing points.
In order to attain practical restraint stiffnesses, as well as to minimise the effects of bend-
ing, the rods were all 2500 mm in length. A schematic plan view of this configuration
is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 and a summary of the test parameters, specimen dimensions,








Figure 3.12: Schematic plan view of elastic and rigid lateral restraint systems.
Lateral restraint forces were monitored using a combination of tensile and compres-
sive load cells; as a secondary measure, lateral displacement at the mid-span was also
recorded, with corrections being made for any movements of the restraint anchorages -
restraint forces can then be calculated knowing the stiffness of the restraint. A schematic
section view of the restraint force monitoring approaches is shown in Fig. 3.13.










Table 3.3: Summary of geometric properties of four-point bending test specimens
Test λ¯p λ¯p Restraint dres Global imperfection Local imperfection
designation (flange) (web) type magnitude e0 magnitude ω0
(mm) (mm) (mm)
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, R 0.31 0.30 Rigid - 0.5 0.100
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, R 0.31 0.30 Rigid - 1.0 0.100
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, R 0.57 0.44 Rigid - 1.0 0.083
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3, R 0.57 0.44 Rigid - 1.0 0.083
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, K1 0.31 0.30 K1 8.59 0.5 0.100
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, K1 0.31 0.30 K1 8.59 1.0 0.100
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, K1 0.57 0.44 K1 6.82 6.0 0.083
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3, K1 0.57 0.44 K1 6.82 1.0 0.083
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, K2 0.31 0.30 K2 6.82 0.3 0.100
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, K2 0.31 0.30 K2 6.82 0.5 0.100
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, K2 0.57 0.44 K2 5.06 2.0 0.083
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Figure 3.13: Schematic diagram of elastic restraint force measurement system.
plied loads to prevent premature failure through web crippling. Vertical displacements
were measured using pull-wire transducers and end rotations were measured using in-
clinometers; force was applied at each loading point using two hand operated 250 kN
load-controlled hydraulic jacks and forces were monitored with load cells. Two linear
electrical resistance post-yield strain gauges were bonded to the extreme tensile and
compressive fibres of the cross-section at the mid-span (or slightly off-set where neces-
sary). Simple support conditions were provided by a roller system, with longitudinal
movement permitted at one end using a sliding plate system. Loads, rotations, displace-
ments and strains were all recorded at one-second intervals using the data acquisition
system DATASCAN.
Non-dimensionalmoment curvature responses (M/Mpl versus κ/κpl, where κpl = Mpl/EI
is the elastic curvature corresponding toMpl) for all of the four-point bending tests are
presented in Figs 3.14 and 3.15. Curvature κ in the L2 region was determined using
measurements from the LVDTs in conjunction with the assumption that the deformed
shape of the central span represents a segment of a circular arc (of radius r) (Chan and





8 (u2M − u2L)
4 (u2M − u2L)2 + 2L22
(3.9)
where u2M is the central vertical displacement and u2L is the average vertical displace-
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Figure 3.14: Non-dimensionalmoment-curvature responses for the 305×127×48 UB sec-
tions subjected to four-point bending.
The test results show that substitution of the rigid lateral restraints with the K1 elas-
tic lateral restraints causes negligible variations in capacity. This supports the general
principle shown in Fig. 3.1 of a threshold stiffness, beyond which no further gains in
ultimate moment from having stiffer restraints are achieved as the beam continues to
fail in the second mode, with buckling occurring between points of lateral restraint.
Table 3.4 presents the observed buckling modes and key test results for all of the tests.
The predicted restraint force from EN 1993-1-1, qdL, is calculated according to Eq. (3.2),
using measured values of initial imperfection amplitude e0 and successive iterations of
δq, where δq represents the lateral deformation of the elastic brace under load. Mpl and
Mcsm are calculated using a weighted average (based on contributions to bending re-
sistance) of flange and web tensile yield stresses. With the exception of the elastically
restrained 305×127×48 specimen with λ¯LT = 0.3, there is a clear branching of observed





















Figure 3.15: Non-dimensionalmoment-curvature responses for the 305×165×40 UB sec-
tions subjected to four-point bending.
Tested beam 
Lateral restraint position 
Figure 3.16: Typical mode-II failure observed for a 305×127×48 UB section.
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buckle between the central brace (mode-II); the K2 restraints have insufﬁcient stiffness
to force the specimen into the second buckling mode, with buckling occurring in an
overall mode (mode-I); examples of mode-I and mode-II failures are shown in Figs 3.16
and 3.17. Furthermore, in most cases higher restraint forces are associated with mode-I





Figure 3.17: Typical mode-I and mode-II failure modes
The implication of this behaviour for restraint forces can be seen Figs 3.18-3.21 , which
show the tensile forces developed in the restraints for different restraint intervals. For
the stiffer K1 restraints, failure occurs in the second mode and bracing forces stabilise at
relatively low levels. For the K2 restraints that permitted a ﬁrst mode failure, restraint
forces were higher and increased with increasing deformation (curvature) of the pri-
mary member.
A non-dimensional measure of bracing stiffness, kideal, is presented and deﬁned in Sec-
tion 3.5.2. The relationship between brace stiffness, kideal, and brace force, Fres, as a
percentage of the force developed in the compression ﬂange of the primary member










Table 3.4: Key test results
e0 Ultimate test Mu/Mcsm Mu/Mpl Restraint qdL Fres/(Mu/h) Buckling
Test moment force, Fres, mode
designation Mu atMu
(mm) (kNm) (kN) (kN) (%)
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, R 0.5 286.8 0.93 1.04 - - - Mode-II
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, R 1.0 291.1 0.94 1.05 - - - Mode-II
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, R 1.0 280.2 1.03 1.02 - - - Mode-II
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3, R 1.0 281.5 1.03 1.03 - - - Mode-II
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, K1 0.5 283.2 0.91 1.03 2.10 2.44 0.23 Mode-II
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, K1 1.0 298.6 0.96 1.08 3.52 6.60 0.37 Mode-I
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, K1 6.0 274.6 1.01 1.00 4.97 37.83 0.55 Mode-II
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3, K1 1.0 293.0 1.07 1.07 1.07 8.73 0.11 Mode-II
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, K2 0.3 289.1 0.93 1.05 3.69 1.57 0.40 Mode-I
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, K2 0.5 294.7 0.95 1.07 1.22 3.30 0.13 Mode-II
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, K2 2.0 279.0 1.02 1.02 9.84 12.87 1.07 Mode-I
























Figure 3.18: Non-dimensional restraint force versus non-dimensional curvature for the























Figure 3.19: Non-dimensional restraint force versus non-dimensional curvature for the

























Figure 3.20: Non-dimensional restraint force versus non-dimensional curvature for the























Figure 3.21: Non-dimensional restraint force versus non-dimensional curvature for the




section) at ultimate load is shown in Fig. 3.22, where there is a tendency for brace forces
to reduce quite rapidly with increasing stiffness. Additionally, it is apparent that higher
brace forces are associated with beams failing in mode-I, as well as those with higher
global imperfection magnitudes. In all cases, brace forces are less than 1.5% of the force
developed in the compression flange, as well as less than that predicted by Eq. (3.2),


























e0 = L/5644 e0 = L/3819
e0 = L/12730
e0 = L/2822
Figure 3.22: Influence of restraint stiffness on restraint force, with measured imperfec-
tion amplitude e0 shown for each data point.
3.3.6 Three-point bending tests
Two three-point bending tests were conducted with rigid lateral restraints placed at in-
tervals such that λ¯LT = 0.1 and 0.2; these tests were included to attain more pronounced
strain hardening behaviour in the more concentrated plastic hinge location than was
possible with the four-point tests, as well as to examine the effect of having closer re-
straint spacing. Fig. 3.23 shows the general test configuration for the three-point bend-
ing tests and a summary of the test parameters, specimen dimensions, and cross-section















Figure 3.23: Schematic illustration of the three-point bending test configuration.
Table 3.5: Summary of geometric properties of the three-point bending test specimens
Test λ¯p λ¯p Restraint e0 ω0
designation (flange) (web) type (mm) (mm)
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.2, R 0.57 0.44 Rigid 1.0 0.100
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.1, R 0.57 0.44 Rigid 1.0 0.100
Table 3.6: Key test results for the three-point bending tests.
Test Mu Mu/Mcsm,Rd Mu/Mpl,Rd
designation (kNm)
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.2, R 318.1 1.02 1.15
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.1, R 334.2 1.07 1.21
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Non-dimensional moment-rotation responses for the three-point bending tests are pre-
sented in Fig. 3.24. Although it is evident that these tests were carried out into the
strain-hardening range, the ultimate capacity was not reached as the testing rig did not















Figure 3.24: Non-dimensional moment-rotation responses for the 305×127×48 UB sec-
tions subjected to four-point bending.
The results of the three-point bending tests are combined with existing test data and
used to assess a suitable plateau length for beams designed with allowance for strain-
hardening in Chapter 4.
3.4 Numerical modelling
3.4.1 Introduction
A numerical study using the general-purpose finite element analysis package ABAQUS
(Simulia, 2010) was conducted in parallel with the testing programme. The primary
aims of the investigation were to (1) replicate the experimental results using all avail-
able measurements, (2) employ a standardised numerical model validated against the
experimental data, and (3) undertake parametric studies to examine the influence of key
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parameters on the structural response of statically determinate braced steel beams and
the corresponding forces in the restraints.
3.4.2 Basic modelling assumptions
The finite element type S4R, a four-noded, doubly curved general-purpose shell ele-
ment with reduced integration and finite membrane strains, selected from the ABAQUS
(Simulia, 2010) element library, was used throughout the study to model the beams.
This element is suited to the modelling of a range of shell thicknesses and has been
successfully implemented in other studies, such as that by Chan and Gardner (2008).
Restraints were modelled using a linear spring element with a defined stiffness in the
out-of-plane direction and zero stiffness elsewhere.
To replicate the results from the experimental programme, measured geometric and
material properties obtained prior to testing were incorporated into the finite-element
models; for the standardised model, measured local and global geometric imperfection
magnitudes were replaced with assumed values. Boundary conditions were applied to
model simple support conditions at the ends and lateral displacements were prevented
at the locations of the rigid restraints; longitudinal displacements were also prevented
at the mid-span of the beams. The combined effects of material and geometric non-
linearity were allowed for, with the modified Riks (arc-length) algorithm being used to
solve the models, as this can accommodate most forms of non-linear load-displacement
paths encountered in the analysis of beams.
3.4.3 Material modelling
For the purposes of this investigation, the true material stress-strain behaviour was gen-
erated from the engineering stress-strain data obtained from the laboratory tests. The
relationship between true stress, σtrue, and engineering stress, σnom was given by Eq.
(2.8), while the relationship between log plastic strain, ǫtrue, and engineering strain, ǫnom,
was given by Eq. (2.9), in which σnom and ǫnom are the engineering stress and strain re-
spectively and E is the modulus of elasticity.
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Material non-linearity was incorporated into the finite-element model by means of a
piecewise linear discretisation of the true stress-strain response. Fig. 3.25 illustrates the
discretised tensile stress-strain relationships for the flanges. In the analysis, both flange
























True plastic strain  true (mm/mm)
305×127×48 flange
305×165×40 flange
Figure 3.25: Discrete tensile true stress-true strain relationships for flanges used for fi-
nite element modelling.
3.4.4 Initial geometric imperfections
The behaviour of structural members can be significantly influenced by the magnitude
and nature of any initial geometric imperfections. In this study, both global lateral im-
perfections and local plate imperfections are considered. Global imperfections influence
lateral deflections, the point of initiation of yielding and, of particular interest herein,
the forces in the lateral restraints. Lateral restraint forces may be determined as the
product of restraint (lateral) displacement and restraint stiffness; it is therefore clear
that variations in the magnitude of initial global imperfections will also be influential
for restraint forces, since lateral deflections are essentially an amplification of the initial
imperfection.
Both the locally and globally imperfect geometries of all the members were determined
using an initial elastic eigenvalue analysis with the resulting local and global eigen-
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modes being used to define the distribution of local and global imperfections. Global
imperfection amplitudes were taken as either measured or assumed (L/500) values of
e0.
Local eigenmodes were scaled using both measured, ω0, and assumed peak amplitudes.
Assumed peak amplitudes were determined from a fraction of the local flange material
thickness (t/100) as well as being derived from the modified value, ωDW , of Dawson





in which fy is the yield stress and σcr is the elastic critical buckling stress of the most
slender constituent plate element in the section; comparisons between all three mea-
sures are presented in Table 3.7. For the range of cross-sections considered, finite ele-
ment results were relatively insensitive to local imperfections; these imperfections were
therefore omitted in the parametric studies.
Table 3.7: Measured and assumed initial local imperfection amplitudes.
Specimen Measured ω0 Dawson and Walker ωDW t/100
(mm) (mm) (mm)
305×127×48 UB 0.100 0.059 0.140
305×165×40 UB 0.083 0.062 0.102
3.4.5 Elastic lateral restraints
Elastic lateral restraints can be modelled as a linear spring with a defined stiffness and
permitted degrees of freedom. Springs acting as restraints are attached at specific nodes
and can be viewed as an additional stiffness matrix at each node; these local matrices
are then added to the corresponding element global stiffness matrix, as conceptually
explained in Wang and Nethercot (1989). In this investigation, the spring was added to
the central node of the top flange, providing only out of plane stiffness. The forces pre-
dicted by the linear spring elements compare favourably with the experimental restraint
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Figure 3.26: Finite element and experimental restraint forces for a 305×127×48 UB
(λ¯LT = 0.4) specimen.
3.4.6 Residual stresses
Residual stresses arise in hot-rolled steel sections due to differential cooling after the
forming process; these stresses can have a significant effect on the manner in which
yield zones develop. Notably, the flange tips are typically found to be in residual com-
pression (due to early cooling), whilst the web-to-flange junction is typically in residual
tension (due to later cooling). Residual stresses can be measured by sectioning a mem-
ber and converting the released strains into stresses; a considerable quantity of data has
been gathered in this manner and a survey is presented in Young (1971). The present
research utilises an assumed residual stress distribution that is a linearisation of the
polynomial distribution used in Nethercot (1974) (Fig. 3.27). As suggested by Galam-
bos (1963), the maximum compressive residual stress, σrc, and the maximum tensile












Figure 3.27: Assumed linear residual stress distribution
Similar to Nethercot (1974), residual stresses were introduced into the finite element
model by partitioning the web and flanges of each cross-section (16 partitions were
used); each partition represents a stress level corresponding to the mid-point of the
linear variation in stress over the partition length. The stresses were applied using
the *INITIAL CONDITIONS command and equilibration of the stresses was achieved
through an initial linear perturbation load step.
An initial calibration study was carried out to examine the relative performance of the
non-linear finite element models both with andwithout residual stresses. For this study,
all geometric properties were as measured for the specimen under examination. It is
clear that, upon examining the load-displacement relationship plotted in Fig. 3.28, there
is an improvement in the accuracy of the model compared to the test data when residual
stresses are incorporated, particularly in the regions of first yield and spread of plastic-
ity. Although including residual stresses can create some numerical instabilities, these
can be resolved with a sufficiently refined mesh and carefully limited maximum incre-
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Test data
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FE without residual stresses
Figure 3.28: Relative performance of finite element models with and without residual
stresses for a 305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4 specimen.
3.4.7 Validation
To validate the FE models, all experiments were simulated using measured material
and geometric properties, as well as local and global imperfections and the assumed
residual stress pattern. In addition, a second set of finite element models that replaced
measured with assumed imperfections were produced; in both cases the ultimate ca-
pacities, as well as the general moment-curvature or moment-rotation responses were
compared with those obtained in the laboratory tests.
Considering overall moment-curvature and moment-rotation behaviour, there was lit-
tle variation between the accuracy of the results based on the measured imperfection
amplitudes and those based on the assumed local imperfection amplitudes, ωDW , of
Dawson and Walker (1972) and global imperfection amplitudes of e0 = L/500. Typical
examples of this are given for the 305×127×48 UB cross-section in Fig. 3.29 for four-
point bending. For all comparisons, there was good agreement for initial slope and
observed mode of failure; ultimate capacities are compared in Table 3.8.
Comparisons also showed that choosing assumed over measured global imperfection




















Figure 3.29: Normalised moment-curvature curves for a tested 305×127×48 UB (λ¯LT =
0.4) specimen subjected to four-point bending and the corresponding finite element
models with measured and assumed initial geometric imperfections.
shows the relationship between non-dimensional bendingmoment and non-dimensional
restraint force as a percentage of the force in the compression flange for a 305×127×48
(λ¯LT = 0.3) specimen. In this case, the model using assumed imperfections (which
were always greater than the measured imperfections) showed that for a given level
of applied moment, slightly higher restraint forces were induced than the model with
measured imperfections.
Table 3.8 compares ultimate applied loads obtained from the experiments with those
obtained from the two sets of finite element models. The average ratio of test ultimate
load to finite element ultimate load with measured and assumed imperfections are 1.01
and 1.00 respectively; the corresponding standard deviations are 0.02 and 0.03. This
represents good agreement with minimal dispersion. In the subsequent analysis, the as-
sumed imperfection magnitudes are adopted since they allow a standardised approach










Table 3.8: Comparison of the laboratory test results with finite element results for measured and assumed imperfection
amplitudes
Test designation TestMu FEMu (kNm) FEMu (kNm) Test/FE Test/FE
(kNm) (Measured (Assumed (Measured (Assumed
imperfection) imperfection) imperfection) imperfection)
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, R 287 289 291 0.99 0.99
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, R 291 283 284 1.03 1.02
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, R 280 280 285 1.00 0.98
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3, R 282 286 291 0.99 0.97
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, K1 283 287 289 0.98 0.98
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, K1 299 284 283 1.05 1.06
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, K1 275 282 282 0.98 0.98
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3, K1 293 285 287 1.03 1.02
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4, K2 289 286 286 1.01 1.01
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3, K2 295 283 282 1.04 1.05
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4, K2 279 280 278 0.99 1.00
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3, K2 280 279 282 1.00 0.99
Mean 1.01 1.00
























Figure 3.30: Restraint force development throughout the loading history for a
305×127×48 UB (λ¯LT = 0.3) specimen.
3.4.8 Parametric studies
Having validated the model against the experimental data, a series of parametric stud-
ies was performed, focusing on variations in elastic restraint stiffness as a multiple of
kideal, which is defined in Section 3.5.2. The parametric studies were conducted for both
cross-section geometries (305×127×48 UB and 305×165×40 UB) and lateral torsional
buckling slendernesses (λ¯LT = 0.4 and λ¯LT = 0.3). Table 3.9 presents the multiples of
kideal and corresponding spring stiffness values used for each cross-section and member
geometry. Results from the parametric study are analysed and discussed in Section 3.5.
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Table 3.9: Restraint stiffness values used in the parametric studies.
kres (N/mm)
Multiples of 305×127×48 UB 305×165×40 UB
kideal λ¯LT = 0.4 λ¯LT = 0.3 λ¯LT = 0.4 λ¯LT = 0.3
0.25 466 722 350 479
0.5 932 1445 700 960
1 1864 2890 1400 1919
2 3728 5780 2800 3838
4 7456 11561 5600 7676
6 11184 17342 8400 11512
3.5 Analysis of results and design implications
In this section, a simplified theoretical model based upon elastic predictions is presented
to derive bracing stiffness requirements for members designed with account for strain-
hardening using the CSM. The capability of braces of the derived stiffness to provide
effective lateral restraint to the main member will be assessed using the finite element
methodology described in Section 3.4. The restraint stiffness and spacing parameters
used in this section are presented in Table 3.9.
3.5.1 Theoretical background
For the purposes of this analysis, an axially loadedmember will be used to represent the
forces developed in the compression flange of the beam. This approach has been chosen
because it simplifies calculations and it provides a conservative representation of the
behaviour of a beam (Flint, 1951). Winter (1960) examined the problem shown in Fig.
3.31 and, by introducing a frictionless hinge at the point of restraint (which is a point of
contraflexure in the case of mode-II buckling), derived the minimum stiffness required
for the restraint to act as a nodal point, with zero lateral displacement. A study of
the full system, without introducing a frictionless hinge was presented by Timoshenko
and Gere (1961), and was later described by Galambos and Surovek (2008). The key









Figure 3.31: A perfect elastic beam-column with an elastic central support.
In Fig. 3.31 the length L3 = L2/2 (see Fig. 3.11) and∆ is the lateral deflection at the point
of the elastic restraint. Upon formulating and solving for the determinant of the appro-
priate slope-deflection equations for this model, two solutions for the elastic buckling
load of the member Ncr result, with the first being the Euler load NE for a column of





and the second defining the relationship between transition levels of critical load and





[αL3 − tan (αL3)]− (αL3)3 = 0 (3.12)
in which αL3 = π
√
Ncr/NE . When kres = 0, Eq. (3.12) reduces to an Euler load for
a column of length 2L3. The resulting relationship between non-dimensional stiffness






















SettingNcr = NE in Eq. (3.13) determines the stiffness, kideal,el, at which effective bracing
for the primary member (i.e the minimum stiffness required to force buckling in mode-


























Figure 3.32: Theoretical relationship between restraint stiffness and buckling load for
an elastic beam-column.
In Section 3.5.2 it will be shown how this stiffness can be modified to account for plas-
ticity and strain-hardening.
3.5.2 Analysis and design implications
Early studies (Pincus, 1964) initially suggested that inelasticity in the primary member
increases bracing stiffness requirements. However, localised inelasticity (i.e. a single
plastic hinge) at the point of lateral restraint is much the same as a frictionless hinge
at this location, which was shown by Winter (1960) to have a negligible effect on the
minimum restraint stiffness required to ensure mode-II buckling. In the present investi-
gation, the members are subjected to substantial regions of uniformmoment, leading to
extensive zones of plasticity and strain-hardening; bracing stiffness requirements under
these circumstances will be established in this section.
For beams of low global slenderness (e.g. in the common case of the lateral restraints
spacing being such that λ¯LT ≤ 0.4), the design moment of resistanceMRd will be signif-
icantly less thanMcr (and hence the design axial load in the beam’s compression flange
NRd << NE). In such instances, use of NE in Eq. (3.13) is inappropriate; replacing
NE with the maximum force that can arise in the compression flange of the beam, with
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due allowance for the influence of strain-hardening, results in the following stiffness





where NRd = (Mcsm/h) and h is the overall height of the cross-section.
In order to verify the applicability of this approach, a parametric study was conducted
using the finite element package ABAQUS. The general method was to establish first an
upper capacity,Mu,k=rigid, corresponding to a configuration with a rigid central restraint
(Fig. 3.33a) and then set kres = 2(Mu,k=rigid/h)/L3 to see if the resulting capacityMu,k=ideal
reachesMu,k=rigid, using the configuration in Fig. 3.33b.
L3 L3 
(a) Rigid central restraint
L3 L3 
kres 
(b) Elastic central restraint
Figure 3.33: Schematic plan view of the lateral restraint configurations and member
geometry for the parametric studies.
Implementing the approach outlined above, Table 3.10 presents the relative capacities
of the rigid configuration of Fig. 3.33a and the configuration with an elastic restraint of
stiffness kideal (Eq. (3.15)) in Fig. 3.33b. Good agreement between the ultimate moments
achieved in the rigid and ideally braced configurations can be seen, with a maximum
deviation in capacity of 2%.
Fig. 3.34 shows the relationship between non-dimensional restraint stiffness and mo-
ment capacity, where for all but one of the members, there is a small underestimation
of the required stiffness to attain the maximum available capacity. Note that for the
305 × 127 × 48 UB section, for which the CSM predicts capacities greater thanMpl due
to strain-hardening, a slenderness of λ¯LT = 0.3 is required for such behaviour to be
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Table 3.10: Relative performance of rigid and ideally braced central restraints
Section and member geometry Mu,k=rigid/Mpl Mu,k=ideal/Mpl Mu,k=ideal/Mu,k=rigid
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.4 1.01 1.00 0.99
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.3 1.07 1.06 0.99
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.4 0.94 0.92 0.99
305×165×40, λ¯LT = 0.3 0.96 0.94 1.00
seen. For the 305× 165× 40 UB, λ¯LT = 0.4 configuration, a parametric study with more
refined intervals of restraint stiffness values was carried out to investigate the perfor-
mance of the member in the proximity of the transition stiffness kideal. The results of this
extended finite element study are presented in Fig. 3.35 showing a smoother transition
between the first and second buckling modes. The discrepancy between the numerical
and analytical model may be due to the presence of geometric imperfections; a similar












































Figure 3.34: Relationship between normalised restraint stiffness and ultimate capacity
for inelastic primary members.
Fig. 3.36 shows the relationship between non-dimensional restraint stiffness and re-


















FE with refined stiffness
parameter intervals
Figure 3.35: A high resolution parametric study for a 305 × 165 × 40 UB, λ¯LT = 0.4
configuration.
forces at ultimate load increasing rapidly with increasing restraint stiffness, but with
proportionate increases in the capacity of the primary member. At, or marginally above
kideal, the member reaches its assumed potential capacity for its material and geometric
properties, and it is effectively at the boundary between the first and second buckling
modes. As a consequence, the brace force will also be at its maximum level in the region
of kideal. Increases in restraint stiffness beyond kideal lead to no further increases in ca-
pacity, but deflections at the point of lateral restraint reduce with increases in restraint
stiffness, resulting in a reduction in restraint force. At approximately 2kideal restraint
forces are reduced to 1-3% of the force in the compression flange, and at 4kideal they are
all below 2%.
Fig. 3.37 shows restraint forces normalised by equivalent EN 1993-1-1 design restraint
force qdL (Eq. (3.2)), where qd was determined from a second-order analysis with e0 =
L/500 and δq being the elastic deflection of the bracing system in Fig. 3.33b. At kideal
restraint forces for beams with restraints spaced such that λ¯LT = 0.4 are below the re-
quired design restraint forces set by EN-1993-1-1 (Eq. (3.2)), whilst at 2kideal restraint








































48, LT = 0.4
Figure 3.36: Relationship between restraint stiffness and restraint force at ultimate load
for inelastic primary members.
For the typical cross-sections considered, it has been found that restraint forces reach
their peak values of between about 3% and 6% of the force in the compression flange of
the primary member at kideal. At 2kideal, restraint forces are significantly reduced to be-
low the design value set out in EN 1993-1-1 and, for the cases considered, the maximum
attainable loads for the restrained members are achieved.
In practice, design decisions for lateral restraints are made on the basis of evaluating
the forces developed in a bracing system using Eq. (3.2), which are dependent upon the
bracing stiffness by means of δq; designing the primary member using the CSM with
allowance for strain-hardening has no bearing on the applicability of this approach. It is
recommended, however, that the stiffness of the restraining member is checked against
kideal to ensure it is effective and that an efficient design results, though it has been
noted that restraints that satisfy the strength requirements will also typically possess
adequate stiffness (Trahair (1999), Gardner (2011)). By means of example, the tested
305×165×40UB,with λ¯LT = 0.4 had an ultimate test momentMu = 283 kNm. Assuming
that the brace has a length of 5 m, with assumed values of E = 210, 000 N/mm2 and
fy = 275 N/mm
2, then the required brace area to satisfy the strength requirements (35
kN) is 102 mm2 with a corresponding stiffness of 4275N/mm; the design restraint force,
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qd, according to EN 1993-1-1 is 14.1 kN/m. Using Eq. (3.15) kideal = 1833 N/mm, thus


















kres / k ideal
305 127 48, LT = 0.4
30512748, LT = 0.3
305 165 40, LT = 0.3
305 165 40, LT = 0.4
EN 1993-1-1 design value
Figure 3.37: Restraint forces from FE models normalised by the EN-1993-1-1 design
value for varying restraint stiffness values.
3.6 Conclusions
A programme of twelve four-point bending tests on beams with discrete rigid and elas-
tic lateral restraints has been conducted in order to investigate the implications of util-
ising strain-hardening in the design of the restrained member on bracing forces and
stiffness requirements. Two cross-sections were considered and lateral restraint spac-
ings were varied to achieve two values of λ¯LT (0.3 and 0.4) for each restraint configu-
ration; for the elastic restraints, two levels of stiffness were used. Results showed that,
for the cases considered, variation in bracing stiffness did not significantly affect the
ultimate capacity of the specimens, but to limit the forces developed in the restraints it
is necessary to have restraints of sufficient stiffness to ensure that a mode-II failure (i.e.
buckling between the restrained points) occurs. Two three-point bending tests were also
conducted with closer restraint spacings.
A series of materially and geometrically non-linear finite element models was validated
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against the experimental results and shown to be able to capture the observed physical
behaviour. On the basis of these models, parametric studies were conducted to investi-
gate the implications of varying the restraint stiffness on the ultimate capacities of the
beams and the corresponding forces developed in the restraints.
The specific restraint stiffness values used in the parametric studies were chosen using
a simplified analytical model, where it was demonstrated that the minimum stiffness,
kideal, required to ensure an effective brace in the inelastic range is in proportion to the
design force in the compression flange of the beam. The approach was validated for re-
straint spacings that resulted in λ¯LT ≤ 0.4. The results from the parametric studies also
showed that at the minimum required stiffness, the restraint forces assumed their peak
values, but multiples of this stiffness caused the forces to reduce rapidly, whilst ensur-
ing the full capacity of the restrained member was achieved. Finally, it was shown that
consideration could be made for strain-hardening in the design of the primary member
through the CSM provided suitable restraint spacings are used, and that this did not




Lateral restraint spacing for statically
determinate structural elements
4.1 Introduction
Lateral stability of beams is a key aspect of structural steel design. For beams designed
in the inelastic range, the current practice in European design codes is to specify a max-
imum lateral torsional buckling slenderness (λ¯LT) below which the effects of lateral in-
stability can be ignored and the full cross-section capacity can be achieved; beyond this
limit, reductions in capacity arise.
Currently, inelastic design of structures according to EN 1993-1-1 assumes an elastic-
perfectly plastic (EPP) stress-strain curve, and a limiting value of λ¯LT = 0.4, below
which the effects of lateral torsional buckling can be ignored. In a newly proposed
design method, referred to as the Continuous Strength Method (CSM) (Gardner, 2008),
strain-hardening is allowed for in the material model, with the limiting strain defined as
a function of local plate slenderness λ¯p. The present chapter is devoted to examining the
implications of this newmethod for the limiting value of λ¯LT. To this end, the data from
a series of experiments on simply supported beams with variations in λ¯LT, the details
of which are presented in Chapter 3, was used in conjunction with data collected form
the literature. Using a geometrically and materially non-linear finite element model, the
test data were reproduced and extended in a parametric study, which was then used to
inform and support some analytically derived design equations.
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4.2 Key design aspects
4.2.1 Lateral restraint spacing
EN 1993-1-1 (2005) defines a non-dimensional slenderness limit, or plateau length, λ¯LT =
0.4, below which, the effects of lateral torsional buckling can be ignored and the design
buckling resistance moment of the memberMb,Rd may be taken as as the design bend-
ing resistanceMc,Rd of the cross-section, assuming γM0 = γM1 (see Fig. 4.1, which shows















EN 1993-1-1 buckling curve a




Figure 4.1: Relationship between moment capacity and non-dimensional member slen-
derness as defined by EN 1993-1-1.
4.2.2 The Continuous Strength Method
The Continuous Strength Method is a deformation-based design approach for steel el-
ements that allows for the beneficial influence of strain-hardening, the details of which
are given in Chapter 3 for beams in bending. Equations for this method have been
developed on the basis of assuming continuous lateral restraint, or for scenarios where
lateral torsional buckling is unimportant (e.g. box sections). Depending upon local plate
slenderness values, the capacities of cross-sections in bending designed using the CSM
are typically in excess of those predicted by traditional plastic design; this is attributable
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to the CSM taking into account the influence of strain hardening. Expressed in terms of
λ¯LT, the current adopted maximum unsupported length for Class 1 and Class 2 cross-
sections at which the full plastic capacity Mpl,Rd can be attained is λ¯LT = 0.4. Since the
CSM typically predicts higher capacities, then it is likely that this length will need to be
reduced.
4.3 Experimental data
A testing programme comprising tensile and compressive material coupon tests, stub
column tests and tests on beams with discrete lateral restraints was carried out at the
Building Research Establishment and Imperial College London on hot-rolled grade S355
steel I-sections. Two cross-section sizes were chosen: 305×127×48 UB, which had a
Class 1 flange (λ¯p = 0.31) and a Class 1 web (λ¯p = 0.30), and 305×165×40 UB, which had
a Class 2 flange (λ¯p = 0.57) and a Class 1 web (λ¯p = 0.44). In addition, supplementary
data from tests on partially restrained beams were sourced from the literature.
4.3.1 Tests performed in the current study
Material testing, as well as a series of three- and four-point bending tests on partially
restrained beams have been carried out as part of a related study in Chapter 3. Results
from these tests will be used in this chapter.
4.3.2 Test results collected from the literature
Additional experimental data have been collected from tests conducted on I-beamswith
either continuous or discrete (partial) lateral restraints. The majority of the existing data
is in the lateral torsional slenderness range of λ¯LT ≥ 0.4, with a small number of studies
investigating behaviour in the range 0 ≤ λ¯LT ≤ 0.4.
The majority of the collected data comes from a previous survey carried out by Greiner
and Kaim (2001), which was used to compare numerically derived lateral torsional
buckling curves with data taken from tests on rolled and welded I-sections; these data
are denoted in this chapter as ECCS (rolled) and ECCS (welded) respectively. Tests by
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Byfield and Nethercot (1998) were conducted to investigate the bending strength en-
hancements overMpl due to strain-hardening of partially and fully laterally restrained
I-sections, with λ¯LT = 0.4 and 0. For values of λ¯LT ≤ 0.4, test data were obtained from a
series of experiments (White, 1956; Lee et al., 1963; Prasad and Galambos, 1963) carried
out at Lehigh University between 1956 and 1963. Non-dimensional ultimate moments,
with respect to Mpl, and corresponding lateral torsional slenderness values from these
tests, as well as results from the tests described in Section 4.3.1, are summarised in
Fig. 4.2. The results indicate that the current limit to the Eurocode 3 plateau length
of λ¯LT = 0.4 is suitable, since below this limit capacities of at least Mpl are typically
achieved. These experimental data, supplemented with further numerical results gen-
erated in Section 4.4, will be used to assess a suitable limiting slenderness when con-
sidering strain-hardening. All of the considered cross-sections from the above sources



















EC3 buckling curve a
EC3 buckling curve d
LT
Figure 4.2: Summary non-dimensional ultimate moment capacities versus lateral tor-
sional buckling slenderness for experimental data taken from the literature and pro-
duced in this study
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4.4 Numerical modelling
4.4.1 Introduction
A numerical study using the general-purpose finite element analysis package ABAQUS
(Simulia, 2010) was conducted to supplement the experimental results. A similar model
was used in Chapter 3 to model beams subjected to four-point bending and it will be
used in this chapter as part of a parametric study. In addition, three-point bending tests
were also conducted with additional rigid restraint spacings; replicating the results of
these tests will be the focus of the validation in this chapter. In this section, the primary
aims are to (1) replicate the three-point bending test results presented in Chapter 3 us-
ing all available measurements, (2) employ a standardised numerical model validated
against the experimental data that will supplement the model already developed for
four-point bending in Chapter 3, and (3) undertake parametric studies to determine the
minimum spacing requirements to achieve the predicted CSM capacity in bending. An
additional parametric study was carried out to evaluate the performance of an analyti-
cal model, which is presented in Section 4.5.
4.4.2 Modelling assumptions and considerations
The finite element type S4R, a four-noded, doubly curved general-purpose shell ele-
ment with reduced integration and finite membrane strains, selected from the ABAQUS
(Simulia, 2010) element library, was used throughout the study to model the beams.
This element is suited to the modelling of a range of shell thicknesses and has been
successfully implemented in other studies, such as Chan and Gardner (2008). The mod-
elling assumptions used for this element type are identical to those used in Chapter 3,
in which reference should be made to Section 3.4.2 for details.
4.4.3 Validation
To validate the finite element models, all experiments were simulated using measured
material and geometric properties, as well as local and global imperfections and the
assumed residual stress pattern. In addition, a second round of finite element models
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that replaced measured with assumed imperfections were produced; in both cases the
ultimate capacities, as well as the general moment-rotation responses were compared
with those obtained in the laboratory tests.
Fig. 4.3 compares overall non-dimensional moment-rotation behaviour of a three-point
bending test speciment against the finite element model (results for the four-point bend-
ing tests are presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.7). Table 4.1 compares ultimate applied
loads obtained from the experiments with those obtained from the two finite element
models. The average ratio of test ultimate load to finite element ultimate load where
measured and assumed imperfections are used are 0.94 and 0.95 respectively; the cor-
responding standard deviations are 0.005 for both models. For the three-point bending
models, the ultimate FE moments are those that correspond to the ultimate test rotation,
as testing was stopped due to a lack of vertical displacement capacity in the testing rig.
In the subsequent analysis, the assumed imperfection magnitudes will be adopted as


















Figure 4.3: Normalised moment-rotation curves for a tested 305×127×48 UB ( λ¯LT =
0.1) specimen subjected to three-point bending and the corresponding finite element















Table 4.1: Comparison of the three-point bending test results with finite element results for measured and assumed
imperfection amplitudes
Test designation TestMu FEMu (kNm) FEMu (kNm) Test/FE Test/FE
(kNm) (Measured (Assumed (Measured (Assumed
imperfection) imperfection) imperfection) imperfection)
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.2, R 318* 343 334 0.93 0.95
305×127×48, λ¯LT = 0.15, R 334* 356 354 0.94 0.94
Mean 0.94 0.95
Standard deviation 0.005 0.005
*Ultimate test load not achieved
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4.4.4 Parametric studies
Having validated the model against the additional three-point experimental data, in
which the restraint spacing was varied, a series of parametric studies was performed,
focusing on variations in λ¯LT, as defined in Eq. (3.1). The parametric studies were
performed on both of the cross-sections used in the testing programme (305×127×48
UB and 305×165×40 UB ) corresponding to local flange plate slenderness values of λ¯p =
0.31 and 0.57 respectively. An further section based on the 305×127×48 UB was also
created with a local flange plate slenderness of λ¯p = 0.45. A summary of the lateral
torsional slenderness values used in the parametric studies are reported in Table 4.2. It is
evident from collecting available experimental data that few tests have been performed
on beams whose non-dimensional slenderness values lie in the region 0 < λ¯LT < 0.4;
the purpose of the parametric study is to bridge this gap for the sections considered.
Table 4.2: Values of λ¯LT used in the parametric studies.
λ¯LT










4.5 Lateral restraint spacing
Currently EN 1993-1-1 defines a non-dimensional slenderness limit, or plateau length,
λ¯LT = 0.4 , below which, the effects of lateral torsional buckling can be ignored. Tests
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conducted in this study, as well as additional tests from the literature, have demon-
strated that this limit is reasonable when the moment capacity is limited to Mpl, as in
current design approaches, but may need to be reduced when strain-hardening is ex-
ploited in design, as is the case in the CSM. In this section, equations are developed to
form the preliminary basis for a new CSM lateral torsional buckling slenderness limit,
taking into consideration the key CSM parameters of cross-section geomtry and the rate
of strain hardening E/Esh.
4.5.1 Analytical study
An analytical study to consider the effect of exploiting strain-hardening in beams upon
the lateral restraint spacing requirements, as characterised by λ¯LT, is conducted to gain
insight into the key underlying parameters controlling the physical behaviour. The anal-
ysis will be of a simply supported beam subjected to a uniform bending moment which
will result in a region of constant curvature along the length of the beam and no shear-
ing forces. In so doing, the following assumptions are made:
(i) The beam is initially straight and free of imperfections.
(ii) Residual stresses are neglected.
(iii) The ends of the flanges are free to warp but cannot displace or twist (simple sup-
port end conditions).
(iv) The material is assumed to behave elastically with a Young’s modulus E up until
the yield stress fy, immediately after which work hardening will commence with
a hardening modulus Esh until the limiting (local buckling) strain ǫcsm is reached,
and because of this, local buckling is assumed to be absent.
4.5.2 Elastic buckling equation
The equation relating the elastic critical buckling momentMcr of a beam to the laterally
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in which E and G are the elastic and shear moduli, Iz is the minor axis second mo-
ment of area, Iw is the warping constant and It is the St. Venant’s torsion constant. Eq.
(4.1) represents the positive eigenvalue of the differential equation for lateral torsional







= 0 at x = 0 and x = L (4.2)
where u is the lateral displacement from the longitudinal centroidal axis x and φ is
the angle of twist about the centroid. Defining the general stiffness values Bz = EIz,
Ct = GIt, and where h is the overall height of the cross-section, Cw = EIw = (1/4)EIzh
2,
Eq. (4.1) can be generalised to account for inelastic buckling with the introduction of
bending and warping stiffness reduction parameters τ1 and τ2 respectively. The param-
eters 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ τ2 ≤ 1, which are dependent upon the degree of yield penetra-
tion α and hence the yielded area η, serve as a means of reducing bending and warping
stiffness values below their elastic values as yield progresses through the cross-section.
4.5.3 Cross-section resistance dependent upon yield penetration
The design expression for the CSM moment of resistance (Eq. (3.4)) can be parame-
terised in terms of yield penetration, α. In light of previous work on the CSM (Gardner
et al., 2011), it is assumed that the material is elastic, linear hardening, with a strain-
hardening slope Esh = E/100 and with a limiting strain, ǫcsm. ǫcsm is defined using
Eq. (3.5), which is derived from an empirical relationship between local buckling and
non-dimensional plate slenderness. The constitutive relationship used in the CSM is
summarised in Fig. 4.4.
In a similar approach to previous work (Gardner, 2008; Gardner et al., 2011), moment
equilibrium can be considered by integrating the stress through the depth of the section,
derived from the adopted material model and assuming plane sections remain plane.
In the present work, analytical expressions for moment capacity are derived in terms of
the degree of yield penetration α, where α = 1 denotes first yield and α = 0 denotes full
cross-section yield penetration (see Fig. 4.5). Table 4.3 presents expressions for moment
capacities for the cases when (a) the flange is partially yielded and (b) when the flange
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Figure 4.4: The constitutive model used for the CSM.
is fully yielded and the web is partially yielded; these are based upon the definitions
shown in Fig. 4.5, which also depicts the assumed linear variation in strain throughout
the cross-section. In this table, the superscript I denotes expressions that correspond
with a partially yielded flange and an elastic web, whilst the superscript II denotes ex-
pressions that correspond with a fully yielded flange and a partially yielded web; all
expressions can be defined from Fig. 4.5.
When Esh = α = 0, the fully plastic moment is defined and this will be used as a num-
raire in subsequent analysis. For a typical I-section (305× 127× 48 UB), the relationship
between yielded area η and moment capacity, allowing for strain-hardening, is shown
in Fig. 4.6. This shows that beyondMpl, all of the minor axis rigidity is provided by the
web.
4.5.4 Stiffness reduction parameters
In order to develop an expression for the inelastic buckling moment, a relationship
needs to be developed between cross-section moment,M , yield proportion, α, and out
of plane flexural and warping stiffness. This will be achieved through developing non-
dimensional stiffness reduction parameters for out of plane flexural stiffness (τ1) and
warping (τ2), which can then be applied to a generalised version of Eq. (4.1).
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Figure 4.6: Typical relationship between moment capacity and yielded area for a 305 ×
127× 48 UB.
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Table 4.3: Parameter definitions for the yield-dependent CSM moment capacity expres-
sions.
1 > α > αlim αlim > α > 0
γ1 = (1− α) ϕ1 = γ1 − tf
γ2 = tf − γ1 ϕ2 = αd
βI1 = ǫy (1− tf ) /ϕ2 βII1 = (ǫcsm/d)ϕ1
βI2 = ǫy − βI1 βII2 = (ǫcsm − ǫy)− βII1
µI1 = αd+ (1/2)γ1 µ
II
1 = d− (1/2)tf
µI2 = αd+ (2/3)γ1 µ
II
2 = d− (1/3)tf
µI3 = (d− tf ) + (1/2)γ2 µII3 = ϕ2 + (1/2)ϕ1
µI4 = (d− tf ) + (2/3)γ2 µII4 = ϕ2 + (2/3)ϕ1
µI5 = (2/3) (d− tf ) µII5 = (2/3)ϕ2
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4.5.4.1 Minor axis bending stiffness
Assuming that no reversal of stress occurs anywhere in the cross-section (Flint, 1953),
the material stressed beyond yield may be assumed to have a reducedmodulus ofEsh =
E/100, with the unyielded material possessing its full elastic stiffness E. Noting that for
any rectangular section of depth t and width b, Iy = bt
3/12. Thus for the partially











in which Af is the area of the flange and Aw is the area of the web. For the partially









2 + (η − Af ) t2w
]
Esh (4.4)
Reduced minor axis bending stiffness can then be obtained by comparing BI and BII






1 > α > αlim
BII
Bz
αlim > α > 0
(4.5)
The relationship between yielded area η normalised by full cross-section area and nor-
malised minor axis bending stiffness is illustrated in Fig. 4.7 which shows that once the
flange has yielded, the available minor axis rigidity provided by the web is approxi-
mately 1% of the minor axis rigidity available at first yield.
The relationship between normalisedminor axis bending stiffness and non-dimensional
moment capacity is illustrated in Fig. 4.8 which shows that the minor axis flexural rigid-
ity is reduced considerably asMpl is approached.
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Figure 4.8: Typical relationship between bending stiffness and cross-section moment
capacity for a 305× 127× 48 UB.
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4.5.4.2 Torsional stiffness
Neal (1950) demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically that, for partially plas-
tic narrow beams, the initial torsional rigidity maintains its elastic value; subsequent ex-
perimental work by Morrison and Shepherd (1950) on a tube strained into the inelastic
range has shown similar results. On this basis, no reduction factor for torsional rigidity
Ct will be provided and it will be assumed that Ct = GIt will remain independent of α.
4.5.4.3 Warping stiffness
It has been shown that warping rigidity is an influential factor on the critical moment for
thin-walled open sections (Nethercot and Rockey, 1972). Assuming that all of the warp-
ing resistance is provided by the flanges, the relationship between non-dimensional





τ1(α) 1 > α > αlim
0 αlim > α > 0
(4.6)
4.5.5 The CSM buckling equation
Introducing the generalised terms for stiffness defined in Section 4.5.2 and applying the
non-dimensional stiffness reduction factors defined in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), the critical
non-dimensional bending moments for an in inelastic beam with strain-hardening over
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Having developed relationships between M , α, τ1 and τ2, assumed values of Mcr/Mpl
can now be used to obtain corresponding critical buckling lengths for the CSM.
4.5.5.1 Comparison to experimental and numerical data
Using the experimental data obtained from the tests and the literature described in Sec-
tion 4.3, as well as the numerical data generated in the main parametric study (Section



























Figure 4.9: The CSM member buckling equation, experimental and numerical data.
Although there is considerable scatter in the data, experimental results typically lie
above Eq. (4.7) particularly in the low slenderness region of primary interest, mak-
ing it a conservative prediction for limiting CSM lateral torsional buckling slenderness.
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An additional parametric study was performed using the B31OS open section, which
is a three-dimensional beam element taken from the ABAQUS element library. Using
a very small imperfection magnitude, a materially and geometrically non-linear finite
element analysis was performed using the same material model and cross-section defi-
nitions used to develop the analytical model in Section 4.5.5. Lateral torsional slender-
ness values were varied in equal steps between 0.05 and 0.35. Fig. 4.10 compares Eq.
(4.7) to the results generated using the B31OS elements. The finite element analysis sug-
gests a similar response to that predicted by the analytical model (Eq. (4.7)) but shows
a slightly earlier and more gradual transition in lateral torsional buckling slenderness
fromMpl toMcsm. This may be attributable to discretisation, the element type admitting
shear deformations and geometric non-linearity, as well as the presence of imperfec-



















Figure 4.10: Variation of buckling resistance with slenderness according to Eq. (4.7) and
a geometrically and materially non-linear finite element beam model.
4.5.6 Response to key design parameters
The Continuous StrengthMethod is dependent upon two key design parameters: cross-
section geometry and the rate of strain-hardening (E/Esh). This section will examine
the sensitivity of Eq. (4.7) to these parameters and with the aim to provide an indicative
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range of limiting λ¯LT values for the CSM, below which the full CSM bending resistance
Mcsm can be achieved. The transition toMpl will also be examined.
4.5.6.1 Cross-section geometry
Eq. (4.7) is uniquely defined by cross-section properties. To investigate the influence
of cross-section geometry on the limiting CSM slenderness, a practical range of cross-
sections was selected; this was achieved by considering all of the commercially available
rolled I-sections (SCI, 2013). For each case, the limiting values of λ¯LT at which the CSM
capacities of each cross-section can be attained were determined. The values are plotted
against b/tf (where b is the flangewidth and tf is the flange thickness) in Fig. 4.11. It may












Figure 4.11: Influence of cross-section geometry (expressed in terms of b/tf ) on limiting
slenderness λ¯csmLT for commercially available cross-sections.
4.5.6.2 Rate of strain-hardening
The ratio of Young’s modulus to strain-hardening modulus E/Esh is currently assumed
to be fixed at E/Esh = 100, in line with EN 1993-1-5. Introducing increased rates of
Esh not only enhances the CSM capacity at the cross-section level, but also permits a
small increase in restraint spacing. Fig 4.12 shows the effect of varying values of E/Esh
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in equally spaced increments between 50 ≤ E/Esh ≤ 100 on the maximum value of
λ¯LT at which Mcsm can be attained for the same cross-section geometry; for the range
50 ≤ E/Esh ≤ 100, maximum lateral torsional buckling slenderness values lie in the
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Figure 4.12: Influence of Esh on limiting slenderness belowwhichMcsm can be achieved.
From this analysis, it is clear that cross-section geometry is the most significant param-
eter of the CSM for the purposes of lateral stability.
4.6 Preliminary design recommendations
4.6.1 Proposal for limiting slenderness and a transition from Mpl to
Mcsm
The transition from the plastic moment capacity to the CSM moment capacity, as well
as the limiting lateral torsional buckling slenderness, should reflect the basic strain-
hardening properties of the material (see Chapter 6) as well as lie in reasonable prox-
imity to numerical and experimental data. A previous equivalent proposal by Trahair
(1998) for the limiting slenderness λ¯csmLT may be expressed as:
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This relationship is plotted for two cross-sections in Fig. 4.13. Comparedwith numerical
data, there is a degree of over-prediction during the transition phase, which could be
eliminated by a more sophisticated non-linear transition. For conservative design, it
would be sufficient to assumeMpl between λ¯LT = 0.4 and λ¯
csm
LT .
4.6.2 Refinement using analytical, numerical and test data collected
from the literature
Fig. 4.14 shows the same experimental and numerical data as Fig. 4.9, but normalised
by Mcsm rather than Mpl. Additional data points were generated using the analytical
model presented in this chapter for commercially available I-sections (SCI, 2013). From
this data, the first observation that can be made is that there is a broad range of λ¯LT val-
ues at whichMcsm can be attained, typically in the range 0.15 ≤ λ¯LT ≤ 0.4 (although the
main concentration of data is in the range 0.15 ≤ λ¯LT ≤ 0.25); all of these values exceed
the value conservatively suggested by λ¯csmLT in Eq. (4.9). From this observation, and the
collected dataset, it may be reasonable to suggest that the practical slenderness limit for
attainingMcsm at the member level can be revised to λ¯LT = 0.2.
The second observation is that between 0 ≤ λ¯LT ≤ 0.2, the majority of the available
data exceeds Mcsm, which supports setting the limiting slenderness to λ¯LT = 0.2. In-
deed, making further reference to Fig. 4.9, a proportion of the specimens between
0.2 ≤ λ¯LT ≤ 0.4 lie belowMpl, which suggests that the current plateau limit of λ¯LT = 0.4
for traditional plastic design set out in EN 1993-1-1 also caters for most, but not all of
the test data. By this analogy, a general plateau length of λ¯LT = 0.2 for the CSM can be
considered to be an acceptable initial proposal.
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(b) Comparison of transition curves to analytical, finite element and experimental data.
Figure 4.13: ExampleMpl toMcsm transition curves.
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305×127 48 UB analytical curve 
305×165 40 UB analytical curve 
Figure 4.14: Collated analytical, numerical and experimental data normalised byMcsm.












for 0.2 ≤ λ¯LT ≤ 0.4 (4.11)
in which χLT,csm is a factor applied toMpl to obtainMcsm in the region 0.2 ≤ λ¯LT ≤ 0.4.
For λ¯LT ≤ 0.2, the full value of Mcsm may be used. Furthermore, if Mcsm < Mpl, then
λ¯csmLT = 0.2 remains, but the transition should be from Mel rather than Mpl at λ¯LT = 0.4.
These design expressions are illustrated in Fig. 4.15 for a typical range of values ofMcsm.
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Mcsm/Mpl = 1.15 
Mcsm/Mpl = 1.10 
Mcsm/Mpl = 1.05 
EN 1993-1-1 buckling curve a 
EN 1993-1-1 buckling curve b 
= LT,csm  
Figure 4.15: Illustration of the application of the factor χLT,csm for a typical range of
values ofMcsm.
4.7 Conclusions and design recommendations
Using the insights obtained from an analytical model in conjunction with data gener-
ated either from tests performed in this thesis, collected from the literature, or from a
numerical model, the lateral-torsional buckling instability implications of allowing for
strain-hardening in the design of structural steel members have been considered.
A simplified analytical model was developed to investigate the influence of the key
parameters of the CSM on the limiting values of λ¯LT, where it was demonstrated that
cross-section geometry was the most significant parameter. Using a simple methodol-
ogy, a conservative relationship between λ¯LT and Mcsm, which is entirely based upon
strain-hardening material properties, was reviewed and shown to be safe but conserva-
tive. Using additional data generated as part of an analytical and numerical study, as
well as test data collected from the literature, a basic design approach was presented
that incorporated a limiting CSM slenderness of λ¯LT ≤ 0.2 as well as a transition func-
tion fromMpl toMcsm via the factor χLT,csm.
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In the traditional plastic design of statically indeterminate structures, the final collapse
mechanism develops through the sequential formation of plastic hinges. In order for
subsequent hinges to form, the preceding plastic hinges are required to rotate. Once
the hinge has formed, there is a reduction in stiffness and no further spread of yield.
At these rotating plastic hinges, additional demands will be placed upon the restraints
compared with statically determinate structures, which will not contain rotating plastic
hinges. Provisions in EN 1993-1-1 reflect this increased demand and minimum restraint
force resistances have been stipulated for the case of traditional plastic design. How-
ever, this provision is yet to be verified for the Continuous Strength Method (CSM)
where moments beyondMpl can be achieved; this will be the first topic of investigation
in this chapter.
When designing an unbraced statically determinate I-beam in the inelastic range, the
limiting value of non-dimensional slenderness λ¯LT, below which the effects of lateral
torsional buckling can be ignored, is based upon knowledge of the inelastic critical mo-
ment. The inelastic buckling load of statically determinate structures can be determined
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using the relatively straightforward analysis described in Chapter 4, which is based
upon modifications of elastic predictions. Key to this simplified analysis is that there is
no plastic redistribution, meaning that the elastic and inelastic moment distributions are
the same. However, for statically indeterminate structures, the elastic in-plane distribu-
tion of moment is not necessarily the same as the final inelastic in-plane distribution
and so is not strictly valid for determining the inelastic buckling load of such a struc-
ture (Yoshida et al., 1977).
Numerous investigations into the critical buckling loads of elastic continuous beams
(Salvadori (1951), Trahair (1968a), Trahair (1968b), Trahair (1969b), Nethercot and Tra-
hair (1976b), Dux andKitipornchai (1982), Trahair (1983)) and inelastic continuous beams
(Yoshida and Imoto (1973), Poowannachaikul and Trahair (1976), Yoshida et al. (1977),
Dux and Kitipornchai (1984)) have been carried out, typically considering behaviour up
to the plastic design moment. The second component of this chapter is devoted to ex-
amining the lateral stability implications of the Continuous Strength Method (CSM) for
statically indeterminate structures through the stability analysis of continuous beams in
the strain-hardening range. The objective is to establish practical limitations on lateral
restraint spacing such that the effects of lateral torsional buckling can be ignored and
the full indeterminate CSM cross-section capacity can be achieved.
To these ends, a series of experiments on continuous beams with variations in restraint
spacing and stiffness were conducted. Using a numerical model for inelastic buckling,
as well as a geometrically and materially non-linear finite element model, the test data
were reproduced and extended in a parametric study which was then used to inform
and develop some basic design recommendations.
5.2 Key design aspects
For statically indeterminate structures to produce a collapse mechanism, multiple plas-
tic hinges must form in sequence, with the first plastic hinge (the location of which is
determined by the static theorem) undergoing further rotations until all of the subse-
quent plastic hinges have formed. To eliminate the effects of lateral torsional buckling,
EN 1993-1-1 introduces more stringent requirements for restraint spacing and restraint
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forces formembers that contain rotated plastic hinges comparedwith those summarised
in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 for statically determinate structures.
5.2.1 Restraint forces
The additional deformation demands at rotating plastic hinges will place additional
demands upon the bracing system. For non-rotating plastic hinges atMcsm, it has been
previously established in Chapter 3 that no modifications are necessary to the current
provisions of EN 1993-1-1. For members that do contain rotated plastic hinges, the
additional requirements in EN 1993-1-1 are:
(i) At each plastic hinge location, the cross-section should have an effective lateral
and torsional restraint, provided at both the tension and compression flanges.
(ii) The braces at the compression flange should be designed to resist a local force of at
least 2.5% of NEd, where NEd = MEd/h is the force in the compression flange,MEd
is the moment in the beam at the plastic hinge location and h is the overall depth
of the beam.
5.2.2 Restraint spacing
The yielded zones that characterise the formation of plastic hinges weaken the cross-
section and member with regard to lateral torsional buckling (Davies, 2006). As such,
EN 1993-1-1 stipulates that the length between lateral restraints must not exceed the
stable length Lstable. For uniform beam segments with I- or H-sections with h/tf < 40ǫ




35ǫiz for 0.625 ≤ ψ ≤ 1
(60− 40ψ)ǫiz for −1 ≤ ψ ≤ 0.625
(5.1)
in which ǫ =
√
235/fy, ψ is the ratio of end moments in the segment, h is the overall
height of the cross section and tf is the plate thickness of the flange. More detailed
provisions exist for members with axial force and this is defined as Lm in Annex BB.3 of
EN 1993-1-1.
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5.2.3 The continuous strengthmethod for statically indeterminate struc-
tures
Traditional plastic design methods for indeterminate steel structures are based upon
the formation and subsequent rotation of plastic hinges at their full plastic moment
capacity. Depending upon the degree of statical indeterminacy, a sequence of plastic
hinges forms until there is a sufficient reduction in structural stiffness to form a collapse
mechanism. A key assumption of this method is rigid-plastic behaviour, whereby upon
attaining the plastic moment capacity no further increases in capacity occur with defor-
mation and infinite rotations can be achieved. Introducing strain-hardening precludes
the notion that plastic hinges may rotate at a constant moment, and with stocky sections
(low λ¯p values) significant increases in capacity beyondMpl are possible (Gardner et al.,
2011).
For statically determinate structures, increases in cross-section capacity beyondMpl can
be safely predicted and used for a basis of design using the Continuous StrengthMethod
(CSM) (Gardner (2002), Wang (2011), Gardner et al. (2011)). For statically indeterminate
structures, the basic features of traditional plastic design (equilibrium, mechanism and
yield) can be combined with the more refined approach for determining cross-section
capacity using the CSM (Wang (2011), Gardner et al. (2011)) by modifying the CSM
moment capacity predictions at individual plastic hinge locations based upon relative
deformation demands. The procedure can be summarised in the following steps:
(i) Identify the locations of the plastic hinges and where necessary determine the crit-
ical collapse mechanism.
(ii) Using the theorem of virtual work, evaluate the rotations θi at each plastic hinge
location i.




(iv) For each plastic hinge, evaluate the ratio of deformation demand to deformation
capacity αi, using Eq. (5.2):
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and then evaluate αcrit = max{αi}, which is the location of greatest deformation
demand relative to the deformation capacity at the hinge location.















(vi) Evaluate the respective CSM capacities Mcsm,crit and Mcsm,i at each hinge location
and then determine the collapse load of the structure using the usual kinematic
theorem.
In a recent study by Zhao (2012), it has been shown that the CSM for statically inde-
terminate structures can provide a mean increase in capacity of 9% above the collapse
load predicted by the traditional plastic design method, while maintaining safe side
predictions of test data. In the same study, it was also concluded that: (1) reductions in
cross-section plate slenderness reduce the hinge moment ratio (the ratio of the moment
at the support to the moment at the span in a two (equal) span continuous arrange-
ment); (2) decreases in plate slenderness reduce the capacity for moment redistribution,
as the deformation capacity of the cross-section reduces with increasing slenderness.
These aspects will be further explored in this study.
5.3 Experimental investigation
A testing programme comprising tensile and compressive material coupon tests, stub
column tests and tests on continuous beams with discrete lateral restraints was carried
out at the Building Research Establishment and Imperial College London on hot-rolled
grade S355 steel I-sections. Two cross-section sizes were chosen: 305×127×48 UB, which
had a Class 1 flange (λ¯p = 0.31) and a Class 1 web (λ¯p = 0.30), and 305×165×40 UB,
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which had a Class 2 flange (λ¯p = 0.57) and a Class 1 web (λ¯p = 0.44). These cross-
sections, which were tested in determinate configurations in Chapter 3, are now studied
in indeterminate configurations.
5.3.1 Material properties
The cross-sections examined in this chapter are the same as those tested in Chapters 3
and 4. As such, the material property data obtained from those tensile and compressive
coupon tests will also be utilised in this chapter.
5.3.2 Tests on continuous beams
A total of six continuous beam tests (two rigidly restrained and four elastically re-
strained) were conducted on two cross sections (305×127×48UB and 305×165×40UB).
The lateral restraints were placed at varying intervals to achieve unrestrained lengths
between bracing points with λ¯LT = 0.4 or λ¯LT = 0.3, in which λ¯LT is the non-dimensional
lateral torsional buckling slenderness as defined in Eq. (3.1) and EN-1993-1-1 (2005). Re-
straints were either rigid or elastic.
5.3.2.1 Testing conditions
Fig. 5.1a shows the general test configuration for the continuous beam tests, with the
lateral restraint conditions illustrated in Fig. 5.1b. For all tests, rigid lateral restraints
were provided at the loading points and at the supports. The length L2 was varied to
achieve desired values of λ¯LT for each test; L1 was chosen in relation to L2 to ensure that
buckling takes place in the L2 region first.
For each test, web stiffeners were provided at the positions of the supports and the
applied loads to prevent premature failure through web crippling. Vertical displace-
ments were measured using pull-wire transducers and end rotations were measured
using inclinometers; force was applied at each loading point using two hand operated
1000 kN load-controlled hydraulic jacks and forces were monitored with load cells. Two
linear electrical resistance post-yield strain gauges were bonded to the extreme tensile
and compressive fibres of the cross-section at the mid-span (or slightly off-set where
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(a) Illustration of test configuration and instrumentation.
Lateral restraint 
Test specimen 
Loading point L1 L2 




R2 R1 R2 
(c) Schematic bending moment diagram.
Figure 5.1: Schematic illustrations of continuous beam tests.
necessary) to monitor the progression of strain throughout the test. Simple support
conditions were provided by a roller system, with longitudinal movement permitted at
one end using a sliding plate system. Loads, rotations, displacements and strains were
all recorded at one-second intervals using the data acquisition system DATASCAN.
5.3.2.2 Geometric properties of the test specimens
Prior to testing, the cross-section properties of each specimenweremeasured and recorded.
Global imperfection amplitude measurements (e0) were taken for each specimen by
holding a fine copper wire at mid-web height taught along the length of the beam and
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then measuring the distance between the wire and the beam at the mid-length. Ta-
ble 5.1 provides summary measured geometric properties of the continuous beam test
specimens, including global imperfections measurements (for local imperfections ω0,
the representative measurements made in Chapter 3 will be used in this chapter); all
symbols and notation used are defined identically to those used in Table 3.3, Chapter 3.
5.3.2.3 Test results
Non-dimensional moment-rotation responses (M/Mpl versus θ/θpl at the end supports,
where θpl is the elastic component of the rotation when Mpl is reached) for all of the
continuous beam tests are presented in Figs. 5.2a and 5.2b. Summary ultimate test mo-
ments at the loading points (Mu,span) at the ultimate load of the system normalised by
Mpl andMcsm, as well as the ultimate system load Fu normalised by the plastic collapse
load Fcol and CSM collapse load Fcol,csm are presented in Table 5.2, where F refers to the
value of each of the two point loads.
The test results show that the full CSM bending resistance can be achieved at both the
loading points and at the central support for all specimens of both cross-sections with
the exception of the 305 × 127 × 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 R test (see Fig. 5.2a). For all but two of
the tests, it was not possible to attain the ultimate load of the specimens due to instabili-
ties in the testing rig. Despite considerable efforts being made to provide effective rigid
lateral restraints, there was evidence of either restraint deformation or displacement in
every test, effectively increasing the λ¯LT values of the specimens to a higher value. In
most cases, it was necessary to terminate the testing prior to attaining ultimate capacity
to prevent a sudden and uncontrolled failure.





where θur is normally defined as the total rotation at the midspan until the moment falls
below Mpl (see also Fig. 5.3). Considering the moment rotation responses in Figs.5.2a

















Table 5.1: Summary geometric properties for the continuous beam test specimens
Test designation λ¯p λ¯p e0 b hw tf tw
(flange) (web) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , R 0.31 0.30 1.0 127.51 283 14.33 8.73
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 0.31 0.30 1.0 127.29 283 14.46 8.68
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K2 0.31 0.30 1.0 127.59 282 14.77 9.07
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , R 0.57 0.44 10.5 165.86 284 9.93 6.54
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 0.57 0.44 2.5 166.81 286 10.44 6.40
































305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , R 1.11 0.99 1.16 1.03 1.17 1.05 2.71
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 1.13 1.01 1.18 1.05 1.25 1.12 3.99
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K2 1.16 1.04 1.21 1.08 1.21 1.09 3.11
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , R 1.07 1.08 1.11 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.50
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 1.09 1.10 1.14 1.15 1.14 1.15 3.38
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.3 , K1 1.09 1.10 1.14 1.15 1.13 1.15 2.97
Mean 1.17 1.12
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 = 0.4, K1 
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 = 0.3, K1 
Mcsm 
(b) 305× 165× 40 UB (Note: Mcsm = 0.99Mpl)
Figure 5.2: Non-dimensional support moment versus support rotation curves for the
tested continuous beams.
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 (K1), and 305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.3 (K2) test data. In the cases
where θur cannot be determined, the terminal test rotation is used instead; this is taken
as the last recorded value. For statically indeterminate carbon steel structures, EN-1993-
1-1 requires a minimum rotation capacity of R = 3 for a cross section to be considered
Class 1. The results show that this requirement (where achieved) is just sufficient to
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Figure 5.3: Definition of rotation capacity.
attainMcsm and with adequate lateral restraint, higher values of R could be attainable.
Plots in terms of the CSM normalised collapse load F/Fcol,csm in Figs. 5.4a and 5.4b
show that the collapse loads as predicted by the CSM for indeterminate structures were
achieved. With reference to Table 5.2, compared with the conventional collapse loads
derived from a plastic analysis Fcol, the CSM collapse load shows an improvement when








5.3.3 Elastically restrained beams
For the four elastically restrained members, threaded rods with a tensile design resis-
tance of approximately 2.5% of the Mcsm,Rd compression flange force were chosen for
the K1 restraints; reduced diameters, using standard threaded rod dimensions, were
chosen for the K2 restraints. These elastic restraints were attached to the tension and
compression flanges of the specimens using articulated joint connections to minimise
bending in the rods. To provide a stable anchorage for the restraints, stanchions with
a considerably higher bending stiffness than the lateral stiffness of the specimens were
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(b) 305× 165× 40 UB.
Figure 5.4: Normalised load versus displacement curves for the tested specimens.
used as fixing points. In order to attain practical restraint stiffness values, as well as to
minimise the effects of bending, the rods were all 2500 mm in length. A schematic plan
view of the restraint configuration is illustrated in Fig. 3.12 and an illustration of the
restraint system in-situ at a plastic hinge location is shown in Fig. 5.5.
The recorded compression flange restraint forces and the ultimate moments at the load-
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Boundary of plastic 




Figure 5.5: Elastic tension and compression flange restraints attached to the central ro-
tated plastic hinge of a 305× 165× 40 UB continuous beam.
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ing points are reported in Table 5.3. None of the recorded restraint forces exceed the
maximum level of 2.5%NEd required by EN 1993-1-1, though several factors in the tests
prevented the ultimate capacity of the specimens from being attained, most notably the
local deformations and displacements of the rigid lateral restraints. These issues con-
tributed to the testing rig becoming unstable, with the tests being stopped early as a
safety precaution. Despite this, all of the specimens attained their CSM capacities. Ten-
sion flange restraint forces for all tests were less than 0.1% NEd.
Table 5.3: Experimental compression flange restraint forces and corresponding ultimate
moment capacities.
Test designation Fres/(Mu/h)% Mu,sup/Mpl
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 0.78 1.13
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K2 0.13 1.16
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 1.02 1.09
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.3 , K1 1.56 1.09
This section has presented the details and results of an experimental investigation using
continuous beams with both rigid and elastic lateral restraint conditions. The results
from these experiments will be reproduced and extended in the forthcoming sections
as part of two parametric studies, the first examining restraint forces and the second
examining restraint spacing.
5.4 Lateral restraint forces
Restraint to the primary member is often provided in the form of a secondary bracing
member that will undergo elastic deformations. The extent of the elastic deformations is
governed by the stiffness of the brace (or bracing system). At the very least, there should
be sufficient stiffness to force the primarymember to buckle around the restraint (i.e. fail
in the second mode - see Chapter 3); increased bracing stiffness beyond this threshold
value will further limit the deformations of the bracing and correspondingly, the inter-
nal forces produced.
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The Continuous Strength Method places very specific deformation demands at plastic
hinge locations, which may be in excess of those encountered during normal plastic
design approaches. The purpose of this section is to examine the implications of these
deformations for continuous beams elastically braced at rotating plastic hinges. Specif-
ically, the following will be examined: (i) the stiffness requirements for bracing to be
effective and (ii) the additional strength demands placed upon the bracing system at
rotating plastic hinges upon reaching a CSM-compatible collapse mechanism.
5.4.1 Design requirements
For non-rotating plastic hinges at Mcsm, it has been previously established in Chapter
3 that no modifications are necessary to the current provisions of EN 1993-1-1. For
members that do contain rotated plastic hinges, the additional requirements in EN 1993-
1-1 are summarised in Section 5.2.1.
5.4.2 Numerical model
A numerical study using the general-purpose finite element analysis package ABAQUS
(Simulia, 2010) was conducted in parallel with the testing programme. The primary
aims of the investigation were to (1) replicate the experimental results using all avail-
able measurements, (2) employ a standardised numerical model validated against the
experimental data, and (3) undertake parametric studies to examine the influence of
key parameters on the structural response of statically indeterminate braced steel beams
and the corresponding forces in the restraints. The basic modelling assumptions made
in this chapter mirror those used in Chapter 3 and so will not be repeated here. The key
differences lie with the boundary conditions, which were modified to model continuous
beam support conditions, and the elastic lateral restraints at the central support, where
a spring element was attached to the tension flange as well as the compression flange to
provide torsional as well as lateral restraint.
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5.4.2.1 Validation
To validate the FEmodels, all continuous beam experiments were simulated using mea-
sured material and geometric properties, as well as local and global imperfections and
the assumed residual stress pattern (see Chapter 3 section 3.4.6). The ultimate capaci-
ties, as well as the general moment-rotation responses were then compared with those
obtained in the laboratory tests. Typical comparative responses are shown in Figure 5.6.
Table 5.4 compares ultimate applied loads obtained from the experiments with those
obtained from the finite element models. The average ratio of test ultimate load to fi-
nite element ultimate load with measured imperfections is 1.02 and the corresponding
coefficient of variation is 0.02. This represents good agreement withminimal dispersion.
Table 5.4: Comparison of the laboratory continuous beam test results with FE results
using measured imperfection amplitudes.
Test designation TestMu/ FEMu at Test θu
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 1.02
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K2 1.03
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , Rigid 1.01
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , K1 1.03
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.3 , K1 0.98
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , Rigid 1.03
5.4.3 Parametric studies
Having obtained good overall agreement between the numerical model and the exper-
imental data (for both continuous and simple beams), a series of parametric studies
was performed, focusing on variations in elastic restraint stiffness as a multiple of kideal,
which is defined in Section 3.5.2. The parametric studies were conducted for both cross-
section geometries (305×127×48 UB and 305×165×40 UB) and a lateral torsional buck-
ling slenderness of λ¯LT = 0.2. Table 5.5 presents themultiples of kideal and corresponding
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Test
FE
(b) 305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.3 , K1
Figure 5.6: Typical experimental and numerical moment versus end rotation curves for
the continuous beams under investigation.
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spring stiffness values used for each cross-section. Throughout, an assumed global bow
imperfection amplitude e0 of L/500 was used and assumed peak local imperfection ω0
amplitudes were determined using ωDW , as defined in Eq. (3.10).
Table 5.5: Restraint stiffness values used in the parametric studies.
kres (N/mm)
















Fig. 5.7 shows the relationship between non-dimensional restraint stiffness and ulti-
mate moments attained, normalised by the ultimate moments attained in the equiva-
lent rigidly restrained beam at both the support and at the loading points in the span.
In both locations, effective lateral restraint is provided at a level of stiffness of 8kideal for
both cross-section types; this is considerably higher than the stiffness required for the
effective restraint of simply supported beams, which is typically 2kideal (see Fig. 3.34).
Such a discrepancy is likely to be attributable to the need to resist both lateral and tor-
sional forces at the point of restraint, as the restraining action of the tension flange is
reduced in continuous beams (Yoshida et al., 1977).
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Fig. 5.8 shows the relationship between restraint stiffness and restraint force as a per-
centage of the force in the compression flange. For both sections, compression flange
restraint forces decrease with increments in restraint stiffness, stabilising at a restraint
force of approximately 3% NEd. Tension flange restraint forces show a tendency to
increase with restraint stiffness, with quite pronounced differences in magnitudes be-
tween the two cross-section types: restraints attached to the tension flange of the 305×
127 × 48 UB tend towards 3% NEd, whilst those for the 305 × 165 × 40 UB tend to-
wards 0.5%NEd. The tension flange restraint is responsible for providing the additional
component of resistance to prevent torsional failure of the beam at the central support;
compared with the 305 × 165 × 40 UB, the higher demands placed upon the tension
flange restraints of the 305 × 127 × 48 UB may be attributable to the lower minor axis
second moment of area of the cross-section (Iz = 461 cm
4 for the 305× 127× 48 UB and
Iz = 764 cm
4 for the 305 × 165 × 40 UB), as well as the higher Iy/Iz ratio (Iy/Iz = 20.8
for the 305× 127× 48 UB and Iy/Iz = 11.2 for the 305× 165× 40 UB).
5.4.4 Design implications for the CSM
The forces in the restraints at the ultimate collapse loads of the considered continuous
beams are typically higher than the 2.5% NEd prescribed by EN-1993-1-1, with values
tending towards 3% NEd, even at very high restraint stiffness values. However at these
ultimate loads, significant rotations at the support have occurred, as well as a signif-
icant amount of plastic redistribution. It is likely that the restraint forces for both the
tension and compression flanges at support rotations sufficient for a CSM mechanism
to form will be somewhat lower than this. Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 show the evolution of plas-
tic redistribution (defined herein as the ratio of the support moment Msup to the span
momentMspan) with rotations normalised by ultimate end rotation θu, which is taken as
the rotation corresponding to the ultimate moment. The corresponding propagation of
restraint forces for the compression (Fig. 5.9) and tension (Fig. 5.10 ) flange restraints
are superimposed onto the same plot.
Examination of Fig. 5.9 shows the ratio of the support momentMsup to the spanmoment
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(b) 305× 165 × 40 UB
Figure 5.7: Relationship between normalised restraint stiffness and ultimate moments
attained in the continuous beams with elastic restraints, relative to those with rigid re-
straints.
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(b) 305×165×40 UB (Note: restraint stiffness values less than 4kideal did not permit Mcsm to be
attained)
Figure 5.8: Relationship between restraint stiffness and restraint force at ultimate load
for modelled continuous beams.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of compression flange restraint forces with plastic redistribution.
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of tension flange restraint forces with plastic redistribution.
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Mspan starting at its initial elastic value before reducing to approximatelyMsup/Mspan =
0.92 after which it settles to approximatelyMsup/Mspan = 0.97; similar behaviour can be
seen in Fig. 5.10. Firstly it is observed that the initial value of Msup/Mspan = 1.13 is 6%
below the elastic value ofMsup/Mspan = 1.2 as determined from beam theory. This dis-
crepancymay be explained by the presence of local and global imperfections in the finite
element model, as well as the fact that because shell-elements are used, cross-section
and shear deformations are admitted. Neither of these factors are taken into account
in the elastic beam theory calculation of Msup/Mspan. Secondly, the observed evolution
of moment distribution can be explained with the aid of Fig. 5.11 which superimposes
Msup/Mspan onto the non-dimensional moment-rotation curves for the support and span.
For the region whereMsup/Mspan is less than the stable value of approximately 0.97, the
moment-rotation curve of the span exhibits a small plateau, whilst the response at the



































Figure 5.11: Decomposition of central support and span moments for a 305 × 127 × 48
UB continuous beam with continuous and rigid lateral restraints.
During the plastic redistribution phase, the compression flange restraints rapidly at-
tract forces up to around 2% NEd. By θcsm (the value of end rotation corresponding to
Mcsm), compression flange restraint forces do not generally exceed 2.5% NEd (with ten-
sion flange forces being considerably lower - typically 0.5% NEd), which is within the
requirements of EN-1993-1-1. The relationships between restraint stiffness and restraint
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forces at the full CSM rotations for both cross-sections are summarised in Fig. 5.12.
Comparing Figs. 5.8 with 5.12 it is apparent that at the ultimate load, restraint forces for
restraints attached to the compression flange reduce with increments in restraint stiff-
ness, but at the CSM collapse load restraint forces increase with restraint stiffness. This
discrepancy can be explained with reference to Fig. 5.13a, which shows the relation-
ship between major axis bending moment at the support and lateral displacement, as
well as the relationship between compression flange restraint force and lateral displace-
ment; these relationships are plotted for various multiples of restraint stiffness kideal.
Assuming a restraint that is acting in uniaxial tension (or compression if it is modelled
as a spring), then restraint forces vary linearly with lateral displacement at the restraint
location and restraint stiffness. However, the lateral displacements of the beam vary
non-linearly with restraint stiffness. This means that for the small lateral displacements
encountered early in the loading history, restraint forces tend to increase with restraint
stiffness, since the proportional reductions in lateral displacements are less than the
proportional increases in restraint stiffness. However, as loading progresses, the effect
of stiffer restraints on lateral displacements becomes more pronounced, with ultimate
lateral displacements being reduced by a greater proportion than the corresponding in-
crease in restraint stiffness.
Further examination of the moment-lateral displacement curves in Fig. 5.13a reveals a
distinctive stiffening in the response between the values 0.8 ≤ M/Mpl ≤ 1.0. This is
due an initial tendency for the primary member to buckle in mode-I (due to it having
a mode-I initial global imperfection), after which the elastic lateral restraint promotes
buckling in mode-II. This tendency is illustrated in Fig 5.13a, which compares the re-
sponse of an unrestrained beam with that of an elastically restrained beam; the unre-
strained beam exhibits a load-deformation path with a continuous progression in lateral
displacement, whilst the restrained beam clearly shows a stiffening of the response.
Although it would appear that for the two cross-sections studied the requirements of
EN 1993-1-1 have beenmet, there is an appreciable amount of variation in restraint force
between the cross-sections. Fig. 5.14 presents the evolution of restraint forces for both
the cross-section types with a restraint stiffness of 20kideal. It is apparent that the restraint
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(b) 305×165×40 UB (Note: restraint stiffness values less than 4kideal did not permit Mcsm to be
attained)
Figure 5.12: Relationship between restraint stiffness and restraint force at the CSM pre-
dicted collapse load for continuous beams.
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Lateral displacement at brace 
Laterally unrestrained at the central 
support: continuous progression in 
lateral displacement towards a 
mode-I failure 
Transition from buckling 
mode-I to bukling mode-II 
Elastically restrained (kideal) at the 
central support: discontinious 
progression in lateral 
displacement, transitioning from 
a mode-I to a mode-II failure 
(b) The effect of bracing on lateral displacements.
Figure 5.13: Lateral displacement and restraint force behaviour throughout the loading
history of a 305×127×48 UB continuous beam .
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forces at θcsm for the 305×127×48UB cross-section is approximately 0.5% lower than for
the 305× 165× 40 UB cross-section. At ultimate load, however, both sections converge
at approximately 3% NEd. Unlike the specific requirements for bracing systems that
assign a variable value of tolerable restraint force dependent upon imperfections and
deflections (see Section 3.2.2), the bracing requirement for members containing rotated
plastic hinges is a fixed value in EN 1993-1-1. Therefore, in the light of this and the
observed variation in restraint forces between cross-section types at θcsm, it is suggested
that when using the CSM, bracing for members containing plastic hinges should be able






























Figure 5.14: Variation of tension and compression flange restraint forces during plastic
redistribution.
5.5 Lateral restraint spacing
Some basic analytical expressions for the critical moment of resistance for beams in the
strain-hardening range were introduced in Chapter 4, which formed the basis of the
analysis of the CSM at the member level for statically determinate elements. This anal-
ysis was applied to simply supported beams subjected to uniform moment. For stat-
ically indeterminate structures, the in-plane distribution of bending moment is more
complicated and this is further complicated by plastic redistribution; as a result of this,
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determining the distribution of minor axis rigidities required for a buckling analysis is
complex. To overcome these difficulties a numerical model is developed in this section
for use in parametric studies to investigate restraint spacings for the CSM when ap-
plied to statically indeterminate structures. This section will present an overview of the
model, after which each of the components will be discussed in detail.
5.5.1 Overview of the numerical model
The primary aim of the numerical model is to generate critical buckling loads in the
inelastic range for statically indeterminate structures. There are several approaches that
may be taken to achieve this and they include the finite element method, the method
of finite integrals, the finite difference method and the transfer matrix method (Tra-
hair, 1983). For the purposes of this study, the finite element method will be employed,
largely for its flexibility and widespread use in the literature; for its application to the
problems considered in this chapter, the following general steps will be taken:
(i) Firstly a static in-plane pre-buckling analysis needs to be performed to determine
the distribution of bending and axial forces along the length of the structure for
use in the incremental (geometric) component of the buckling analysis.
(ii) Knowing these forces (and stresses), the points of transition from elastic, to yielded
to strain-hardened material properties can be established and introduced into the
flexural stiffness component of the buckling analysis (Trahair, 1993).
For statically indeterminate inelastic structures, these steps cannot be separated as stresses
and yield distributions are interrelated by a system of non-linear equilibrium equations
(Owen and Hinton, 1980). In practice, the procedure for arriving at an inelastic load
prediction using the finite element method can be subdivided into the following stages
(adapted from Nethercot (1973a) and Yoshida et al. (1977)) :
(i) Perform an in-plane (pre-buckling) analysis to establish the distribution of internal
forces due to a nominal distribution of concentrated and distributed applied loads.
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(ii) Using the information obtained from the pre-buckling analysis, perform an elas-
tic buckling analysis to determine a critical load factor λcr corresponding to the
applied loads.
(iii) Evaluate the subsequent distribution of internal forces with a second in-plane anal-
ysis. If any internal stresses exceed the material yield stress σy, proceed to an
inelastic analysis, otherwise accept the critical load from the elastic buckling anal-
ysis.
(iv) Where stresses exceed the yield stress, initiate a materially non-linear in-plane
analysis with a trial value of the inelastic load factor. This will be some value
that results in the maximummoment being slightly in excess of the yield moment.
(v) Extract the distribution of yielded and strain-hardened material from the materi-
ally non-linear analysis. Using this information, perform a linear eigenvalue anal-
ysis to obtain an inelastic critical load and corresponding inelastic critical moment.
(vi) If the trial and inelastic critical values for the load factor are sufficiently close, ac-
cept the solution, otherwise introduce another trial load.
The relationships between these steps are summarised in Fig. 5.15.
5.5.2 In-plane analysis - common principles
In this model, there are two in-plane finite element programmes: the first is a linear
elastic mixed-formulation Timoshenko beam model and the second is a materially non-
linear mixed formulation layered Timoshenko beammodel. Common to both models is
the Timoshenko beam element - the assumptions of this element and the specific variant
used are the subject of this section.
5.5.2.1 Element formulation
For analyses that exclude shear deformations, a normal to the neutral axis of the beam
remains straight as the element deforms; its rotation is the slope of the neutral axis,
implying that all subsequent deformations (i.e. axial strain) can be characterised by a
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Loading conditions with 
loads set to unity. 
In-plane linear analysis to 
obtain moment and shear 
force distributions.  
Linear eigenvalue analysis 
to determine buckling load 
factor cr and Mcr. 
Materially non-linear 
(layered) in-plane analysis 
to determine the 
distribution of yielded 
material. 
Stop 
Initiate trial value of 
applied inelastic critical 
load and hence the inelastic 
critical moment Mpl,cr,t. 
Mcr > Mel? 
Update Mpl,cr,t. 
Linear eigenvalue analysis 
to determine buckling load 
factor pl,cr and Mpl,cr. 




Figure 5.15: Overall computational regime for the inelastic buckling analysis of contin-
uous beams.
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Deformed      
beam section 
(a) Cross-section deformations.




dw/dxx-0 = dw/dxx+0 
(b) Inter-element boundary conditions.
Figure 5.16: Beam element kinematics without shear deformations (adapted from Bathe
(1996)).
For analyses that include shear deformations based on Timoshenko beam theory (see
Fig. 5.17), plane sections still remain plane, but they no longer remain normal to the
neutral axis. The total rotation is now the rotation of the tangent to the neutral axis and





in which γ is a constant shear strain across the beam section. In reality, shear deforma-
tions vary through the cross-section, thus it is assumed that γ is an equivalent constant











in which V is the shear force in the section under consideration and G = E/[2(1 + υ)]
is the shear modulus for an isotropic material. It is shown by Crandall et al. (1978) that
for rectangular sections, κs = 5/6.
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x-0 = x+0 
(b) Inter-element boundary conditions.
Figure 5.17: Beam element kinematics with shear deformations (adapted from Bathe
(1996)).
It is shown in Owen and Hinton (1980) that the total potential Π for a Timoshenko beam




















With reference to Fig. 5.18, which is a two-node beam element, h is the overall depth
of the element, upon which the term EI depends. As h → 0 then EI → 0 too and as a
result α →∞, meaning that as the element becomes thin, shear deformations will tend
to zero, resulting in the phenomenon known as element shear locking (Bathe, 1996). The









Figure 5.18: A two-node Timoshenko beam element.
The standard approach to formulating finite element equations is referred to as the pure-
displacement method, where displacements are the primary variables (Eq. (5.8)):
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fdV where ǫ = ∂ǫu (5.8)
in which u is a vector of element displacements, ǫ is a vector of element strains derived
from element displacements, C is the constitutive matrix and f is the applied loading
vector. Knowledge of the displacements then allows strains and stresses to be formu-
lated as functions of the displacements.
The two-node Timoshenko beam element, when used with a pure-displacement formu-
lation, will result in the shear locking behaviour described above (Bathe, 1996). If nu-
merical integration is to be used, then 1-point Gauss Legendre integration will prevent
shear locking (Owen and Hinton, 1980). Alternatively, by invoking a mixed formula-
tion, shear locking can be avoided if it is assumed that both displacements and strains
are unknown variables in the total potential and it is assumed that there is a constant
element shear strain γ (Bathe, 1996). Adopting a linear displacement representation

























































Using the procedure oulined in Fig. 5.19a, this matrix can be assembled into a global
stiffness matrix and solved for the global displacementsU for any given set of boundary
conditions, global geometry, material and cross-section properties.
5.5.3 Inelastic in-plane analysis
In order to determine the spread of plasticity along the beam and through its cross-
section, material non-linearity needs to be introduced. For a beam, the general expres-
sion for element stiffness ke is given by Eq. (5.10):
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DATA 
Input arguments: geometry, loading, 
boundary conditions, material properties. 
STIFFNESS MATRICES 
Evaluate element stiffness matrices. 
ASSEMBLY 
Assemble global stiffness matrix. 
ESSENTIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Apply boundary conditions to global system. 
SOLUTION 
Solve the system of linear equations for 
displacements. 
POST-PROCESSING 
Calculate resulting strains and elemental 
stresses.  Print results. 
END 
(a) Programme structure for the elastic in-
































Input arguments: geometry, loading, 
boundary conditions, material properties. 
INITIAL 
Initial input data for current increment. 
INCREMENTATION 
Pre-allocate accumulative arrays and update 
load vector. 
TANGENTIAL STIFFNESS & ASSEMBLY 
Calculate element stiffness matrices and 
assemble in assembly loop. 
SOLVER 
Solve for incremental displacements. 
STATE DETERMINATION 
Formulate layer strains and stresses. 
HARDENING RULE 
Determine yield status for each 
layer and calculate updated strain 
and stress increments. 
VIRTUAL WORK 
Evaluate residual force vector. 
CONVERGENCE 
Apply convergence criteria and check for 
convergence. 
RESULTS & POST-PROCESSING 
Accumulate and process model results. 
END 
(b) Programme structure for the inelastic in-plane
Timoshenko beam analysis.
Figure 5.19: Programme structures for in-plane analyses.
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in which C is the constitutive matrix and B is the strain-displacement matrix. With ref-
erence to Fig. 5.20, in the elastic range C = EI (where EI is the flexural stiffness) and












Figure 5.20: Schematic moment-curvature behaviour with strain-hardening.
It is assumed that in the post-yield range that increments in curvature can be decom-
posed into elastic and plastic components. For an increment dM in bending moment in
the post-yield range, the resulting change in curvature dχ is represented as:
dχ = dχe + dχp (5.11)
in which χe and χp are the respective elastic and plastic curvature components. In the
strain-hardening range, plastic deformations are dependent upon the current degree of
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. The shear force-shear strain relation-
ship is assumed to remain elastic (Owen and Hinton, 1980).
In this analysis a layered cross-section will be used, where the depth of the cross-section
is subdivided into k layers (see Fig. 5.21); this is an important consideration for con-
tinuous beams as the degree of moment redistribution is closely linked to the degree of







Figure 5.21: Cross-section discretisation for the layered model.
In the layered formulation, individual layer stresses (rather than cross-section stress
resultants) are used, implying that bending moments M and shear forces Q are deter-
mined as:
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in which (with reference to Fig. 5.21) b is the layer breadth, t is the layer thickness,
z distance of the mid-surface of layer k from the neutral axis, σ is the uniaxial stress,
and τ is the shear stress, and x denotes the longitudinal direction. Along similar lines,







If the stress at layer k exceeds the uniaxial yield stress σy, then the Young’s modulus Ek
at that layer is replaced with Ek(1− Ek/(Ek +H)).
5.5.3.1 Computational procedure
The overall computational scheme for the inelastic in-plane analysis is summarised in
Fig. 5.19b. The specific steps that need to be followed in the analysis are:
(i) Update stresses.
(ii) Update plastic strains.
(iii) Update the yield stress limit.
(iv) Identify the loading/unloading paths.
(v) Satisfy equilibrium for virtual displacements.
These are discussed in the following sub-sections.
5.5.3.1.1 Update stresses With reference to Fig. 5.22, at load step r the stress in layer






i,k. Up until the yield
stress σy this approach requires no further modification. However, when making the
transition from point A (in the elastic range) to Point B (in the strain-hardening range),
a predictor-correction approach is necessary (Reddy, 2004). This has three steps:
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Figure 5.22: Predictor-corrector algorithm for inelastic behaviour.














which can be derived from similar triangles in Fig. 5.22. R determines the propor-
tion of the strain increment that is plastic.
(iii) Calculate the corrected stress at point B using Eq. (5.19):
σri,k = σ
(r−1)
i,k + [(1−R)Ei,k +REti,k] ∆ǫri,k (5.19)
If the material has previously yielded (i.e. the transition from point C to point D), the
same steps are followed, but with R = 1 in Eq. (5.19).
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5.5.3.1.2 Update plastic strains In the inelastic range, permanent plastic deforma-
tions are experienced and so the plastic strains must be computed for each load incre-
ment. Re-writing Eq. (5.19):
σri,k = σy + Eti,kR∆ǫ
r
i,k ≡ σy +∆σri,k (5.20)
in which∆σri,k and R∆ǫ
r
i,k are the stress and strain components involved in plastic flow.







5.5.3.1.3 Update the yield stress limit During plastic straining, the yield limit of the
material changes as a result of plastic flow. The updated yield stress σryi,k is calculated
using Eq. (5.22):
σryi,k = σy +H∆ǫ
r
pi,k (5.22)
5.5.3.1.4 Identify the loading/unloading paths The correct application of Eqs. (5.19)





5.5.3.1.5 Satisfy equilibrium for virtual displacements In the linear elastic range,
the principle of virtual displacements is satisfied; however in the inelastic range, stress
adjustments produce out of balance forces that may not satisfy equilibrium. At the el-
ement interface level, forces between neighbouring yielded and elastic elements will
initially be out of equilibrium; overall equilibrium must be satisfied by redistributing
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the force imbalance to all other elements in the system. This is achieved using a correc-
tive displacement increment within the loading step. Equilibrium will then be satisfied
approximately once a given tolerance has been achieved within the desired number of
iterations.
5.5.4 Linear buckling analysis
The finite element model used in the linear buckling analysis subroutine is based upon
the stiffness and stability matrices derived by Barsoum and Ghallager (1970). These
matrices were developed for an arbitrary open section subjected to any combination of
distributed, concentrated, axial, moment and torsional loading.
In a similar manner to regular displacement-based finite element formulations, expres-
sions for strain energy and the total potentials for the applied loads are formulated.
Within the strain energy expression, buckling deformations can be separated from pre-
buckling deformations, with the latter being excluded from the buckling analysis and
instead dealt with in the pre-buckling analysis stage outlined in Section 5.5.2. Interpo-
lation functions may then be substituted for the displacement terms in the out of plane
strain energy expression - in this model, cubic interpolation functions are used. The
resulting functions can be arranged into two matrices: the first contains terms for axial,
flexural and torsional stiffness (referred to as the element flexural stiffness matrix kef );
the second contains terms that are purely dependent upon geometric terms (i.e. no ma-
terial properties) and the element forces determined in the pre-buckling analysis (this is
referred to as the element incremental or geometric stiffness matrix keg).
Bringing together the potential energy of the applied loads f and the strain energy terms
results in an expression for total potential energyΠ. For stable equilibrium, the principle
of stationary potential energy is invoked:
δΠ = 0 : f = kefu+ k
e
gu (5.23)
For elastic instability problems, the intensity of the element forces is the unknown.
Hence, the geometric stiffness matrix needs to be numerically evaluated for an arbitrary
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load intensity λ for any distribution of element forces (Gallagher, 1975). The stability
problem is then written as:
δΠ = 0 : kefu+ λk
e
gu− f = 0 (5.24)
Considering the second variation of Π:
δ2Π > 0 ⇒ stable equilibrium




g]u = 0 (5.25)
The non-trivial solution requires:
det(kef + λk
e
g) = 0 (5.26)
which is a linear eigenvalue problem with the critical load being the lowest eigenvalue




g are reported in Barsoum and
Ghallager (1970).
In the usual manner, element stiffness matrices are assembled so that the potential en-
ergy for the system is the sum of the potential energies of the component elements. The
eigenvalue analysis is then performed on the system, rather than the elemental equa-
tions. A description of the implementation of the buckling analysis is provided in Fig.
5.23.
This model has been systematically validated against known analytical results by Bar-
soum and Ghallager (1970). In all cases, convergence to the analytical solution was
achieved with negligible error using no more than six elements. An example for a beam
subject to uniform moment is provided in Fig 5.24, in which the error is defined as:
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DATA 
Input arguments: geometry, loading, 
boundary conditions, material properties and 
stresses from pre-buckling analysis. 
STIFFNESS MATRICES 
Evaluate flexural (kf) and geometric (kg) 
stiffness matrices. 
ASSEMBLY 
Assemble global stiffness matrices  
(Kf and Kg). 
ESSENTIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Apply boundary conditions to global system. 
SOLUTION 
Solve the linear eigenvalue problem  
det(Kf + cr Kf) = 0 for cr . 
POST-PROCESSING 
Calculate resulting strains and elemental 
stresses based upon cr. 
END 
Figure 5.23: Programme structure for the elastic buckling analysis.
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Error(%) = Mcr,numerical −Mcr,analytical (5.27)
in whichMcr,numerical is the critical moment as determined from the numerical buckling
analysis andMcr,analytical is the elastic critical moment of a simply supported beam sub-














Number of elements 
Figure 5.24: Comparison of finite element results with analytical result for the elastic
buckling moment of a beam subject to uniform moment.
5.5.4.1 The inelastic buckling load
The final step in the analysis is to iterate towards the inelastic buckling load. Using
a trial load factor λtrial, a corresponding maximum trial moment Mtrial,pl is determined
from an inelastic analysis (Section 5.5.3). Using the material properties from this anal-
ysis, a critical buckling load factor λpl,cr and corresponding moment Mpl,cr are eval-
uated. The trial load λtrial is then adjusted until the difference between Mtrial,pl and
Mpl,cr satisfies the specified tolerance (1%) for a given number of iterations. This proce-
dure is carried out using the bisection method. Defining tolerance as |Mtrial,pl −Mcr,pl|,
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selected instead of λbtrial as the new trial load factor in the next iteration. This process
is allowed to continue for a specified number of iterations until the error is less than
or equal to the specified tolerance. This process has been implemented as part of the
overall computer programme.
5.5.5 Validation and convergence
To validate the numerical model, two approaches were taken: firstly a comparison of
the numerical model results against two standard analytical cases and secondly, a com-
parison to laboratory test data.
For the first approach, two analytical expressions for the critical buckling moment are
formulated. The first is the elastic critical moment Mcr with all material properties (E
and G) assumed to be in the elastic range. The second is the inelastic critical moment
Mcr,t which uses effective values of material properties (Et and Gt) according to the
tangent modulus theory. All data is plotted against the non-dimensional slenderness






Fig. 5.25 plots these curves for the two cross-sections used in this study alongside the
data generated by the numerical model. The configuration is a two-span continuous
beam with concentrated loads applied at the two mid-spans in equal proportions (zero
interaction). The results show that the numerical model satisfies two theoretical ex-
pectations: firstly, where λ¯LT = M/Mel = 1 the analytical and numerical expressions
coincide; secondly, the numerical model results approach Mcr,t as full plasticity is able
to develop through the cross-section at low values of λ¯LT.
For the second approach, moment rotation data obtained from the laboratory tests are
compared with data generated by the numerical model using the measured material
and geometric properties of the test specimens. For reasons discussed in Section 5.3,
the tests did not attain their ultimate loads, so instead, comparisons between the nu-
merical and test data are made at the test rotations corresponding to the maximum test
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(b) Comparison of numerical model results with analytical buckling curves for a 305 × 165 × 40
UB cross-section.
Figure 5.25: Validation of the numerical model against analytical results.
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moments. These are summarised in Table 5.6 and show acceptable agreement between
the tests and numerical model.
Table 5.6: Comparison of the laboratory test results on continuous beams with the nu-
merical model.
Test designation TestMu,span/ FEMu at test θu
305× 127× 48, λ¯LT = 0.4 , Rigid 0.95
305× 165× 40, λ¯LT = 0.4 , Rigid 0.96
Figure 5.26 plots the comparative moment-rotation responses of the tests and the nu-
merical model from which the key observations are:
(i) The initial slope of the numerical model is perfectly straight, whilst the experimen-
tal data shows some rounding throughout - this is likely to be caused by elastic de-
formations of the load transfer apparatus, as well as friction between the specimen
and the lateral restraints.
(ii) For the numerical model, yielding commences at the yield moment, which is an in-
trinsic assumption of the computer model. The marginally earlier yielding shown
by the test data is likely to be due to residual stresses.
(iii) For the 305 × 165 × 40 UB specimen, there is evidence of a small plateau in the
test data, which is not apparent in the numerical data due the the assumption of
a bi-linear material model (the material model in the numerical analysis employs
only the measured yield stress from the tests).
The overall buckling model is composed of three distinct numerical models, each with
separate convergence demands. Through a series of trial studies, overall convergence
with significantly less than 1% error between Mtrial,pl and Mcr,pl was achieved using 60
cross-section layers and 200 elements. For a stable solution in the materially non-linear
model, it was found that 100 load increments were sufficient.
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(b) 305 × 165 × 40 UB
Figure 5.26: Experimental and numerical moment versus end rotation curves for con-
tinuous beams.
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5.5.6 Parametric studies
A series of parametric studies were performed, focusing on variations in λ¯LT. The aim
of these studies was to arrive at a limiting value of λ¯LT for the CSM that would satisfy
a variety of basic structural and loading configurations. For these studies, two cross-
sections were used (305 × 127 × 48 UB and 305 × 165 × 40 UB) and three basic loading
configurations were chosen: (i) concentrated loads at the mid-spans; (ii) concentrated
loads at the 1/3 spans; and (iii) concentrated loads at the 2/3 spans - these are illus-














(c) Concentrated loads at the 2/3 points.
Figure 5.27: Loading configurations for the parametric studies.
The parametric studies are organised into two groups. The first focuses on interaction
relationships and the second assumes zero interactions, instead focusing upon a wide
range of λ¯LT values for the three structural configurations under consideration. In all
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cases, a bi-linear material model is assumed with E/Esh = 100.
5.5.6.1 Interaction relationships
For this component of the study, interaction relationships are constructed by holding
the load in one span at a constant value of P and allowing the load in the other span to
take a different value υP where 0 ≤ υ ≤ 1. Three variations in lateral torsional buck-
ling slenderness λ¯LT are considered for each cross-section and loading configuration -
λ¯LT = 0.25, 0.20, 0.18.
The parametric study was performed using the computer model discussed in Section
5.5. The inelastic critical moments at the loading points non-dimensionalised by the
corresponding CSM moment are shown in the interaction diagrams of Figs. 5.28 and
5.29. For the low slenderness values used, in most cases sufficient strain-hardening
takes place to attain critical buckling moments at or above the in-plane CSM capacities.
For spans whose loads are placed at the 2/3 loading point, the full CSMmoment capac-
ity is generally not attained at the loading points, but sufficient yielding still occurs for
a full CSM mechanism to develop.
At high and low ratios ofMLP1/MLP2, extensive strain-hardening can be observed, and
this develops due to extensive pre-bucking redistribution of bendingmoments (Yoshida
et al., 1977). This redistribution is favourable with respect to lateral torsional buckling
as it tends to occur at the interior support where reductions in rigidities have mini-
mal effect upon member stability. This effect can be observed with greater clarity in
Figs. 5.30a and 5.30b which plot the CSM collapse load interaction relationships for the
three load configurations. For loads positioned at the 1/3 and 1/2 spans there is little
deviation from the zero interaction load, whilst for loading at the 2/3 points, there is
considerable deviation. This difference is due to the fact that yielding is concentrated in
the support in the latter case, with the majority of the beam remaining elastic and able
to provide restraint to the more heavily loaded span. Where loading is applied away
(> 0.5Lspan) from the support, two separate regions of yielding develop, reducing the
available material for restraint and the capacity for interaction.
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Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point
MLP2 = 2MLP1 MLP2 = MLP1 
MLP2 = 0.5MLP1 

















Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point
MLP2 = 2MLP1 
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MLP2 = 0.5MLP1 

















Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point
MLP2 = 2MLP1 
MLP2 = MLP1 
MLP2 = 0.5MLP1 
(c) λ¯LT = 0.18
Figure 5.28: Interaction buckling relationships for a two span 305× 127× 48 UB contin-
uous beam.
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Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point
MLP2 = 2MLP1 MLP2 = MLP1 
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Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point
MLP2 = 2MLP1 
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Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point
MLP2 = 2MLP1 
MLP2 = MLP1 
MLP2 = 0.5MLP1 
(c) λ¯LT = 0.18
Figure 5.29: Interaction buckling relationships for a two span 305× 165× 40 UB contin-
uous beam.
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Overall, it may be concluded that for the load cases and cross-section geometries consid-
ered, a limiting slenderness of λ¯LT ≤ 0.20 is sufficient to attain CSM compatible collapse
loads.
5.5.6.2 Restraint spacing
The variations in non-dimensional critical moment with the lateral torsional buckling
slenderness parameter λ¯LT are plotted for each section type and the corresponding load-
ing configurations in Figs. 5.31a and 5.31b. In the transition from elastic to plastic be-
haviour, there are some fairly pronounced differences in the critical moments for the
section types and their various configurations. However, at low slenderness values,
these disparities are greatly reduced as extensive strain-hardening is able to occur be-
fore the onset of inelastic buckling. In all cases, CSM levels of bending resistance are
attained for both section types and all configurations at a slenderness λ¯LT = 0.18, which
is in line with the analytical and numerical results presented in Chapter 4 for statically
determinate beams.
Fig. 5.32 plots the lateral torsional buckling slenderness against the critical load, nor-
malised by the CSM collapse load. This clearly shows a more favourable spacing, with
all cross-sections attaining Fcol,csm at λ¯LT = 0.2; for loading in close proximity to the sup-
port at the 2/3 span, Fcol,csm is achieved at λ¯LT = 0.3.
Table 5.7 compares the critical lengths at which the CSM collapse load is attainable Lcsm
with the EN 1993-1-1 stable length Lstable (Eq. (5.1)) and shows that in cases where
loading is at 1/3 of the span, Lstable is approximately 25% too long for the CSM; where
loading is concentrated about the central support, there is approximate agreement.
5.5.6.3 Influence of imperfections
As with simply supported beams, in the low slenderness range, imperfections do not
significantly alter the failure load. To demonstrate this, a materially and geometrically
non-linear beam element model was constructed to model a continuous beam with a
lateral torsional buckling slenderness of λ¯LT = 0.2, with concentrated loads at the mid-
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Load at 2/3 point
Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point


















Load at 1/3 point
Load at 1/2 point
Load at 2/3 point
(b) 305 × 165 × 40 UB
Figure 5.30: Collapse load interaction relationships for continuous beams with λ¯LT =
0.20 critical spans.
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Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point













Load at 1/2 point
Load at 1/3 point
Load at 2/3 point
(b) 305 × 165 × 40 UB
Figure 5.31: Lateral torsional buckling slenderness relationships for two-span continu-
ous beams.
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305×127×48 (load at 1/3 point)
305×127×48 (load at 1/2 point)
305×127×48 (load at 2/3 point)
305×165×40 (load at 1/3 point)
305×165×40 (load at 1/2 point)
305×165×40 (load at 2/3 point)
Figure 5.32: CSM collapse loads versus lateral torsional buckling slenderness for all
sections and load configurations.
Table 5.7: Critical CSM restraint spacings compared with EN-1993-1-1 restraint spac-
ings.
Lcsm/Lstable
305× 127× 48 UB 305× 165× 40 UB
Load at the 1/3 span 0.81 0.76
Load at the 1/2 span 0.80 0.76
Load at the 2/3 span 1.09 1.08
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span. The analysis was performed using the commercial software package ABAQUS.
Five global imperfection amplitudes e0 were considered, as well as a base case with no
imperfections - their effect upon the failure moment is compared in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8: The influence of global imperfections on ultimate moment in the low slender-
ness range.
Designation Imperfection e0 (mm) Mu/Mu,straight
M5000 Lspan/5000 0.79 0.99
M2500 Lspan/2500 1.58 0.98
M1250 Lspan/1250 3.16 0.97
M500 Lspan/500 7.90 0.96
M250 Lspan/250 15.80 0.95
The quantity Mu/Mu,straight is the ultimate moment of a beam Mu with one of the con-
sidered global imperfections divided by the ultimate moment of the beam Mu,straight
without a global imperfection. The results show that for typical imperfection magni-
tudes (usually observed to be around Lspan/1250) there is no more than a 3% reduction
in capacity compared to the perfect case. For the more extreme case of Lspan/250, the
reduction in capacity is still only 5%. Thus, the results from the preceding analysis
without imperfections can be considered representative for slenderness values less than
λ¯LT = 0.2.
5.5.7 Design recommendations
For restraint spacing along continuous beams, it has been shown that the minimum
slenderness required to achieve CSM levels of buckling resistance is similar to that re-
quired for simply supported beams. As a consequence, the same transition relationship
from λ¯LT = 0.4 to the CSM slenderness will be adopted. Recalling from Chapter 4, the
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This relationship is plotted for each cross-section in Fig. 5.33. Furthermore, the empir-
ical analysis conducted in Chapter 4 that prescribes a limiting member slenderness of
λ¯LT = 0.2 can also be used in the same manner for continuous beams, employing the













Load at 1/2 point
CSM transition













Load at 1/2 point
CSM transition
(b) 305× 165× 40UB.
Figure 5.33: Mpl toMcsm transition relationships.
5.6 Concluding remarks
A programme of six tests on continuous beams with discrete rigid and elastic lateral
restraints has been conducted in order to investigate the global stability implications of
utilising the Continuous StrengthMethod in the design of statically indeterminate struc-
tures. Two cross-sections were considered and lateral restraint spacings were varied to
achieve two values of λ¯LT (0.3 and 0.4) for each restraint configuration; for the elastic re-
straints, two levels of stiffness were used. Results showed that, for the cases considered,
the CSM-compatible collapse loadwas eithermet or exceeded, with the CSM on average
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providing better predictions of capacity than conventional plastic methods. Variation in
bracing stiffness did not significantly affect the ultimate capacity of the specimens, but
as with statically determinate structures, to limit the forces developed in the restraints it
is necessary to have restraints of sufficient stiffness to ensure that a mode-II failure (i.e.
buckling between the restrained points) occurs.
A series of materially and geometrically non-linear finite element models was validated
against the experimental results and shown to be able to capture the observed physical
behaviour. On the basis of these models, parametric studies were conducted to investi-
gate the implications of varying the restraint spacing and stiffness, as well as the loading
configurations on the ultimate capacities of the beams and the corresponding forces de-
veloped in the restraints.
The results from the restraint spacing parametric studies showed that, in line with stat-
ically determinate structures, distances between lateral restraints need to be reduced to
attain the full CSM capacity compared with the requirements of EN 1993-1-1 to achieve
Mpl. Restraint stiffness requirements were higher than required for statically determi-
nate structures owing to the need to resist lateral forces during plastic rotation. At CSM
levels of load, restraint forces were well within the limit of 2.5% NEd set out by EN
1993-1-1; however at ultimate load, forces of 3% of the compression flange force NEd
were typically observed. To reflect the increased deformation demands of the CSM, it is




Strain-hardening material properties of
structural steel
6.1 Introduction
Amongst the key parameters required to develop and use the Continuous Strength
Method (CSM), material properties are of fundamental importance. For the CSM, two
basic assumptions are made: (1) the underlying material model is elastic, linear hard-
ening and (2) in the elastic range the relationship between stress and strain is defined
by the Young’s modulus E and beyond the yield stress fy this relationship is defined
by a strain-hardening modulus, taken as Esh = E/100 as recommended by EN 1993-
1-5. An elastic, linear hardening model is able to represent strain-hardening effects,
and the slope can be adjusted to suit the grade, section type and forming method. It is
worth noting that, as demonstrated further in this chapter, the yield plateau observed in
coupon tests on hot-rolled sections is substantially eroded when considering the stress-
strain response of the full cross-section, due to it encompassing variable plate thickness,
residual stresses and localised strain-hardening due to cold-forming.
The purpose of this chapter is to make use of a new testing method in which the whole
cross-section is tested in tension with the aim to:
(i) Examine the strain-hardening behaviour of various hot-rolled and cold-formed
carbon steel sections to determine section dependent values of Esh;
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(ii) Propose a suite of material models suitable for the CSM as an enhancement to the
general provisions made by EN 1993-1-5;
(iii) Validate the assumption of using a elastic, linear hardening stress strain curve with
immediate strain-hardening in the post-yield range;
(iv) Quantify the accuracy enhancements to the CSM resulting from the improved ma-
terial models.
A wide range of parameters (steel grade, cross-section shape, forming process, load-
ing conditions and local plate thickness) affecting the stress-strain response of struc-
tural steel have been identified and their relevance to the CSM has been discussed by
Wang (2011) whose conclusions were drawn from the analysis of tensile and compres-
sive coupon test data.
Assuming the same general properties (steel grade, cross-section shape, forming pro-
cess and loading conditions), the stress-strain response of any given specimen will en-
counter location specific variations in material properties (i.e the material properties
will vary depending on the location from which the coupon is extracted), which are de-
termined by factors such as plate thickness, work hardening due to forming and the dis-
tribution of residual stresses due to differential cooling rates through the cross-section.
A coupon test will only provide a representative stress-strain response for the area from
which it has been cut; coupons taken from multiple locations will provide a family and
hence a range of stress-strain responses, but these will still neglect any interactions that
develop when the full cross-section is stressed.
This chapter will present (1) a brief summary of the most widely adopted material mod-
elling approaches; (2) a summary of previous studies and proposals for material models
based on local coupon test data; (3) the results of an experimental programme carried
out at Imperial College London; (4) an updated proposal for the material models to
be used in the CSM, taking into account the average tensile cross-section stress-strain
properties determined in the experimental investigation.
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6.2 Overview of material modelling approaches
6.2.1 General
The typical mechanical properties of hot-finished structural steel subjected to static uni-
axial load are illustrated in Fig. 6.1. In the elastic range the slope is linear and defined
by the modulus of elasticity (Young’s modulus) E, which is valued at 210,000 N/mm2
in EN-1993-1-1. The elastic range is limited by the yield stress, fy, and corresponding
yield strain ǫy. Beyond ǫy a plateau forms with no increases in stress until ǫsh is reached,
which is the strain at which strain-hardening initiates. At this point, stress accumula-
tion recommences at a reduced rate Esh which is the tangent modulus of the slope at the
onset of strain-hardening.
Figure 6.1: Typical stress-strain curve for hot-rolled carbon steel
Various idealisations of this relationship exist and can be grouped as (1) elastic or rigid,
perfectly plastic; (2) elastic, linear hardening; or (3) elastic, multi-linear hardening or
non-linear hardening. The rigid plastic model is illustrated in Fig. 6.2a and forms the
basis of current plastic design methods that neglect strain-hardening.
Linear hardening models have at least two distinct phases of stress accumulation char-
acterised by the initial slopes at each transition strain. For the elastic, linear hardening
model illustrated in 6.2b there is an initial elastic phase where stress and strain are re-
lated by E, followed by a strain-hardening phase whose rate of stress accumulation is
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(a) Elastic, perfectly plastic. (b) Elastic, linear hardening.
Figure 6.2: Material models with and without strain-hardening.
reduced by some proportion of E to give Esh.
Tri-linearmaterial models typically incorporate a yield plateau before the onset of strain-
hardening, after which stress accumulation commences at a rate Esh. Additional phases
may be included to represent different rates of strain-hardening as the material ap-
proaches the ultimate stress fu; piecewise linear models are often used in inelastic finite-
element simulations.
Some materials have rounded stress-strain characteristics (e.g. aluminium and stain-
less steel), while other materials (e.g. steel) can exhibit a similar response following
cold-forming. For such materials, a continuous non-linear relationship is generally con-
sidered more suitable; the most prevalent is that proposed by Ramberg and Osgood
(1943) (eq. (6.1)):









in which ǫ is the total strain, f is the stress level, ǫe is the elastic strain, ǫp is the plastic
strain, and K and n are constants determined empirically.
A comprehensive review of the form of material model to be adopted by the CSM is
given in Wang (2011) where it was identified that the following criteria should be satis-
fied:
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(i) A minimal number of parameters;
(ii) Overall accuracy of the stress-strain description for mechanical behaviour;
(iii) Consideration of strain-hardening;
(iv) Stress can be solved for explicitly;
(v) Consistency with the current design code (Eurocode 3).
It was concluded that the elastic, linear hardening model best satisfied the criteria and
has since been used throughout the development of the CSM elsewhere (Gardner et al.,
2011).
6.2.2 Current modelling approaches adopted by the CSM
Early work on the CSM concentrated on applications to stainless steel (Gardner, 2002;
Gardner and Nethercot, 2004b; Gardner and Theofanous, 2008), and as such employed
the Ramberg-Osgood material model. Subsequent extensions to carbon steel (Gardner,
2008) have led to the general application of the elastic, linear hardening material model;
this model has recently been applied to stainless steel design (Afshan and Gardner,
2013), motivated by its simplicity and consistency with current design codes.
EN 1995-1-1-5 suggests a value of Esh = E/100 for all types and grades of steel section.
Previous work conducted by Wang (2011) on carbon steel properties demonstrated that
such a generalised measure of strain-hardening behaviour can be refined. In particular,
following a survey of experimental data collected from the literature, it was shown that:
(i) The degree of strain-hardening is a function of fu/fy;
(ii) The yield plateau for hollow sections exceeds that of I-sections;
(iii) For a given value of fu/fy, I-sections exhibit a higher degree of strain-hardening
than hollow sections;
(iv) The ultimate non-dimensional stress fu/fy of hot-rolled sections is higher than it
is for cold-formed sections, but hot-rolled sections exhibit a lower initial degree of
strain-hardening;
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(v) Stub column tests exhibit shorter yield plateaus and a higher initial degree of
strain-hardening than coupon tests.
Expressing the degree of strain-hardening in non-dimensional form (Esh/E), the pro-
posed models for the CSM suggested by Wang (2011) are presented in Table 6.1.
6.2.3 Methods to calculate the strain-hardening modulus
For all considered section types and materials, the value of the strain-hardening mod-
ulus varies with progression along the stress-strain curve. Selecting a representative
value of Esh for an elastic, linear hardening material model needs some care if it is to be
representative of overall material behaviour. Broadly, Esh can be determined according
to the following methods:
(i) Basing Esh on the initial slope at the onset of strain-hardening;
(ii) The equal energy dissipation method;
(iii) Direct linear method.
The initial slope method is generally only used for tri-linear representations of material
behaviour (Galambos (1998), Kato (1990)) and assumes a constant value of Esh based on
the initial post-yield tangent slope taken at ǫsh (see Fig. 6.1). This model is unsuitable
for elastic, linear hardening models as it often provides a value of Esh that is too high to
be used for the entire post yield range of the stress-strain curve.
The concept of equal energy dissipation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.3. Here,
the post-yield portion of the stress-strain curve is represented by a straight line connect-
ing ǫy to ǫu via a value of Esh that ensures the area of the shaded portions between the
model and actual curves are the same (Bruneau et al., 1998). This method can be applied
generally, but requires some effort to compute.
The direct method involves fitting a straight line through two values obtained from the






















1.7− 1.0 for fu/fy ≤ 1.7




1.3− 1.0 for fu/fy ≤ 1.3
Esh/E = 0.003 + 0.007
(fu/fy − 1.0)
1.6− 1.3 for 1.3 < fu/fy ≤ 1.6




1.25− 1.0 for fu/fy ≤ 1.25
Esh/E = 0.015 for fu/fy > 1.25
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Figure 6.3: Elastic linear-hardening model based upon equal energy dissipation.
H-sections, Byfield et al. (2005) examined strain-hardening behaviour by calculating the
slope of the lines connecting 1% and 4% strains (or 6ǫy).
The approach developed byWang (2011) and that will be adopted in this research draws
upon methods used for material properties analysis of stainless steel (Afshan and Gard-
ner, 2013), as well as the elements of the direct approach outlined above; this method
will then be applicable to both hot-rolled and cold-formed carbon steel sections. The
particular elements of the method are as follows:
(i) For hot-rolled I- and hollow sections, a line is constructed between 0.5% and 3%
strain (see Fig. 6.4a).
(ii) For cold-formed sections, a line is constructed between the 0.2% offset strain and
3% strain (see Fig. 6.4b).
(iii) If the ultimate stress is reached at a strain less than 3%, then the ultimate strain ǫu
is used.
6.2.4 Previous experimental procedures
Although the tensile coupon test is the most prevalent method for extracting fundamen-
tal information on material behaviour, it faces a number of limitations. Firstly, residual
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(a) Hot-rolled. (b) Cold-formed.
Figure 6.4: Methods to determine Esh.
stresses present in the parent material due to non-uniform cooling and plastic deforma-
tions are released upon cutting the coupons (Alpsten, 1968). Secondly, the stress-strain
curve will vary according to the location on the section from which the coupon is cut
(Roderick (1954), Wang (2011)). Compression coupon tests face similar limitations and
because of the need to prevent buckling, the range of strain over which data can be col-
lected is limited.
Average cross-section behaviour can partially be taken into account using stub column
tests - these encompass both residual stresses and the interactions between varying local
stress-strain relationships. However, their primary role is for evaluating local buckling
capacity (Gardner et al., 2010) and not Esh as often local buckling occurs at low strain
levels. Hence, performing a tensile full cross-section test will confer the benefits of stub
column tests, but they will be observed over the ranges of strain typically associated
with a tensile coupon test, as well as permitting amoremeaningful comparison between
the two. This type of test will be discussed in detail in Section 6.3.3.
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6.3 Experimental programme
6.3.1 Introduction
A testing programme comprising tensile material coupon tests and full cross-section
tension tests was carried out on hot-rolled and cold-formed steel I - and hollow sections
in the structures laboratory at Imperial College London. Full cross-section tensile tests
were carried out on the following sections:
(i) Hot-rolled grade S355JR I-sections in seven sizes - 305×127×48UB, 305×165×40
UB, 305 × 102 × 28 UB, 254 × 102 × 28 UB, 203 × 133 × 25 UB, 152 × 152 × 23 UC,
and 152× 152× 30 UC;
(ii) Hot-rolled grade S355J2H square and rectangular hollow sections in four sizes -
40× 40× 3 SHS, 40× 40× 4 SHS, 60× 40× 4 RHS, and 60× 60× 3 SHS;
(iii) Cold-formed grade S235JRH square and rectangular hollow sections in four sizes
- 40× 40× 3 SHS, 40× 40× 4 SHS, 60× 40× 4 RHS, and 60× 60× 3 SHS.
Tensile material coupon tests were carried out for the I-sections as part of this pro-
gramme to determine the local engineering stress-strain material response of the full
cross-section tensile specimens; complementary tensile coupons for the hollow sections
were tested and reported by Wang (2011).
6.3.2 Local tensile material properties
The tensile coupons were cut and milled from the web and flanges of the I-sections in
the longitudinal (rolling) direction only (Fig. 6.5a). Testing was carried out in accor-
dance with the provisions of EN 10002-1 (2001). The nominal dimensions of the necked
tensile coupons were 320×30 mm with the parallel necked region of nominal width
20mm (Fig. 6.5b).
Prior to testing, half gauge lengths were marked onto the tensile coupons to allow the
final strain at fracture, ǫf , to be calculated, based on elongation over the standard gauge
length 5.65
√
Ac where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the coupon. A summary of the
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(a) Typical locations of tensile coupons.
(b) Tensile coupon geometry and di-
mensions.
Figure 6.5: Details of tensile coupon specimens.
measured coupon dimensions is provided in Table 6.2, in which F denotes material ex-
tracted from the flange and W denotes material extracted from the web, and bc and tc
are the measured width and thickness of the coupons.
6.3.2.1 Testing conditions
The tensile coupon tests were carried out in an INSTRON 500 kN hydraulic loading ma-
chine with an initial strain rate of 0.001%/s for ǫ < 0.5 %. Between 0.5% and 4% strain,
the strain rate was 0.002%/s; between 4% and 17% strain, the strain rate was 0.04%/s.
These test rates are summarised in Table Fig. 6.3.
Once the coupon reached ǫ = 17% testing switched to displacement control at a constant
rate of 0.1 mm/s until failure. Static yield and ultimate strengths were determined by
holding the strain constant for two minutes in the yield plateau and at four points near
the ultimate stress.
Pausing the tests permits the stress relaxation associated with plastic straining to take
place. In the plastic range, total strain can be decomposed into elastic and plastic com-
ponents; in order to maintain a constant level of strain, plastic deformations must in-
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Table 6.2: Basic tensile coupon specimen geometry.
Tensile coupon designation bc tc Ac
(mm) (mm) (mm2)
305 × 127 × 48 F 19.5 14.4 280.5
305 × 127 × 48 W 19.7 8.5 167.2
305 × 165 × 40 F 19.5 10.0 194.5
305 × 165 × 40 W 20.2 6.4 128.3
305 × 102 × 28 F 20.0 8.1 163.1
305 × 102 × 28 W 19.9 6.3 124.5
254 × 102 × 28 F 20.1 9.7 194.8
254 × 102 × 28 W 20.1 6.3 126.4
203 × 133 × 25 F 20.0 7.1 141.5
203 × 133 × 25 W 20.1 6.4 128.7
152 × 152 × 23 F 20.0 6.8 136.6
152 × 152 × 23 W 20.0 6.2 123.3
152 × 152 × 30 F 19.9 9.1 180.6
152 × 152 × 30 W 20.1 6.7 133.9
Table 6.3: Summary of tensile coupon testing rate.
Strain Test rate
0 - 0.5 % 0.001 %/s
0.5 - 4 % 0.002 %/s
4 - 17 % 0.04 %/s
> 17 % 0.1 mm/s
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crease relative to elastic deformations (Jeong et al., 1999). Reductions in the elastic strain
component results in a reduction in the stress under constant total strain; this is known
as stress relaxation. Underpinning this process is the observation by Lay (1965a) that
when the shear stresses at the structural level of the material reach a critical value, slip
planes form in the direction of the shear stresses; these are unstable and will progress
until a change of surface is encountered. It was also shown by Lay (1965a) that the stress
required to initiate a slip plane is greater than that required to maintain it. Thus, when
slip planes are forming under a critical stress, stopping any further strain increments
will cause the stress to fall to a static level, the level at which a change in surface is en-
countered. It is shown by Krapf (2010) that stress decreases logarithmically with time
during pausing, suggesting that relatively brief pauses will be sufficient to obtain reli-
able static values during tensile coupon tests.
Tensile strain was measured using a clip gauge extensometer and strain gauges affixed
to the face of the specimen (Fig. 6.6). The clip gauge was used to control the testing ma-
chine and the strain gauges were used to provide accurate readings in the elastic range,
against which any necessary adjustments to the clip gauge data can be made. Prelim-
inary analysis in Wang (2013) demonstrated that in the elastic range, strain-gauges are
more accurate and so are used for determining the modulus of elasticity, but the full
stress-strain response is based upon the corrected readings from the clip-gauge exten-
someter.
6.3.2.2 Test results and discussion
All test data, including load, displacement, strain and input voltage were recorded at
one-second intervals using the DATASCAN acquisition system. A summary of the re-
sults of these tests is provided in Table 6.4 together with the test results of Wang (2011)
in Table 6.5. In the coupon designation system HR denotes hot-rolled, CF denotes cold-
formed and C denotes material taken from the corners of the cross-section.
Summary stress-strain curves for all of the coupon tests conducted in this programme


















Table 6.4: Measured tensile coupon test results.
Tensile coupon designation fy (dynamic) fu (dynamic) ǫsh ǫu ǫf Area Reduction E Esh
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) (%) (%) (%) (%) (N/mm2) (N/mm2)
UB 305 × 127 × 48 F 381 (392) 499 (534) 1.6 17.1 30.8 62.8 191700 2700
UB 305 × 127 × 48 W 396 (403) 494 (528) 2.0 19.1 24.2 56.1 198700 2100
UB 305 × 165 × 40 F 428 (438) 579 (585) 1.6 15.7 25.1 67.0 204200 2900
UB 305 × 165 × 40 W 452 (459) 569 (599) 2.0 13.7 21.6 47.9 201340 2900
UB 305 × 102 × 28 F 363 (375) 488 (518) 1.0 16.0 33.9 63.8 207400 2600
UB 305 × 102 × 28 W 357 (366) 492 (523) 1.1 17.5 32.1 59.4 188500 2600
UB 254 × 102 × 28 F 382 (386) 501 (530) 1.1 12.0 26.7 65.0 198800 2700
UB 254 × 102 × 28 W 386 (401) 513 (549) 1.2 16.3 32.5 58.0 212500 2400
UB 203 × 133 × 25 F 354 (364) 492 (522) 0.7 14.4 28.1 61.4 204100 3200
UB 203 × 133 × 25 W 379 (385) 490 (519) 1.6 16.2 32.9 61.9 203100 1900
UC 152 × 152 × 23 F 345 (355) 471 (500) 0.8 15.5 30.0 60.9 201300 2900
UC 152 × 152 × 23 W 362 (371) 476 (507) 1.2 16.0 32.9 54.0 211400 2300
UC 152 × 152 × 30 F 374 (382) 498 (528) 0.7 14.3 28.3 57.5 210000 3000


















Table 6.5: Collated tensile coupon test data (Wang, 2011).
Tensile coupon designation fy fu ǫsh ǫu ǫf E Esh
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) (%) (%) (%) (N/mm2) (N/mm2)
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 HR 504 581 3.9 9.1 36.0 219600 0
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 CF 451 502 1.2 5.9 24.0 212900 1280
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 CF-C 534 589 0.4 3.3 16.0 196700 2380
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 HR 496 572 4.3 14.2 34.0 212300 0
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 HR-C 499 578 3.9 8.5 37.0 215500 0
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 CF 410 430 0.4 5.1 38.0 201600 730
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 CF-C 479 507 0.4 1.5 17.0 210900 2870
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 HR 468 554 4.7 9.8 37.0 213800 0
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 CF 400 452 0.4 5.0 21.0 212000 1880
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 CF-C 480 570 0.4 2.4 15.0 202400 3910
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 HR 449 555 3.8 9.9 31.0 215200 0
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 CF 361 402 0.4 12.0 49.0 207400 1030
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 CF-C 442 471 0.4 1.4 21.0 208000 2550
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Strain  (%) 
Flange coupon
Web coupon
(b) Initial portion of stress-strain curve.
Figure 6.7: Summary of tensile stress strain curves for I-sections.
The tensile coupons for the hot-rolled sections exhibited the anticipated response of a
well defined yield point, followed by a plateau before the initiation of strain-hardening.
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Comparing Figs. 6.8a and 6.8b it is noted that material taken from hot rolled hollow
sections exhibit a longer yield plateau than material taken from I-sections. The cold-
formed material does not exhibit a well defined yield point, with a progressive and
rounded transition from elastic to inelastic behaviour. Examination of Fig. 6.8a also il-
lustrates the differences in response of material taken from the flanges and webs, with





















(a) I-sections. (b) Hot-rolled hollow sections.
Figure 6.8: Comparative stress-strain response for different cross-section types.
Examination of the results presented in Table 6.4 indicates that the value of Esh is gener-
ally higher for thicker material. Studies have shown that whilst this pattern holds true
in some cases, it is not a general relationship (Byfield et al., 2005), but it has been argued
elsewhere that the ratio fu/fy decreases with decreasing thickness and thatEsh increases
with increases in fu/fy; thus thickness is implicitly related to the strain-hardening mod-
ulus via the ratio of ultimate stress to yield stress (Wang, 2011).
6.3.3 Full cross-section tensile tests
In order to account for the interactions between varying material and geometric proper-
ties of the different section types that are otherwise overlooked by tensile coupon tests,
a new, full cross-section tensile test is proposed. As previously discussed, taking into
account average cross-section properties will give a more accurate representation of the
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uniaxial tensile behaviour of the different section types. In this section, the details of the
test procedure will be discussed, along with a presentation of the basic results and how
they compare to data obtained from local tensile coupon tests.
6.3.3.1 Test specimens
Full cross-section tensile tests were performed on hot-rolled (S355JR) I-sections, hot-
rolled (S355J2H) hollow sections and cold-formed (S235JRH) hollow sections. All of the
test specimens were cut to a nominal length of 600 mm. The basic measured geometric
properties of the specimens are reported in Tables 6.6 and 6.7. For the 305 × 127 × 48
UB and 305× 165× 40 UB specimens, two tests of each section were carried out for ini-
tial assessment purposes and these are denoted S1 and S2. Notation for the geometric
properties is defined in Fig. 6.9. Tolerance compliance was confirmed according to EN
10310-2 (2006) and EN 10319-1 (2006).
(a) I-sections. (b) Hollow sections.
Figure 6.9: Notation for full section tensile test specimens.
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Table 6.6: Basic geometric properties of tensile I-sections.
Cross-section tensile test H B tf tw r A
designation (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm2)
305 × 127 × 48 UB S1 311.48 127.39 13.93 8.60 15.00 6183
305 × 127 × 48 UB S2 311.48 127.39 13.93 8.60 15.00 6183
305 × 165 × 40 UB S1 305.88 166.78 10.01 6.54 12.00 5331
305 × 165 × 40 UB S2 306.15 166.89 9.96 6.30 12.00 5249
305 × 102 × 28 UB 307.67 105.08 8.44 6.35 9.40 3697
254 × 102 × 28 UB 260.25 102.74 9.36 6.39 12.40 3599
203 × 133 × 25 UB 201.49 133.95 6.96 6.34 12.00 3178
152 × 152 × 23 UC 153.77 152.38 6.53 5.94 14.50 3006
152 × 152 × 30 UC 155.91 154.28 8.75 6.57 14.40 3788
Table 6.7: Basic geometric properties of tensile hollow sections.
Cross-section tensile test H B t ro A
designation (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm2)
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 HR 40.00 40.44 3.13 3.80 453
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 CF 40.24 40.34 2.83 5.50 404
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 HR 40.13 40.08 3.99 4.00 563
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 CF 40.69 40.45 3.82 7.50 525
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 HR 40.50 60.47 3.92 5.30 708
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 CF 40.27 60.33 4.01 5.60 718
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 HR 60.40 60.59 3.29 5.50 731
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 CF 60.11 59.86 2.80 7.50 611
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6.3.3.2 Testing conditions
The following conditions were sought from the testing arrangement:
(i) An even distribution of load across the cross-section; this was achieved bywelding
end plates to the specimen.
(ii) Minimal deformation of the end plates under load; this is achieved by using thick
end plates (25mm) with a symmetrical distribution of bolts at sufficiently close
intervals to spread the load evenly.
(iii) Sufficiently strong welds between the end plates and the specimen; vertical stiff-
ener fins were used with the primary function of increasing the welded area be-
tween the specimen and the end plates.
A summary of these design features is provided in Fig. 6.10.
Figure 6.10: Typical details of fabricated specimens for full cross-section tension tests.
Prior to testing, half gauge lengths were scribed along the length of the specimens to
allow the final strain at fracture, ǫf , to be calculated. The standard gauge length L0 =
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5.65
√
Ac (where Ac is the pre-test cross-sectional area of the specimen) suggested by
EN 10002-1 (2001) for tensile coupons is too long for this type of test. The following
modifications to the gauge length were therefore introduced:
(i) For the hollow sections, the local plate cross-sectional area was used for Ac.
(ii) For the I-sections, a non-proportional gauge length L0 = 80 mm was used. Elon-
gation values based on this gauge length are comparable to those based upon
L0 = 5.65
√
Ac by means of a conversion provided in Table 4 of EN 2566-1 (1999).
The full cross-section tensile tests were carried out using an INSTRON 3500 kN hy-
draulic universal testing machine. The end plates of the specimen were securely bolted
to the end platens of the testing machine prior to testing. Displacements were recorded
by 8 L.V.D.T.s positioned at uniform locations on both ends of the specimen (see Fig.
6.11a). The applied load was recorded with a load cell and strain gauges were attached
to each face of the specimen at the mid-height (6 for I-sections and 4 for hollow sections)
- see Fig. 6.11b.
Testing was carried out under displacement control with similar relative variations in
the testing rate to the coupon tests, which are summarised in Table 6.8. Unlike the
coupon tests, displacement holding points were not introduced into the test profile
as firstly, the testing machine was not capable of reliably introducing such holds and
secondly, by having a very slow test rate, the difference between static and dynamic
stresses is likely to be negligible (Krempl and Nakamura, 1998). All test data, including
load, displacement, strain and input voltage were recorded at one-second intervals us-
ing the DATASCAN acquisition system.
6.3.3.3 Test results
All specimens failed by ductile fracture, which was the anticipated mode of failure. In
most, but not all cases, fracture occurred at the mid-height of the specimens. Examples
of this mode of failure are presented in Fig. 6.12.
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(a) Schematic instrumentation. (b) In-situ.
Figure 6.11: Test set-up for full cross-section tension tests.
6.3.3.3.1 Data processing During the tests, measurements based upon L.V.D.T., strain
gauge, load cell and machine displacement readings were collected. Prior to analysis,
certain considerations need to be taken into account. Firstly, unlike a tensile coupon test,
inclusion of the additional stiffening material at the ends of the specimens resulted in
non-uniform strains developing along the length of the test member. Secondly, like the
stub column tests, the end plates experienced small elastic deformations which resulted
in small discrepancies between L.V.D.T. and strain gauge initial stiffness readings.
The procedure for accounting for non-uniform strain along the length of the test mem-
ber was developed by Wang (2013) and the key steps involved are presented in this
section. The first step is to construct the basic stress-strain (σ, ǫ) curve directly from the
load-displacement readings obtained from the tests, where:
σ = F/A and ǫ = δ/L (6.2)
in which δ is the axial displacement recorded by the L.V.D.T.s, L is the specimen length,
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Table 6.8: Test rate for full tensile cross-section tests.
Displacement Test rate
(mm) (mm/s)
0 - 3 0.004
3 - 14.5 0.008
14.5 - 20 0.016
20 - 24 0.08
> 24 0.16
Figure 6.12: Typical failure modes for all cross-section tensile tests.
F is the recorded load and A is the specimen cross-section area. Using this data, the ini-
tial tangent modulus E ′ is calculated. This value is an average for the whole specimen
and includes the additional rigidity of the stiffeners.
The second step is to calculate a corrected modulus of elasticity from the L.V.D.T. data,
ELVDT, allowing for the influence of the stiffeners, which is achieved using Eq. (6.3):
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and Astiff is the area of the stiffeners. With refer-
ence to Fig. 6.13a this area is defined by the shaded triangle formed by the welded edges
(the triangle defined by the free edges is assumed to have a zero contribution), which
in turn provides a rigid body connection between the stiffeners and the specimen. With
reference to Fig. 6.13b, the triangular area is simplified to an equivalent rectangular re-
gion. This region, in conjunction with Fig. 6.14 defines the length of the specimen, Lend,
over which the stiffeners influence the elastic rigidity of the specimen.
Figure 6.13: (a) Area contributions of stiffeners and (b) simplification of effective stiff-
ener geometry.
In deriving the stiffness correction factor kLVDT the following assumptions are made:
(i) The whole specimen consists of three regions: two identical end regions defined
over the lengths Lend and a single middle region Lmid (Fig. 6.14).
(ii) The material properties of the stiffener and the test specimen are homogeneous.
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Figure 6.14: Nomenclature for stiffness reduction factor calculations.
(iii) The welded edges of each stiffener provide a rigid body connection with the spec-
imen.
(iv) The free edges of the stiffener and the triangular region that they enclose have no
contribution to the stiffness of the segment Lend.
(v) The effective material area can be simplified into equivalent rectangular regions
(Fig. 6.13b).















To derive an expression for kLVDT it is necessary to solve for ǫmid in Eq. (6.6). Solving
initially for ǫend:
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Axial displacement δ can be expressed as:
δ = δmid + 2δend = ǫmidLmid + 2ǫendLend (6.8)
Noting, with reference to Fig. 6.14, Lmid = L−2Lend and by definition, ǫ = δ/L, Eq. (6.8)













From the earlier definition of β, Eq. (6.9) becomes:
ǫ = ǫmid (1− β) + β
α
ǫmid or ǫ =
[







(1− β) + β
α
] (6.11)





F/A [(1− β) + β/α]
ǫ
(6.12)
For Eq. (6.5) to hold, E ′ = (F/A)/ǫ, which is the initial slope of the stress-strain curve
derived using Eq. (6.2), and kLVDT = [(1− β) + β/α]. The values α and β can be readily
evaluated from measurements obtained from the test specimens.
By introducing the correction in Eq. (6.4) it is assumed that over the length Lend, the
material remains in the elastic range throughout the test. Defining the stress in this re-
gion as fstiff = Fu/(A + Astiff), Tables 6.9 and 6.10 show that all stresses in this region
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are indeed below the respective material yield stress values (assuming that the material
properties of the stiffeners are the same as those of the specimen), indicating that this is
a reasonable assumption.
Table 6.9: Summary stress calculations for stiffeners (I-sections).
Cross-section tensile test designation A Fu Astiff fstiff
(mm2) (kN) (mm2) (N/mm2)
305 × 127 × 48 UB S1 6183 3071 4000 302
305 × 127 × 48 UB S2 6183 3063 4000 301
305 × 165 × 40 UB S1 5331 2772 4000 297
305 × 165 × 40 UB S2 5249 3059 4000 331
305 × 102 × 28 UB 3697 1983 4000 258
254 × 102 × 28 UB 3599 1957 4000 257
203 × 133 × 25 UB 3178 1697 4000 236
152 × 152 × 23 UC 3006 1535 4000 219
152 × 152 × 30 UC 3788 1946 4000 250
Assuming that the region Lend deforms elastically confines all of the inelastic deforma-
tions to the region Lmid (Fig. 6.14). The third step is then to construct the appropriate





it is necessary to determine δmid. With reference to Fig. 6.14, the total axial displacement
δ can be decomposed as:
δ = δmid + 2δend ⇐⇒ δmid = δ − 2δend (6.14)
Evaluating the modulus of elasticity from the strain gauges, ESG, and invoking the pre-
vious assumption of elastic behaviour in the region Lend, the quantity δend = ǫendLend can
be readily evaluated using:
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Table 6.10: Summary stress calculations for stiffeners (hollow sections).
Cross-section tensile test designation A Fu Astiff fstiff
(mm2) (kN) (mm2) (N/mm2)
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 HR 453 242 2000 99
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 CF 404 212 2000 88
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 HR 563 300 2000 117
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 CF 525 247 2000 98
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 HR 708 372 2000 137
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 CF 718 350 2000 129
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 HR 731 406 2000 149








The fourth step compensates for the small elastic deformations of the end plates. Using
a procedure developed by (C.A.S.E., 1990) for stub columns, the recorded L.V.D.T. dis-
placements δmid (adjusted from δ using Eq. (6.15)) can be modified to obtain true axial
displacement δmid,true, where:
δmid,true = δmid − 2∆end (6.16)
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6.3.3.3.2 Summary results Plots for all test specimens are presented in Figs. 6.15-
6.19. For each case load displacement plots are presented alongside the correspond-
ing stress-strain curves after allowing for the adjustments discussed previously. For
all load-displacement curves, load measurements are obtained directly from the test
and displacements are calculated as the difference between averaged top and bottom
L.V.D.T. readings.
Tables 6.11 and 6.12 present the key test results for all of the tests; all notation is as
previously defined for the tensile coupon tests. The final strain at fracture ǫf , is based
upon the weighted average area contributions of each component of the specimen cross-
sections. Attempts to quantify area reduction for some of the I-sections are also pre-
sented, though in general this proved difficult to calculate with any reliability. The
modulus of elasticity was obtained from strain gauge readings and the strain-hardening
modulus was estimated using the method described in the preceding section. For cold-
formed sections, fy and ǫy are taken as the 0.2% proof stress and 0.2% offset strain.
The key observations from the test results are:
(i) All hot-rolled cross-sections still exhibit a yield plateau, though this is significantly
reduced when compared to the results from the coupon tests. For I-sections, the
average ǫsh = 1.28% for the coupons, whilst for the full section tensile tests the
average ǫsh = 0.72% - a 43% reduction in the length of the yield plateau. For hot-
rolled hollow sections, the average ǫsh = 4.16% for the coupons, whilst for the full
tensile tests the average ǫsh = 2.91% - a 30% reduction in the length of the yield
plateau. For cold-formed sections, the average ǫsh = 0.59% for the flat coupons
(average ǫsh = 0.43% for corner coupons), whilst for the full section tensile tests
the average ǫsh = 0.42%.
(ii) In all cases there is an absence of a well-defined yield point, reflecting the interac-
tions of varying material properties around the cross-section and residual stresses.
(iii) Comparing values of Esh to those derived from the coupon tests, higher values for
Esh are observed in all cases, with the exception of the hot-rolled hollow sections


















Table 6.11: Key cross-section tensile test results (hot-rolled I-sections).
Cross-section tensile A fy fu ǫsh ǫu ǫf Area reduction E Esh
test designation (mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) (%) (%) (%) at fracture (%) (N/mm2) (N/mm2)
305 × 127 × 48 UB S1 6183 392 - 0.94 - - - 218000 3100
305 × 127 × 48 UB S2 6183 392 - 0.92 - - - 214900 3100
305 × 165 × 40 UB S1 5331 427 - 0.95 - - - 211100 -
305 × 165 × 40 UB S2 5249 451 580 0.92 9.70 - - 217300 3400
305 × 102 × 28 UB 3697 375 536 0.61 10.00 24.50 48.10 196000 4000
254 × 102 × 28 UB 3599 392 544 0.66 9.50 26.20 41.70 202700 3800
203 × 133 × 25 UB 3178 372 534 0.40 9.20 22.90 46.70 212000 3900
152 × 152 × 23 UC 3006 373 511 0.44 8.50 28.90 44.60 205200 3700


















Table 6.12: Key cross-section tensile test results (hot-rolled and cold-formed hollow sections).
Cross-section tensile A fy fu ǫsh ǫu ǫf E Esh
test designation (mm2) (N/mm2) (N/mm2) (%) (%) (%) (N/mm2) (N/mm2)
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 HR 453 471 535 3.46 10 45 208200 0
SHS 40 × 40 × 3 CF 404 474 521 0.43 4.2 21.9 211900 1600
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 HR 563 450 532 2.57 10.4 45.9 207100 0
SHS 40 × 40 × 4 CF 525 450 467 0.43 1.2 26.8 193700 2200
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 HR 708 443 525 2.98 11.5 45.2 206600 0
RHS 60 × 40 × 4 CF 718 433 486 0.41 2.7 20 204700 2300
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 HR 731 456 555 2.61 12.3 41.3 212300 300
SHS 60 × 60 × 3 CF 611 375 418 0.39 4.6 38.5 197800 1600
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305x102x28 UB Strain gauge
305x102x28 UB LVDT




















































































Strain  (%) 
305x165x40 UB S1 
& S2 Strain gauge 
305x165x40 UB 
S1 & S2 LVDT 
(f) 305× 165× 40 UB stress-strain curves.
Figure 6.15: Summary test results for tensile cross-section tests (hot-rolled I-sections)
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305x127x48 UB S1 & S2 LVDT 
305x127x48 UB 
S1 & S2 Strain 
gauge 
























































































(f) 203× 133× 25 UB stress-strain curves.
Figure 6.16: Summary test results for full cross-section tensile tests (hot-rolled I-sections)
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(b) 152× 152× 23 UB stress-strain curves.
Figure 6.17: Summary test results for full cross-section tensile tests (hot-rolled I-sections)
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Strain   (%) 
RHS 60x40x4 HR 
Strain gauge 
RHS 60x40x4 HR 
LVDT 
RHS 60x40x4 CF 
Strain gauge 
RHS 60x40x4 CF 
LVDT 






















































































Strain  (%) 
SHS 40x40x4 HR 
Strain gauge 
SHS 40x40x4 HR 
LVDT 
SHS 40x40x4 CF 
LVDT 
SHS 40x40x4 CF  
Strain gauge 
(f) 40× 40× 4 SHS stress-strain curves.
Figure 6.18: Summary full cross-section tensile test results (hot-rolled and cold-formed
hollow sections).
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Strain   (%) 




SHS 40x40x3 CF 
Strain gauge 
SHS 40x40x3 CF 
LVDT 
(b) 40× 40× 3 SHS stress-strain curves.
Figure 6.19: Summary full cross-section tensile test results (hot-rolled and cold-formed
hollow sections).
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6.4 Analysis of test data
In this section, the results of the full cross-section tensile tests for each section type
are compared and discussed. Thereafter, the relative attributes of the full cross-section
tensile tests are examined alongside those of the tensile coupon tests. Summary non-
dimensionalE/Esh values derived from the tensile full cross-section tests and the coupon
tests are plotted against fu/fy in Fig. 6.20. These will be used in conjunction with the












HR I cross section
HR I coupon
HR hollow cross section
HR hollow coupon
CF hollow cross section
CF hollow coupon
CF hollow coupon (corner)
EN 1993-1-5  
Figure 6.20: Summary relationship between Esh/E and fu/fy for all full cross-section
and tensile coupon tests.
6.4.1 Full cross-section tensile tests: hot-rolled I-sections vs. hot-rolled
hollow sections
Comparing Esh/E values obtained for the hot-rolled I-sections with those of the hot-
rolled hollow sections in Fig. 6.20, it is clear that the hot-rolled I-sections exhibit a higher
degree of strain-hardening. Furthermore, they also show a higher fu/fy ratio, which is
in contrast to a similar comparison made by Wang (2011) for equivalent coupon test
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data where the range of fu/fy differed for the two cross-section types. This discrepancy
is most likely to be explained by the comparatively small sample size of the current
experimental programme rather than any specific deterministic relationship.
6.4.2 Full cross-section tensile tests: hot-rolled vs. cold-formed hol-
low sections
For the cross-section tensile tests, the hot-rolled hollow sections have higher fu/fy ra-
tios than their cold-formed counterparts. This is in line with the observations made in
Wang (2011) for tensile coupon tests. As to be expected, cold-formed hollow sections
exhibit a far higher degree of strain-hardening in the initial stage than their hot-rolled
equivalents, due to the rounding effect of the cold-forming process on the shape of the
stress-strain curve.
6.4.3 Full cross-section tensile test vs. tensile coupon test
6.4.3.1 Yield plateau
With reference to Tables 6.11 and 6.12 the following observations may be made in rela-
tion to the length of the yield plateau:
(i) For hot-rolled I-sections, the length of the yield plateau, as defined by ǫsh, is re-
duced considerably when a full cross-section tensile test is carried out. On aver-
age, the reduction in plateau length from the equivalent coupon test is 43%. It is
also noted (with reference to Fig. 6.21b) that the response around the yield stress
is more rounded - similar observations can be made for the hot-rolled hollow sec-
tions.
(ii) For hot-rolled hollow sections, the length of the yield plateau, as defined by ǫsh, is
reduced in a similar manner to the I-sections in the full cross-section tensile tests.
On average, the reduction in plateau length from the equivalent coupon test is
30%.
(iii) For cold-formed hollow sections, there is no clear yield plateau, but the general
yield response from the results of the full cross-section tensile tests differ from
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(b) Relative length of yield plateaus and proper-
ties of the yield point.
Figure 6.21: Comparative responses of full cross-section and tensile coupon tests.
Overall, it can be concluded that a full cross-section tensile test suggests a shorter yield
plateau than derived from a tensile coupon test, which supports the assumption of the
elastic, linear hardening material model currently employed by the continuous strength
method.
6.4.3.2 Strain-hardening modulus
With reference to Tables 6.11 and 6.12 and Fig. 6.20 the following observations can be
made in relation to the strain-hardening modulus:
(i) I-sections: compared with data obtained from coupon tests, E/Esh derived from
the full cross-section tests is higher in every case - on average for the coupon tests,
Esh/E = 0.014 whilst for the full cross-section tests, Esh/E = 0.017.
(ii) Hot-rolled hollow sections: in a similar manner to the coupon tests, hot-rolled hol-
low sections do not experience any strain-hardening within the admissible range
of strains (up to 3%), as discussed in Section 6.2.3.
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(iii) Cold-formed hollow sections: as expected, the Esh/E values for the full cross-
section tests lie between the flat and corner coupon values. On average, Esh/E =
0.006 for the coupon flats,Esh/E = 0.014 for the coupon corners andEsh/E = 0.009
for the full cross-section tensile tests.
Overall, the full cross-section tensile tests have demonstrated that the ratio Esh/E as
defined by the tensile coupon tests is somewhat conservative for I-sections and suggests
the type of compromise between corner and flat material behaviour expected of cold-
formed hollow sections.
6.5 Revisions to the CSMmaterial model for carbon steel
Figure 6.22a is a graphical representation of the cross-section dependent suite of mate-
rial models based upon coupon test data as proposed by Wang (2011), against which
the data obtained from the three sets of full cross-section tensile tests are plotted. Based
upon earlier observations, the following revisions are proposed:
(i) For I-sections: enhancements to the degree of strain-hardening from E/Esh = 0.01
to E/Esh = 0.015 and a reduction in the limiting value of fu/fy over which the
maximum value of E/Esh applies from fu/fy = 1.7 to fu/fy = 1.3.
(ii) For cold-formed hollow sections: the degree of strain-hardening shall remain un-
changed from Wang (2011), but the range over which E/Esh = 0.015 applies shall
commence from fu/fy = 1.15 rather than fu/fy = 1.25.
(iii) For hot-rolled hollow sections the strain-hardening modulus proposed by Wang
(2011) shall be replaced with Esh/E = 0.
A summary of the revised material models is provided in Table 6.13 and plotted in Fig.
6.22b.
6.5.1 Associated improvements to the CSM
To assess the benefits of an updated material model to the CSM, the predictive capacity
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Figure 6.22: Previous and proposed material models for the CSM.
laboratory tests in the literature. Expressions for compression and bending resistance
(see Gardner et al. (2011) for details) shall be evaluated. For compression, stub-column
tests data was obtained for hot-rolled and cold-formed hollow sections (Gardner et al.
(2010), Gao et al. (2009), Greiner et al. (2008), Hu et al. (2011), Rasmussen and Han-
cock (1992), Sakino et al. (2004), Elchalakani et al. (2002)); for bending resistance, test
data was obtained for hot-rolled I-sections, as well as hot-rolled and cold-formed hol-
low sections (Gardner et al. (2010), Wilkinson and Hancock (1998), Zhao and Hancock
(1991), Byfield and Nethercot (1998)).
Tables 6.14 and 6.15 present comparisons between ultimate test values and predicted
capacity values using the CSM equations for compression and bending. The first com-
parisons are between the multi-linear material models reported in Tables 6.1 and 6.13.
There is a small improvement in the accuracy of the CSM when the updated material
model (Table 6.13) is used; this holds both within groupings for each cross-section type
and over the entire sample; the coefficient of variation (C.O.V.) values for the updated
material models show very slight decreases in scatter.
The second comparison assumes a single value ofEsh that is independent of fu/fy. Here
the comparisons are between the previously assumed Esh = E/100 by Wang (2011)
and the values derived from the tests conducted in this chapter. In pure compression,
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there is a slight reduction in accuracy compared with assuming Esh = E/100, but it is
associated with a slight reduction in scatter. In bending there is a slight improvement in
accuracy, but an increase in scatter. Such inconsistencies in the results at this stage are
not entirely surprising given the relatively small sample sizes of (i) the test results used
to derive new Esh values and (ii) the highly variable sample sizes of the bending and
axial test data, with considerably more relevant data being available for cold-formed
hollow sections than for other types of material or cross-section type.
Table 6.14: Comparison between previous and updated CSM predictions in compres-
sion (test/predicted).
Esh = f (fu) Constant Esh
Wang (2011) Updated Wang (2011) Updated
Hot-rolled hollow sections
Mean 1.067 1.082 1.009 1.082
C.O.V. 0.076 0.081 0.054 0.081
Cold-formed hollow sections
Mean 1.091 1.074 1.087 1.056
C.O.V. 0.085 0.080 0.085 0.081
All section types
Mean 1.083 1.077 1.061 1.065
C.O.V. 0.084 0.080 0.087 0.080
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Table 6.15: Comparison between previous and updated CSM predictions in bending
(test/predicted).
Esh = f (fu) Constant Esh
Wang (2011) Updated Wang (2011) Updated
Hot-rolled hollow sections
Mean 1.111 1.131 1.017 1.131
C.O.V. 0.026 0.026 0.025 0.026
Cold-formed hollow sections
Mean 1.180 1.151 1.101 1.106
C.O.V. 0.071 0.070 0.074 0.074
Hot-rolled I-sections
Mean 1.072 1.045 1.090 1.045
C.O.V. 0.021 0.026 0.024 0.026
All section types
Mean 1.140 1.112 1.095 1.096
C.O.V. 0.070 0.070 0.068 0.071
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6.6 Conclusions and design recommendations
A programme of seventeen full cross-section tensile tests on hot-rolled I-sections, hol-
low sections and cold-formed hollow sections has been conducted in order to investi-
gate the influence of average cross-section properties on the constitutive relationships
for carbon steel. Using data obtained from the literature, as well as a supplementary
programme of fourteen tensile coupon tests, the overall behavioural response of the
cross-section tensile tests demonstrated that assuming a elastic, linear hardening mate-
rial model for the Continuous Strength Method is a reasonable assumption. Further-
more, it was shown that the values obtained for the strain-hardening modulus based
upon the tensile coupon tests are overly conservative, except in the case of hot-rolled
hollow sections, where for the range of validity, it is zero. Revising the suite of mate-
rial models originally proposed by Wang (2011) in the light of these findings has been
shown to have the potential to furnish the CSM capacity equations with a higher degree
of accuracy when compared with experimental data. With additional full cross-section
tensile tests, there is also potential for a reduction in scatter in the data. These improve-
ments apply to all cross-section types investigated, both in compression and in bending.
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Conclusions and suggestions for further
work
This section summarises the key findings of the present research and draws together
overall conclusions. More detailed concluding remarks are given at the ends of each
individual chapter. Suggestions are also made for further work.
7.1 Conclusions
The Continuous Strength Method has been shown to offer increases in member resis-
tance of up to 15% over current European standards, as well as a reduction in scatter of
capacity predictions when compared with test data. The work carried out to date has
predominantly focused upon complete development of the method at the cross-section
level. The primary subject of this research has been to examine the implications of the
higher resistances predicted by the Continuous Strength Method for member-level be-
haviour, focusing in particular on the validity of the current code rules on restraint
spacing and load-bearing requirements. Additional work has also been conducted to
validate the basic material behaviour assumptions of the Continuous Strength Method
and improve their accuracy.
The investigation carried out in this research involved reviewing the existing guidance
for member stability in Eurocode 3, collecting all relevant and carefully reported ex-
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perimental data and conducting a survey of the pertinent literature. An extensive pro-
gramme of laboratory tests was performed to examine the lateral-torsional stability of
various configurations of steel I-beams with different lateral restraint conditions in the
strain-hardening range. A secondary experimental investigation was also conducted,
which introduced a new, full cross-section tensile test to supplement traditional tensile
coupon tests for the purpose of more realistically modelling material behaviour. Us-
ing both proprietary software and a model developed as part of this thesis, the finite
element method was used to generate further data as well as reinforce conceptual un-
derstanding of the physical relationships observed. On the basis of these analyses and
experimental investigations, simple design recommendations were made.
Chapter 3 outlined and presented the results of a laboratory testing programme of
twelve four-point and two three-point bending tests on beams with discrete rigid and
elastic lateral restraints to investigate the implications of utilising strain-hardening in
the design of the restrained member on bracing forces and stiffness requirements. A
parallel numerical investigation was performed in which finite element models were
initially validated against the experimental results. Good correlation with the test data
was achieved and on the basis of thesemodels, parametric studies were conducted to in-
vestigate the implications of varying the restraint stiffness on the ultimate capacities of
the beams and the corresponding forces developed in the restraints. The results from the
parametric studies showed that at the minimum required stiffness, the restraint forces
assumed their peak values, but multiples of this stiffness caused the forces to reduce
rapidly, whilst ensuring the full capacity of the restrained member was achieved. It was
concluded that provided suitable restraint spacings are used, consideration for strain-
hardening in the design of the primary member does not result in restraint forces in
excess of those derived from EN 1993-1-1.
A simplified analytical model was developed in Chapter 4 to investigate the influence
of the key parameters of the CSM on the limiting values of λ¯LT, where it was demon-
strated that cross-section geometry was the most significant parameter. Using a simple
methodology, a conservative relationship between λ¯LT andMcsm, which is entirely based
upon strain-hardening material properties, was reviewed and shown to be safe but con-
servative. Using additional data generated as part of an analytical and numerical study,
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as well as test data collected from the literature, a basic design approach was presented
that incorporated a limiting CSM slenderness of λ¯LT ≤ 0.2 as well as a transition func-
tion fromMpl toMcsm via the factor χLT,csm.
Chapter 5 outlined and presented the results of a programme of six tests on continuous
beams with discrete rigid and elastic lateral restraints, which were conducted to inves-
tigate the member stability implications of utilising the Continuous Strength Method in
the design of statically indeterminate structures. Results showed that, for the cases con-
sidered, the CSM-compatible collapse load was either met or exceeded, with the CSM
on average providing better predictions of capacity than conventional plastic methods.
Variation in bracing stiffness did not significantly affect the ultimate capacity of the
specimens, but as with statically determinate structures, to limit the forces developed
in the restraints it is necessary to have restraints of sufficient stiffness to ensure that a
mode-II failure (i.e. buckling between the restrained points) occurs.
Two numerical modelling approaches were chosen: one that used proprietary software
(ABAQUS), which was used as part of a parametric study into the effects of restraint
forces and the other, which was developed as part of this research, was used to conduct
a parametric study into restraint spacing. Both of these models were successfully val-
idated against the data obtained from the laboratory tests on continuous beams. The
results from the restraint spacing parametric studies showed that, in line with statically
determinate structures, distances between lateral restraints need to be reduced to at-
tain the full CSM capacity compared with the requirements of EN 1993-1-1 for reaching
Mpl. Restraint stiffness requirements were higher than required for statically determi-
nate structures owing to the need to resist lateral and torsional forces at the support
whilst undergoing plastic rotations. At CSM levels of load, restraint forces were well
within the limits set out by EN 1993-1-1; however at ultimate load, forces of 3% of the
compression flange force NEd were typically observed.
A programme of seventeen full cross-section tensile tests on hot-rolled I-sections and
hollow sections, and cold-formed hollow sections was conducted in Chapter 6 as part
of an investigation into the strain-hardening properties of different cross-sections and
materials for use in the Continuous Strength Method. The overall behavioural response
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of the cross-section tensile tests demonstrated that assuming an elastic, linear hardening
material model for the Continuous StrengthMethod is a reasonable assumption and the
values obtained for the strain-hardening modulus based upon the tensile coupon tests
are overly conservative. A revised suite of material models was proposed and incorpo-
rated into the CSM capacity equations, resulting in a higher degree of accuracy when
compared with experimental data.
7.2 Suggestions for further work
The findings of this research are based upon the analysis of experimental data, supple-
mented by numerical models, from which relationships are drawn by means of para-
metric studies. An initial first round of further research would be to develop rigorous
analytical models for all of the stability topics covered in this thesis (Chapters 3 - 5); their
predictions can then be compared against the data developed in this research. Possess-
ing an understanding of this nature would permit the development of sophisticated
design expressions that rely more heavily upon deterministic, rather than statistical re-
lationships. This is particularly advantageous where testing can result in considerable
scatter.
A second avenue of future research is the extension of the analysis to cover different
cross-section geometries and material types (e.g. stainless steel, high-strength steel and
aluminium). With the finite element model that has been developed as part of this
research, material properties can be readily changed, whilst the incorporation of differ-
ent geometries is also possible, provided that aspects such as movement of the plastic
neutral axis are accounted for. Parallel analytical studies, in line with the previous rec-
ommendation would also be of considerable value.
For the full incorporation of the Continuous Strength Method into international design
standards, a broader range of stability topics will need examination. A natural depar-
ture from beam stability would be that of beam-column stability to complement the
CSM design expressions already developed for combined loading at the cross-section
level. Knowledge of this, preferably from an analytical perspective, but also supported
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with good quality numerical and experimental data, can then lead to the development
of design guidance for using the CSM for the stability design of frame structures.
The Continuous Strength Method is a refinement of existing structural design methods,
and in many respects it also represents a more streamlined approach to design. This
combination may have wider application to classes of structures that may have tradi-
tionally resorted to more performance-based approaches to design, or where the design
codes are less prescriptive, such as marine or offshore structures. Understanding the
design requirements of these types of structures could lead to very interesting applica-
tions of the Continuous Strength Method, perhaps offering guidance where none was
previously offered.
Overall, this thesis has provided future researchers with a good collection of numer-
ical and experimental data, as well as a computer model, which can all be used as a
departure point for wider applications of the Continuous Strength Method.
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